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Center for Talent Reporting

• Established October 2012
» Not-for-profit,  501c(6) 

organization (used for trade 
associations)

• Mission
» Improve and standardize the 

measurement, reporting, 
and management of human 
capital to deliver significant 
business value

• Offerings
» Webinars
» Measurement and Reporting 

Workshops
» Coaching
» Annual conference
» Corporate memberships
» Certification and accreditation

• MTM is our Platinum Partner
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Introduction
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Single Greatest Opportunity

• Running Learning like a Business is the single greatest 
opportunity many L&D functions have to make a greater impact 
on their organization

• Exceeds what can be expected from
» Mobile, VR, AR, AI
» Hiring a data scientist, increasing your analytics budget
» Moving to employee driven learning

Center for Talent Reporting
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What Does It Mean to Run Learning 
Like a Business?
• Disciplined process to create a plan with specific measurable 

results 
» Plan should be achievable and realistic 

- Results are not guaranteed
» Some learning should be aligned to the key goals of the organization
» Clear roles and responsibilities for L&D and goal owners
» Input from and approved by high-level governing body or CEO

• Disciplined execution of the plan
» Using monthly reports to determine if special action is required
» Accountability for results
» Report quarterly to high-level governing board or CEO

• Continuously improve and optimize
Center for Talent Reporting
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The TDRp Framework
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Frameworks Are Helpful 8

22-Apr-19Center For Talent Reporting                                  www.centerfortalentreporting.org

• Frameworks provide a 
common language and make 
communication easier

• Example: GAAP for 
accountants
» Four types of measures
» Three types of statements

• Other professions have 
frameworks, classifications or 
taxonomies as well

• Frameworks in L&D/HR
» Talent Development Reporting 

principles (TDRp) 
» Kirkpatrick and Phillips also 

have provided frameworks
» Both have been incorporated 

in TDRp for L&D



Talent Development Reporting 
Principles (TDRp)
• Brings principles, standards, definitions and recommended  

reports to L&D 

• Also brings standard management practices to L&D

• Answers the common questions
» What types of measures should I use?
» What should I do with them once I have them?

• Engaged industry thought leaders like Fitz-enz, Bassi, Phillips, 
Brinkerhoff, Bersin and CLOs/ Senior Talent Leaders of major 
organizations in 2010-2011

• Built on work of ATD, Jac Fitz-enz, Jeff Higgins, and others
22-Apr-19Center For Talent Reporting                                  www.centerfortalentreporting.org
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What TDRp Offers

• Guidance for 
» Identifying organizational and department goals
» Aligning your initiatives to them
» Choosing the right measures 
» Reaching agreement on planned impact on organizational goals
» Setting plans for effectiveness and efficiency measures at department level
» Creating and using reports to manage

• Classification of measures into three types
» From work of Trolley (1999) and Boudreau (2007)

• Standard names and definitions for measures
» Built on work of ATD, Fitz-enz, Higgins, others

• Three customizable management reports
August 19, 2015Center for Talent Reporting
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Executive Reporting ProcessSenior Executives Talent Development Executives

Executive 
Reports

Note: 
Measures can 
be organized 
by processes 

and/or 
efficiency, 

effectiveness 
& outcomes

Data 
Sources

Executive Reporting Process
G

uiding Principles

Financial 
Systems

Evaluation,             
EOS Systems

Non-Financial, 
non-TDR Systems

Others: HRIS, 
LMS, CRM, ERP

Outcomes Effectiveness Efficiency

Talent Development 
Summary Report

Quarterly

Talent Development 
Program Report (s)

Monthly

Talent Development 
Operations Report (s)

Monthly

Talent Development Processes

Talent 
Acquisition

Leadership 
Development

Learning & 
Development

Capability 
Management

Performance 
Management

Total 
Rewards

Extract, convert and calculate Standard Measures

Measures

Center for Talent Reporting
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The Three Types of TDRp Measures

• Effectiveness: quality of program or initiative
» For individual programs and for enterprise overall
» Examples: Participant satisfaction with training, quality of hire, satisfaction 

with performance management or compensation, bench strength

• Efficiency: efficiency of program or initiative
» For individual programs and for enterprise overall
» Examples: Number of hires, number of participants, number of performance 

discussions, span of control

• Outcomes: impact of L&D and HR initiatives on org. goals
» Will be a different set for each organization because goals and initiatives are 

different.
» Common outcome measures are impact on: sales, cost, quality, employee 

engagement, leadership score, diversity, etc.

Center for Talent Reporting
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The Steps to Run Learning Like a 
Business
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TDRp Designed to Run L&D and HR    
with Business-like Discipline

In Support of Business Goals
1. Identify the business goals

2. Align L&D and HR initiatives to 
business goals 

3. Get upfront agreement with goal 
owner on planned impact and other 
measures

4. Review progress against plan every 
month using reports which show 
year-to-date results and forecast

5. Take appropriate management 
actions to achieve plan

In Support of L&D/HR Goals

1. Decide on key initiatives for the 
department

2. Select appropriate measures to 
manage key initiatives

3. Agree on a plan for each one

4. Review progress against plan 
every month using reports which 
show year-to-date results and 
forecast

5. Take appropriate management 
actions to achieve plan

August 19, 2015Center for Talent Reporting
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Step 1: Identify High-level Business 
Goals

15

Center For Talent Reporting                                  www.centerfortalentreporting.org

• Proactive, strategic exercise
» Meet with CEO or business unit 

leader
» Learn about next year’s goals 

and priorities
» Learn who the goal owners are

• Results from Step 1
» List of CEO-prioritized SMART 

goals and goal owners

• We need specific, measurable 
goals expressed in terms of 
change from the previous year

• For example
» Say the goal is to increase 

sales from $50M to $55M
- Goal: Increase sales by $5M or 

10%
» Say the goal is to increase the 

employee engagement score 
from 60 points to 63 points
- Goal: Increase engagement by 3 

points (don’t say by 5% since 
some may interpret that to be 5 
percentage points)

22-Apr-19



Completed Template with Business 
Goals 

Priority Goal Owner

1 Increase sales by 10% Ortega

2 Reduce defects by 20% D’Agoto

3 Reduce injuries by 25% Swilthe

4 Improve leadership score by 5 pts Wang

5 Increase ee retention by 10 points Driese

6 Increase patents by 20% Chan

Center for Talent Reporting
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Step 2: Align L&D or HR Initiatives to 
Business Goals; Plan the Initiatives
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• Meet with the goal owner to 
understand
» Business need in greater 

depth, the challenge, past 
success & failure

» L&D’s role (if any)
» May be different than what 

you have done in the past

• This is high-level 
performance consulting

• If L&D has a role, discuss 
with goal owner & agree on
» Specific initiatives, programs, 

systems, or processes 
» Target audience, location, 

completion dates
» Number of participants
» Cost 

• Result of Step 2:
» Table with goals, priorities, 

owners

22-Apr-19



Table: Business Goals, Sponsors & 
Programs Aligned to Business Goals

Center for Talent Reporting
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Priority Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs Sponsor
1 Revenue: Increase Sales by 20% Ortega

     New product features training
     Consultative selling skills

2 Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20% Swilthe
     Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries

3 Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% Salvatore
     Training for purchasing agents
     Training for all employees on reducing costs
     Training for department heads to meet 15% goal

4 Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80% Johnson
     Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability
     Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects
     Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications

22-Apr-19


List of Effectiveness Measures



				                                                 List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality of content		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures		Yes		Manage



				Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		Yes		Manage



				Level 3: Application (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes		Yes		Manage







				                                                 List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality of content		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Alignment to goals		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures		Yes		Manage



				Level 1: Sponsor Satisfaction (Select programs)		% favorable		No		Manage



				Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		Yes		Manage



				Level 3: Application (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes		Yes		Manage

				  Actual application (after three months)		% who applied it 		Yes		Manage



				Level 4: (Select programs)

				  Estimate by participants (end of course)		% Contribution to goal		Yes		Manage

				  Estimate by participants (after three months)  		% Contribution to goal		No		Monitor



				Level 5: (Select programs)

				  Net benefits		Thousands $		Yes		Manage

				  ROI		%		Yes		Manage





List of Efficiency Measures



				                           List of Efficiency Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Total Participants		Number		Yes		Manage

				Total Unique Participants		Number		Yes		Manage



				Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  vILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  E-learning only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Blended		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Total courses		% of total		Yes		Manage



				Utilization

				  E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		Yes		Manage

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		Yes		Manage

				    % taken by more than 20		%		Yes		Manage



				Reach

				  Percentage of employee reached by L&D		%		Yes		Manage
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				Course Management

				  Total Developed		Number		Yes		Manage

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number		Yes		Manage

				      % Meeting Deadline		%		Yes		Manage

				  Total Delivered		Number		Yes		Manage

				     Number Meeting Deadline		Number		No		Monitor

				     % Meeting Deadline		%		No		Monitor



				Cycle Time

				  Performance consulting		Days		No		Monitor

				  Development		Days		No		Monitor

				  Delivery		Days		No		Monitor



				Investment

				  L&D Expenditures		Million $		Yes		Manage

				  Cost Reduction		Thousand $		Yes		Manage

				  Opportunity Cost		Thousand $		No		Monitor



















































































List of Goals, Outcome Measures

				List of Organizational Goals, Outcome Measures, and Sponsors for L&D



				Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%



				2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L



				3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%



				4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L



				5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%





				List of Organizational Goals, Outcome Measures, and Sponsors for L&D



				Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%



				2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L



				3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%



				4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L



				5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

				List of Business Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D



				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs				Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     New product features training

						     Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Training for purchasing agents

						     Training for all employees on reducing costs

						     Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						     Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						     Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications







				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D









				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs				Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     New product features training

						     Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Training for purchasing agents

						     Training for all employees on reducing costs

						     Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						     Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						     Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs				Sponsor

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     IDP for each employee to include some training

						     Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Intro to Supervision

						     Leadership for managers

						     Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     No training identified





Summary Report



				Sample Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2015                                       

						Unit of		2014										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		85%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		4%		80%		5%		100%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		Low		On plan		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		11%		75%		14%		100%



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		Low		Below plan		Low



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		4 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		70%		74%		80%		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%











				Step 1 in Creating the Sample Summary Report for L&D:

						List Organizational Goals, Outcome, Effectiveness and Efficiency Measures and Add Last Year's Actuals

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		Medium



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%

				     Learning		Score		78%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729



















				Step 2 in Creating the Sample Summary Report for L&D

				                                                                  Add Plan Values

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		Medium		High



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313





				Sample Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		85%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		On plan				On plan



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		On plan				On plan



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		11%		75%		14%		100%



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		       Below plan				On plan



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		4 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		70%		74%		80%		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%

				Sample Summary Report for L&D for 2016 webinars

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		       On plan				    Above plan



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		      On plan				        On plan



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		%		Medium		High		       Below Plan				        On plan



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		       Below plan				       Below plan



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		84%		90%		95%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		85%		75%		94%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		98%		85%		100%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		85%		63%		97%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		73%		78%		85%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%





Operations Report



				            Sample Operations Report for L&D

				              Results through June



										                               For 2015                                         

								2014										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		99%		79%		99%

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		101%		85%		100%

				    Relevance		% favorable		82%		85%		88%		104%		87%		102%

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		75%		85%		83%		98%		84%		99%

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		79%		80%		78%		98%		79%		99%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%





				Efficiency Measures

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		18,253		40%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		55		79%		68		97%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		85%		89%		97%		103%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		24		67%		35		97%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		21		64%		33		100%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		167		94%		178		100%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%









				            Sample Operations Report for L&D

				              Results through June





										                               For 2015                                         

								2014										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		NA  		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		79%		80%		78%		98%		79%		99%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		20%		25%		15%		60%		20%		80%



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		71%		30%		86%



				Efficiency Measures

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		18,253		40%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		55		79%		68		97%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		85%		89%		97%		103%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		24		67%		35		97%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		21		64%		33		100%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		167		94%		178		100%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%



						            Sample Operations Report for L&D for 2016 webinar

						              Results through June



										                               For 2016                                         

								2015										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		99%		79%		99%

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		101%		85%		100%

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		94%		75%		96%

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		92%		71%		95%

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		96%		78%		97%



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		85%		75%		94%



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		83%		98%		85%		100%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		75%		70%		93%		72%		96%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		85%		63%		97%





										                               For 2016                                         

								2015										Forecast as

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		19		27%		55		79%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		29%		31%		79%		83%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		18		50%		36		100%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		12		36%		28		85%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		67%		73%		78%		85%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		99		56%		180		101%













Program Report



								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June





										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		7%		35%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: 70% contribution		%		NA		14%		5%		35%		14%		100%				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor



										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		106%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 1872

						                    Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		98%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		106%		92%		102%				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		80%		62%		78%		63%		79%				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		100%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 39

						                    Sponsor   		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		102%		90%		100%				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		80%		61%		76%		65%		81%				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%



								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June





										2015		2016				YTD as				Forecast as

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		9%		45%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: High contribution		%		NA		High		        Below Plan				             On Plan						YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor



										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		106%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 1872

						                    Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		98%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		106%		92%		102%				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		79%		95%		100%				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place				Story: Sponsor not sufficienly engaged YTD but will engage for second half so application rates will rise in July. App rate isNOT the average for the year but measured monthly.

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		100%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 39

						                    Sponsor   		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		102%		90%		100%				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		75%		95%		100%				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%







• Planned impact is critical
• What CEOs most want to see
• Directly determines the level of effort required and the delivery date

• The higher the impact, the more effort by both L&D and the goal owner
• The higher the impact, the earlier in the year it must be delivered

• Goal owner and L&D must be on the same page or else
• Project will not be resourced adequately or scheduled correctly
• One or both parties may be disappointed with the results                                         

Supplement with roles and responsibilities document for each goal 
owner

Step 3: Get Upfront Agreement on 
Planned Impact

Center for Talent Reporting
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What CEOs Want (2010)
Research from Jack and Patti Phillips:

Center For Talent Reporting                                  www.centerfortalentreporting.org
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Step 3: Get Upfront Agreement on 
Planned Impact and Other Measures 
(continued) 

21

Center For Talent Reporting                                  www.centerfortalentreporting.org

• Planned impact of L&D or HR 
on business goal
» The contribution of just the talent 

initiative(s) on the business goal.
» In L&D terms: the planned isolated 

impact of learning (e.g. Plan for 
Level 4, Impact).

» The aim: arrive at a reasonable, 
roughly right plan mutually 
agreed upon between the goal 
owner and L&D or HR. 
- Close enough to make the right 

decision and determine level of effort 
and timing

- Both parties need to own it

• Plans for other important 
measures of success
» What will be required to deliver 

the agreed-upon impact?
- Number of participants
- Completion date
- Quality of the initiative

• Roles and responsibilities for 
both parties

22-Apr-19
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22Roles and Responsibilities for the                       
Learning & Development Department                         
and the Goal Owner 

 
 
 
Learning and Development (L&D) Department Roles & Responsibilities 
 Work with you (the business goal owner) to determine if learning can help achieve your 

goal and, if it can, recommend an appropriate program or initiative. 
 Collaboratively agree on the appropriate target audience, approach and timing of the 

training. 
 Discuss your role as goal owner and change manager. Recommend steps you can take 

to ensure successful deployment. Discuss your plans to reinforce the learning. 
 Reach agreement with you on the planned impact of the initiative. Reach agreement on 

key effectiveness and efficiency measures required to achieve the planned impact. 
These will constitute our joint success measures for this initiative. 

 Design, develop (or procure), and deliver the learning, including performance support 
tools, according to the agreed-upon timetable. Create any agreed-upon communities of 
practice or facilitate other informal learning opportunities. 

 Meet with you regularly during development and implementation to share progress and 
discuss issues. Provide reports with agreed-upon measures. Provide a list of those who 
completed (or not completed) the learning by the required dates. 

 Conduct a project close-out review upon completion to review results, identify 
opportunities for improvement and lessons learned.  


Roles and Responsibilities for the                       Learning & Development Department                         and the Goal Owner







Learning and Development (L&D) Department Roles & Responsibilities

Work with you (the business goal owner) to determine if learning can help achieve your goal and, if it can, recommend an appropriate program or initiative.

Collaboratively agree on the appropriate target audience, approach and timing of the training.

Discuss your role as goal owner and change manager. Recommend steps you can take to ensure successful deployment. Discuss your plans to reinforce the learning.

Reach agreement with you on the planned impact of the initiative. Reach agreement on key effectiveness and efficiency measures required to achieve the planned impact. These will constitute our joint success measures for this initiative.

Design, develop (or procure), and deliver the learning, including performance support tools, according to the agreed-upon timetable. Create any agreed-upon communities of practice or facilitate other informal learning opportunities.

Meet with you regularly during development and implementation to share progress and discuss issues. Provide reports with agreed-upon measures. Provide a list of those who completed (or not completed) the learning by the required dates.

Conduct a project close-out review upon completion to review results, identify opportunities for improvement and lessons learned. 
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Learning and Development (L&D) Department Roles & Responsibilities 


 Work with you (the business goal owner) to determine if learning can help achieve your 


goal and, if it can, recommend an appropriate program or initiative. 


 Collaboratively agree on the appropriate target audience, approach and timing of the 


training. 


 Discuss your role as goal owner and change manager. Recommend steps you can take 


to ensure successful deployment. Discuss your plans to reinforce the learning. 


 Reach agreement with you on the planned impact of the initiative. Reach agreement on 


key effectiveness and efficiency measures required to achieve the planned impact. 


These will constitute our joint success measures for this initiative. 


 Design, develop (or procure), and deliver the learning, including performance support 


tools, according to the agreed-upon timetable. Create any agreed-upon communities of 


practice or facilitate other informal learning opportunities. 


 Meet with you regularly during development and implementation to share progress and 


discuss issues. Provide reports with agreed-upon measures. Provide a list of those who 


completed (or not completed) the learning by the required dates. 


 Conduct a project close-out review upon completion to review results, identify 


opportunities for improvement and lessons learned.  




Business Goal Owner Roles & Responsibilities  
 Be available for discussions about your goal, how you plan to achieve it, and 

whether learning has a role to play. If you agree it does, then make resources 
available in your organization to work with the learning and development (L&D) 
department on an appropriate program and target audience. 

 Meet with the L&D department to review and approve the recommended 
program, target audience and timing. Discuss and agree on the planned impact 
of this initiative on your goal. Agree on other key measures of success. Discuss 
what will be required to achieve these goals. Discuss and agree on your role as 
goal owner and change leader. In particular, agree on steps you will perform to 
kick off this initiative, how you will manage it through your direct reports, how you 
and your leaders will reinforce it, and what positive and negative consequences 
are planned to ensure completion and application. (Steps 1 and 2 cannot be 
delegated to others in your organization.) 

 Ensure subject matter experts (SMEs) and others in your organization are 
available to the L&D department. Communicate the importance of providing the 
required assistance per the agreed-upon timetable. Follow up with them if 
necessary. 

 Meet with the L&D department regularly through development and deployment to 
review progress and resolve issues. Eliminate road blocks. Let the L&D 
department know what else you need from them. 

 Take required action with your leaders to ensure the target audience has 
completed the learning by the agreed-upon dates. The L&D department will 
provide lists of those who have (or have not completed) the training. 

 Establish accountability (and consequences) for employees in your organization 
to achieve the desired application and impact. (Note: The L&D department can 
provide suggestions and guidance for creating accountability but only you and 
those in your organization ensure that your employees apply the learned 
behaviors and knowledge.) 

 Meet with the L&D department at the completion of the program to review results 
and identify opportunities for improvement and lessons learned. 


Business Goal Owner Roles & Responsibilities 

Be available for discussions about your goal, how you plan to achieve it, and whether learning has a role to play. If you agree it does, then make resources available in your organization to work with the learning and development (L&D) department on an appropriate program and target audience.

Meet with the L&D department to review and approve the recommended program, target audience and timing. Discuss and agree on the planned impact of this initiative on your goal. Agree on other key measures of success. Discuss what will be required to achieve these goals. Discuss and agree on your role as goal owner and change leader. In particular, agree on steps you will perform to kick off this initiative, how you will manage it through your direct reports, how you and your leaders will reinforce it, and what positive and negative consequences are planned to ensure completion and application. (Steps 1 and 2 cannot be delegated to others in your organization.)

Ensure subject matter experts (SMEs) and others in your organization are available to the L&D department. Communicate the importance of providing the required assistance per the agreed-upon timetable. Follow up with them if necessary.

Meet with the L&D department regularly through development and deployment to review progress and resolve issues. Eliminate road blocks. Let the L&D department know what else you need from them.

Take required action with your leaders to ensure the target audience has completed the learning by the agreed-upon dates. The L&D department will provide lists of those who have (or have not completed) the training.

Establish accountability (and consequences) for employees in your organization to achieve the desired application and impact. (Note: The L&D department can provide suggestions and guidance for creating accountability but only you and those in your organization ensure that your employees apply the learned behaviors and knowledge.)

Meet with the L&D department at the completion of the program to review results and identify opportunities for improvement and lessons learned.
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Business Goal Owner Roles & Responsibilities  


 Be available for discussions about your goal, how you plan to achieve it, and 


whether learning has a role to play. If you agree it does, then make resources 


available in your organization to work with the learning and development (L&D) 


department on an appropriate program and target audience. 


 Meet with the L&D department to review and approve the recommended 


program, target audience and timing. Discuss and agree on the planned impact 


of this initiative on your goal. Agree on other key measures of success. Discuss 


what will be required to achieve these goals. Discuss and agree on your role as 


goal owner and change leader. In particular, agree on steps you will perform to 


kick off this initiative, how you will manage it through your direct reports, how you 


and your leaders will reinforce it, and what positive and negative consequences 


are planned to ensure completion and application. (Steps 1 and 2 cannot be 


delegated to others in your organization.) 


 Ensure subject matter experts (SMEs) and others in your organization are 


available to the L&D department. Communicate the importance of providing the 


required assistance per the agreed-upon timetable. Follow up with them if 


necessary. 


 Meet with the L&D department regularly through development and deployment to 


review progress and resolve issues. Eliminate road blocks. Let the L&D 


department know what else you need from them. 


 Take required action with your leaders to ensure the target audience has 


completed the learning by the agreed-upon dates. The L&D department will 


provide lists of those who have (or have not completed) the training. 


 Establish accountability (and consequences) for employees in your organization 


to achieve the desired application and impact. (Note: The L&D department can 


provide suggestions and guidance for creating accountability but only you and 


those in your organization ensure that your employees apply the learned 


behaviors and knowledge.) 


 Meet with the L&D department at the completion of the program to review results 


and identify opportunities for improvement and lessons learned. 




Why Is It So Important to Reach 
Upfront Agreement with Goal Owners?
• Success requires that both the goal owner and the L&D 

department work very closely together from start to finish
» L&D brings the professional knowledge about learning
» Goal owner brings professional knowledge about their discipline and 

goal owner is only one with the power to ensure their employees 
apply the learning

» So both must be on the same page

• Impact will directly determine
» The level of effort by both parties: higher impact requires more effort
» Timing of learning: higher impact requires early deployment

Talent Development Reporting principles  •  CTR
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Reaching Agreement on Impact

• Agreed-upon impact may be expressed in three ways
» Quantitatively (with numbers)
» Qualitatively (with words)
» Proxy for impact (application rate for L&D)

• Approaches to reaching agreement
» Ask what impact the goal owner believes the learning will have
» Facilitate a discussion to arrive at reasonable impact 
» Ask what would happen if there is no training
» Use the matrix approach
» Others?

22-Apr-19Center For Talent Reporting                                  www.centerfortalentreporting.org
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Goal Setting Matrix

22-Apr-19Center For Talent Reporting                                  www.centerfortalentreporting.org
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                                  Impact                                    
Focus Low Medium High

Level of Duration & Modality 1 hr WBT 1 hr WBT + 4 hr ILT   2 hrs WBT + 8 hr ILT
Effort Customization None Some Signifcant

Communication E-mails E-mails + Staff Meeting One-on-One
Reinforcement None Some, reactively Signifcant, planned
Accountability None Some Perfromance Goal
Leadership Focus None Occasionally Every staff meeting

Investment L&D Staff 15 hrs 75 hrs 225 hrs
You and Your Staff 5 hrs 10 hrs 50 hrs
Cost $2,500 $12,500 $37,500


Sheet1

				                      Goal Setting Matrix

						                                  Impact                                    

				Focus		Low		Medium		High

		Level of 		Duration & Modality		1 hr WBT 		1 hr WBT + 4 hr ILT   		2 hrs WBT + 8 hr ILT

		Effort		Customization		None		Some		Signifcant

				Communication		E-mails		E-mails + Staff Meeting		One-on-One

				Reinforcement		None		Some, reactively		Signifcant, planned

				Accountability		None		Some		Perfromance Goal

				Leadership Focus		None		Occasionally		Every staff meeting





		Investment		L&D Staff		15 hrs		75 hrs		225 hrs

				You and Your Staff		5 hrs		10 hrs		50 hrs

				Cost		$2,500		$12,500		$37,500









Important Note

• The planned impact will only occur if L&D and the goal owner 
work closely together in planning and execution
» Neither one can do this alone
» Only in partnership

• Thus, the resulting impact will reflect the work of both L&D and 
the goal owner
» L&D cannot “claim” credit for it
» Neither can the goal owner

Center for Talent Reporting
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Result of Steps 2 and 3 for One Goal

Center for Talent Reporting
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2018 2019
Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing Metric Actual Plan
Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries % 12% 20%
Impact of Learning % NA High

Programs to Reduce Injuries
1 Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

   Effectiveness measures
      Level 1: Participants % 70% 80%
                   Sponsor % 75% 90%
      Level 2: Test score % 86% 90%
      Level 3: Application rate % 53% 95%
   Efficiency measures
      Unique Participants Number 452 3,000
      Total Participants Number 858 6,000
      Percentage complete by 3/31 % NA 95%

2 Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B
    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31 Number NA 3
    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction % NA 90%

3 Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory B
   Effectiveness measures
      Level 1: Participants % NA 80%
                   Sponsor % NA 90%
      Level 2: Test score % NA 90%
      Level 3: Application rate % NA 95%
   Efficiency measures
      Unique Participants Number NA 1,000
      Total Participants Number NA 3,000
      Percentage complete by 7/31 % NA 90%
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						Learning and Development

						Sample Lists, Statements, Graphs, and Reports





						Type		List, Statement, Graph, or Report		Plans Included?		Sector		Quant, Qual, or Mixed/Proxies for Outcome Measures

						Outcome		List		Yes		Private		Quantitative

						Outcome		List		Yes		Private		Qualitatitive

						Outcome		List		Yes		Private		Mixed, Proxies

						Outcome		Statement (contains only actual results)		No		Private		Quantitative

						Outcome		List		Yes		Government		Mixed, Proxies

						Effectiveness 		List		No		All		NA

						Effectiveness 		Statement (contains only actual results)		No		All		NA

						Effectiveness 		Graph		No		All		NA

						Efficiency		List		No		All		NA

						Efficiency		Statement (contains only actual results)		No		All		NA

						Summary		Report		Yes		Private		Quantitative 

						Summary		Report		Yes		Private		Mixed, Proxies

						Summary		Report		Yes		Private		Qualitative

						Summary		Report		Yes		Government		Mixed, Proxies

						Program		Report  Simple		Yes		All		Qualitative

						Program		Report  Medium Complexity		Yes		All		Qualitative

						Program		Report  Medium Complexity		Yes		All		Quantitative

						Program		Report  More Complex		Yes		All		Quantitative

						Operations		Report		Yes		All		NA

						Revision Date: 31-May-18





Outcome Meas List_Pvt_Quant

				Home		Learning and Development

						Sample List of Outcome Measures and Programs to Achieve Them

						                                                                   with Quantitative Impacts









										2018		2019

				Priority		Business Outcomes and Impact of Learning and Development Initiatives				Actual		Plan

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal planned for 2019		%		1%		5%

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Consultative selling skills for reps and managers

						              New product features for reps



				2		Leadership: Increase Leadership Score by 5 Points to 73.5% (1)

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		0 pts		5 pts

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 50% contribution to goal planned for 2019		Points		.4 pt		2.5 pts

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Progam for Department Heads

						              Program for New Supervisors



				3		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% (1)

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 33% contribution to goal planned for 2019		Points		0 pts		1 pt

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Development plan and associated learning  for employees



				4		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal planned for 2019		%		3%		14%

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Manufacturing safety training for production employees

						              Office safety training for office employees

						              Total participants



				5		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 33% contribution to goal planned for 2019		%		0%		5%

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Training for purchasing department employees

						              Business acumen for employees

						              Total participants



				6		Call Center Satisfaction: Improve Satisfaction Score by 4 Points to 80%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal planned for 2019		Points		NA		1 pt

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Enhanced training for all call center employees



				7		Comply with New Regulations

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		% in compliance		100%		100%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 80% contribution to goal planned for 2019		% in compliance		80%		80%

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Compliance-related training for employees and managers



				8		Innovation: Generate 10 New Patentable Ideas

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Number		4		10

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 50% contribution to goal plannedf for 2019		Number		NA		5

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Innovation workshop for engineers 		Number		NA		400



				9		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				10		Diversity: Increase Diversity Index by 4 Points to 50%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.1 pts		4 pts

						     Impact of Talent Acquisition Initiatives		None planned



						 Notes: (1) Leadership and engagement scores from the quarterly employee engagement survey



						Preparer Notes: The list could contain a mix of quantitative and qualitative impact measures for the inititiatives. For example, a more easily 

						quantifiable goal like increasing sales might have a quantitative impact for the initiatives (like the  4% increase in sales due to the initiative),

						while a goal like increasing leadership or engagement scores might have a qualitative impact for the initiative like high, medium, or low.

						For some goals, the initiative may simply be "Essential" to achieving the goal.











Outcome Meas List_Pvt_Qual

				Home		Learning and Development

						Sample List of Outcome Measures and Programs to Achieve Them

						                                                                   with Qualitative Impacts









										2018		2019

				Priority		Business Outcomes and Impact of Learning and Development Initiatives				Actual		Plan

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium impact planned for 2019		Low/Medium/High		Low		Medium

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Consultative selling skills for reps and managers

						              New product features for reps



				2		Leadership: Increase Leadership Score by 5 Points to 73.5% (1)

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		0 pts		5 pts

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High impact planned for 2019		Low/Medium/High		Low		High

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Progam for Department Heads

						              Program for New Supervisors



				3		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% (1)

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium impact planned for 2019		Low/Medium/High		Low		Medium

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Development plan and associated learning  for employees



				4		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High impact planned for 2019		Low/Medium/High		Low		High

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Manufacturing safety training for production employees

						              Office safety training for office employees

						              Total participants



				5		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium impact planned for 2019		Low/Medium/High		Low		Medium

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Training for purchasing department employees

						              Business acumen for employees

						              Total participants



				6		Call Center Satisfaction: Improve Satisfaction Score by 4 Points to 80%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium impact planned for 2019		Low/Medium/High		Low		Medium

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Enhanced training for all call center employees



				7		Comply with New Regulations

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		% in compliance		100%		100%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives:Essential 				Essential		Essential

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Compliance-related training for employees and managers



				8		Innovation: Generate 10 New Patentable Ideas

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Number		4		10

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High impact planned for 2019		Low/Medium/High		Low		High

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Innovation workshop for engineers 		Number		NA		400



				9		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				10		Diversity: Increase Diversity Index by 4 Points to 50%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.1 pts		4 pts

						     Impact of Talent Acquisition Initiatives		None planned



						 Notes: (1) Leadership and engagement scores from the quarterly employee engagement survey



						Preparer Notes: The list could contain a mix of quantitative and qualitative impact measures for the inititiatives. For example, a more easily 

						quantifiable goal like increasing sales might have a quantitative impact for the initiatives (like the  4% increase in sales due to the initiative),

						while a goal like increasing leadership or engagement scores might have a qualitative impact for the initiative like high, medium, or low.

						For some goals, the initiative may simply be "Essential" to achieving the goal.

















Outcome Meas List_Pvt_Mixed

				Home		Learning and Development

						Sample List of Outcome Measures and Programs to Achieve Them

						                                                               with Mixed Impacts and Proxies











										2018		2019

				Priority		Business Outcomes and Impact of Learning and Development Initiatives				Actual		Plan

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal planned for 2019		%		2%		5%

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Consultative selling skills for reps and managers

						              New product features for reps



				2		Leadership: Increase Leadership Score by 5 Points to 73.5% (1)

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		0 pts		5 pts

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High impact planned for 2019		Low/Medium/High		Low		High

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Progam for Department Heads

						              Program for New Supervisors



				3		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% (1)

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium impact planned for 2019		Low/Medium/High		Low		Medium

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Development plan and associated learning  for employees



				4		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal planned for 2019		%		3%		14%

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Manufacturing safety training for production employees

						              Office safety training for office employees

						              Total participants



				5		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 33% contribution to goal planned for 2019		%		NA		5%

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Training for purchasing department employees

						              Business acumen for employees

						              Total participants



				6		Call Center Satisfaction: Improve Satisfaction Score by 4 Points to 80%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium impact planned for 2019		Points		Low		Medium

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Enhanced training for all call center employees



				7		Comply with New Regulations

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		% in compliance		100%		100%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Essential for 2019				Essential		Essential

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Compliance-related training for employees and managers



				8		Innovation: Generate 10 New Patentable Ideas

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Number		4		10

						     Proxy for Impact: 80% application of key behaviors planned for 2019		%		40%		80%

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Innovation workshop for engineers 		Number		NA		400



				9		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				10		Diversity: Increase Diversity Index by 4 Points to 50%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.1 pts		4 pts

						     Impact of Talent Acquisition Initiatives		None planned



						 Notes: (1) Leadership and engagement scores from the quarterly employee engagement survey



						Preparer Notes: The list could contain a mix of quantitative and qualitative impact measures for the inititiatives. For example, a more easily 

						quantifiable goal like increasing sales might have a quantitative impact for the initiatives (like the  4% increase in sales due to the initiative),

						while a goal like increasing leadership or engagement scores might have a qualitative impact for the initiative like high, medium, or low.

						For some goals, the initiative may simply be "Essential" to achieving the goal.





Outcome Statement_Quant

		Home







				Sample Business Outcome Statement for the Private Sector

				with Quantitative Impacts and Key Programs



								(Showing history only - Does not take the place of a report)







										2018								Total or		2019

				Priority		Business Outcomes and Impact of Learning and Development Initiatives				Q1		Q2		Q3		Q4		End of year		Q1		Q2		YTD

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Millions of $		$774		$689		$764		$825		$3,052		$890		$821		$1,711

						          Percent change over year earlier		%		7.1%		8.8%		10.7%		13.3%		10.0%		15.0%		19.2%		17.0%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 10% contribution to goal in '18, 25% in '19		%		0.7%		0.9%		1.1%		1.3%		1.0%		3.7%		4.8%		4.3%

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Consultative selling skills for reps and managers		Number												142		240		382

						              New product features for reps		Number				54		158		174		386		195		249		444

						              Total participants		Number				54		158		174		386		337		489		826



				2		Leadership: Increase Leadership Score by 5 Points to 73.5% (1)

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		68.1		67.3		68		68.5		68.5		69.5		71.5		71.5

						          Point change over previous quarter		Points		-0.4		-0.8		0.7		0.5		0.0		1.0		2.0		3.0

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		Points		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.4		0.5		1		1.5

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Progam for Department Heads		Number				 		 		 		 		35		0		35

						              Program for New Supervisors		Number		11		15		12		16		54		15		16		35

						              Total participants		Number		11		15		12		16		54		50		16		70



				3		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% (1)

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		65.1		64.9		65.3		66.4		66.4		67.1		68.3		68.3

						          Point change over previous quarter		Points		-0.3		-0.2		0.4		1.1				0.7		1.2		1.9

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         L&D Initiatives		Points		0.4		0.4		-0.2		-0.6		0.0		0.3		0		0.3

						              Development plan and associated learning  for employees		Number		12,002		2,456		1,012		219		15,689		38,596		3,972		42,568



				4		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Number		143		157		174		165		639		125		130		255

						          Percent change over year earlier		%		-8.5%		-10.5%		-9.4%		-11.6%		-10.0%		-12.6%		-17.2%		-14.9%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 30% contribution to goal in '18, 70% in '19		%		-2.6%		-3.2%		-2.8%		-3.5%		-3.0%		-8.8%		-12.0%		-10.4%

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Manufacturing safety training for production employees		Number		1,258		985		784		1,189		4,216		2,961		1,931		4,892

						              Office safety training for office employees		Number												432		502		934

						              Total participants		Number		1,258		985		784		1,189		4,216		3,393		2,433		5,826



				5		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Millions of $		$651		$623		$663		$674		$2,611		$601		$541		$1,142

						          Percent change over year earlier		%		-5.7%		-4.8%		-4.9%		-4.6%		-5.0%		-7.7%		-13.2%		-10.4%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 30% contribution to goal		%								0.0%		0.0%		-2.3%		-3.9%		-3.1%

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Training for purchasing department employees		Number								23		23		54		71		125

						              Business acumen for employees		Number								0		0		5,897		4,059		9,956

						              Total participants		Number								23		23		5,951		4,130		10,081



				6		Call Center Satisfaction: Improve Satisfaction Score by 4 Points to 80%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		79.1		78.4		80.1		80.5		80.5		81.5		83.4		83.4

						          Point change over previous quarter		Points		0.2		-0.7		1.7		0.4		1.6		1.0		1.9		2.9

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		Points												0.2		0.5		0.7

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Enhanced training for all call center employees		Number												47		37		84



				7		Comply with New Regulations

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		% in compliance		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 80% contribution to goal		% in compliance		80%		80%		80%		80%		80%		80%		80%		80%

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Compliance-related training for employees and managers		Number		2,123		2,541		3,546		3,900		12,110		4,001		5,586		9,587



				8		Innovation: Generate 10 New Patentable Ideas

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Number		9		7		10		12		38		11		12		23

						          Change over year earlier		Number		1		-2		2		3		4		2		5		7

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 50% contribution to goal		Number												1		2		3

						         L&D Initiatives

						              Innovation workshop for engineers 		Number												82		114		196



				9		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		87.8		87.0		86.3		85.1		85.1		85.8		87.1		87.1

						          Point change over previous quarter		Points		-0.3		-0.8		-0.7		-1.2		-3.0		0.7		1.3		2.0

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				10		Diversity: Increase Diversity Index by 4 Points to 50%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		44.6		44.9		45.8		46.0		46.0		46.7		48.0		48.0

						          Point change over previous quarter		Points		-0.3		0.3		0.9		0.2		1.1		0.7		1.3		2.0

						     Impact of Talent Acquisition Initiatives		None planned













Learning and Development



Outcome  Meas List_Gvt_Mixed

				Home		                 Learning & Development

						Sample Outcomes Measures List for the Government Sector 

						                                                                            Mixed Impacts and Proxies, No Program Detail















										2018		2019

				Priority		Agency Outcomes and Learning Impact				Actual		Plan

				1		Efficiency: Reduction in Costs

						     Agency Goal or Actual		%		3%		10%

						     Impact of Training: 50% reduction due to training planned for 2019		%		NA		5%



				2		Customer Service: Increase in CSS (1) Score

						     Agency Goal or Actual		Points		0 pts		5 pts

						     Proxy for Impact: Application Rate of Training 		% Who applied it		NA		75%



				3		Engagement: Increase in EOS (2)  Score

						     Agency Goal or Actual		Points		0 pts		3 pts

						     Impact of Training:  Low impact planned for 2019		H/M/L		Low		Low



				4		New Employee Orientation: Increase in Unit Satisfaction

						     Agency Goal or Actual		%		-2%		10%

						     Impact of Training:  70% increase in satisfaction due to training plamned for 2019		%		NA		7%



				5		Successful Launch of Initiative A: All Deadlines Met

						     Agency Goal or Actual		% Deadlines met		NA		100%

						     Impact of Training: High impact planned for 2019		H/M/L		NA		High

						

				6		Comply with New Regulations

						     Agency Goal or Actual		% in Compliance		100%		100%

						     Impact of Training: Essential for compliance 				NA		Essential



				7		Agency Reorganization: Complete by End of Year

						     Agency Goal or Actual		% Complete		NA		100%

						     Impact of Training: Not applicable in 2012





















				Note:		1. CSS is quarterly Customer Satisfaction Survey

						2. EOS is quarterly Employee Opinion Survey









Effect Meas List

				Home																		    Content						% top two boxes		77.3%		85.0%		87.0%		102.4%

				Learning & Development																		    Instructor						% top two boxes		79.8%		85.0%		84.8%		99.8%

				Sample List of Effectiveness Measures																		    Environment						% top two boxes		80.9%		85.0%		84.7%		99.6%

																						    Subtotal for quality						Average of measures		79.3%		85.0%		85.5%		100.6%





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality of content		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Alignment to goals		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures		Yes		Manage



				Level 1: Sponsor Satisfaction (Select programs)		% favorable		No		Manage



				Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		Yes		Manage



				Level 3: Application (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes		Yes		Manage

				  Actual application (after three months)		% who applied it 		Yes		Manage



				Level 4: (Select programs)

				  Estimate by participants (end of course)		% Contribution to goal		Yes		Manage

				  Estimate by participants (after three months)  		% Contribution to goal		No		Monitor



				Level 5: (Select programs)

				  Net benefits		Thousands $		Yes		Manage

				  ROI		%		Yes		Manage









































































































Effect Meas Statement

				Home		Learning & Development 

				                  Sample Effectiveness Statement

								(Shows results only - Does not take the place of a report)





				                          Results through 2nd Quarter 2019



														2018								2019

														Q1		Q2		Q3		Q4		Q1		Q2		YTD

				Enterprise

				Level 1: Employee (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality		 

				    Content						% top two boxes				74.1%		74.9%		77.2%		82.9%		86.6%		87.4%		87.0%

				    Instructor						% top two boxes				76.2%		78.5%		80.4%		83.9%		84.2%		85.4%		84.8%

				    Delivery						% top two boxes				77.7%		81.9%		84.5%		83.7%		86.1%		85.3%		85.7%

				    Environment						% top two boxes				77.8%		78.9%		81.5%		85.4%		85.1%		84.3%		84.7%

				    Subtotal for quality						Average of measures				76.5%		78.6%		80.9%		84.0%		85.5%		85.6%		85.6%

				  Alignment 						% top two boxes				74.8%		75.4%		77.8%		79.2%		86.9%		87.7%		87.3%

				  Recommend to others						% top two boxes				77.8%		79.4%		82.5%		87.9%		90.2%		90.6%		90.4%

				  Relevance to job						% top two boxes				81.7%		81.9%		83.0%		84.5%		84.9%		85.9%		85.4%

				  Worthwhile investment of time						% top two boxes				74.1%		75.4%		79.4%		82.1%		84.8%		85.8%		85.3%

				  Total for Level 1						Average of measures				77.0%		78.1%		80.7%		83.5%		86.5%		87.1%		86.8%



				Level 1: Sponsor (Select programs)						% top two boxes				73.1%		73.0%		76.8%		77.1%		76.9%		77.1%		77.0%



				Level 2 (Select programs)						Score				74.8%		75.4%		79.4%		82.4%		82.9%		83.1%		83.0%



				Level 3 (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply						% applied 				78.8%		78.7%		81.2%		84.9%		86.2%		86.8%		86.5%

				  Actual application						% applied 				58.0%		59.9%		61.5%		64.5%		76.1%		79.9%		78.0%



				Region 1

				Level 1: Employee (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality		 

				    Content						% top two boxes				75.1%		75.9%		78.2%		83.9%		88.6%		89.4%		89.0%

				    Instructor						% top two boxes				77.2%		79.5%		81.4%		84.9%		86.2%		87.5%		86.9%

				    Delivery						% top two boxes				78.1%		82.9%		85.5%		84.7%		88.1%		87.3%		87.7%

				    Environment						% top two boxes				78.9%		79.8%		82.5%		85.5%		87.1%		86.3%		86.7%

				    Subtotal for quality						Average of measures				77.3%		79.5%		81.9%		84.8%		87.5%		87.6%		87.6%

				    …………………………..



				Region 2

				Level 1 Employee: (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality		 

				    Content						% top two boxes				72.1%		72.9%		75.9%		80.9%		85.6%		86.4%		86.0%

				    Instructor						% top two boxes				75.2%		77.5%		79.5%		82.5%		83.2%		84.4%		83.8%

				    Delivery						% top two boxes				75.7%		79.1%		82.5%		81.7%		85.1%		84.3%		84.7%

				    Environment						% top two boxes				75.8%		76.9%		79.5%		83.5%		83.5%		82.4%		83.0%

				    Subtotal for quality						Average of measures				74.7%		76.6%		79.4%		82.2%		84.4%		84.4%		84.4%

				    …………………………..



				Region 3

				    …………………………..
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				                       Learning & Development 

				            Sample Detailed Effectiveness Statement

				                          Results through 2nd Quarter 2019



										              (Shows data from sample statement)





										2018								2019

				Level 1: Employee (All programs)						2018-Q1		2018-Q2		2018-Q3		2018-Q4		2019-Q1		2019-Q2

				  Quality		 				76.5%		78.6%		80.9%		84.0%		85.5%		85.6%

				  Alignment 						74.8%		75.4%		77.8%		79.2%		86.9%		87.7%

				  Recommend to others						77.8%		79.4%		82.5%		87.9%		90.2%		90.6%

				  Relevance to job						81.7%		81.9%		83.0%		84.5%		84.9%		85.9%

				  Worthwhile investment of time						74.1%		75.4%		79.4%		82.1%		84.8%		85.8%



				  Total for Level 1						77.1%		78.0%		80.7%		83.4%		86.7%		87.5%				Average of measures



				Level 1: Sponsor (Select programs)						73.1%		73.0%		76.8%		77.1%		76.9%		77.1%				% top two boxes





										                   





  Quality	 	2018-Q1	2018-Q2	2018-Q3	2018-Q4	2019-Q1	2019-Q2	0.76450000000000007	0.78549999999999998	0.80900000000000005	0.83975	0.85499999999999998	0.85599999999999998	  Alignment 	2018-Q1	2018-Q2	2018-Q3	2018-Q4	2019-Q1	2019-Q2	0.748	0.754	0.77800000000000002	0.79200000000000004	0.86899999999999999	0.877	  Recommend to others	2018-Q1	2018-Q2	2018-Q3	2018-Q4	2019-Q1	2019-Q2	0.77800000000000002	0.79400000000000004	0.82499999999999996	0.879	0.90200000000000002	0.90600000000000003	  Relevance to job	2018-Q1	2018-Q2	2018-Q3	2018-Q4	2019-Q1	2019-Q2	0.81699999999999995	0.81899999999999995	0.83	0.84499999999999997	0.84899999999999998	0.85899999999999999	

Effic Meas List

				Home



				Sample List of Efficiency Measures





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Total Participants		Number		Yes		Manage

				Total Unique Participants		Number		Yes		Manage



				Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  vILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  E-learning only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Blended		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Total courses		% of total		Yes		Manage



				Utilization

				  E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		Yes		Manage

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		Yes		Manage

				    % taken by more than 20		%		Yes		Manage



				Reach

				  Percentage of employee reached by L&D		%		Yes		Manage

				  Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		Yes		Manage



				Course Management

				  Total Developed		Number		Yes		Manage

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number		Yes		Manage

				      % Meeting Deadline		%		Yes		Manage

				  Total Delivered		Number		Yes		Manage

				     Number Meeting Deadline		Number		No		Monitor

				     % Meeting Deadline		%		No		Monitor



				Cycle Time

				  Performance consulting		Days		No		Monitor

				  Development		Days		No		Monitor

				  Delivery		Days		No		Monitor



				Investment

				  L&D Expenditures		Million $		Yes		Manage

				  Cost Reduction		Thousand $		Yes		Manage

				  Opportunity Cost		Thousand $		No		Monitor
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						Learning & Development 

						Sample Efficiency Statement



								                                                              (Shows results only - Does not take the place of a report)



						Results through June 2019





				Cost Measures				Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		YTD

				  L&D expenditure		Million $		$1.5		$1.6		$1.6		$1.7		$1.7		$1.8		$9.9				$9.9

				  Opportunity cost		Thousand $		$174		$188		$211		$227		$241		$259		$1,300				1.3

				  Cost reduction		Thousand $		$16		$21		$28		$35		$33		$35		$168				$168

				  L&D expenditure per employee		Annualized $		$395		$421		$420		$446		$445		$470		$433



				Headcount Measures

				  Employees (FTEs)		Number		45,533		45,629		45,681		45,769		45,829		45,982		45,737

				  Learning staff (FTEs)		Number		170		173		176		179		180		178		182

				  Employees per learning staff		Number		268		264		260		256		255		258		260



				Total Participants

				 by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		Number		1,703		1,639		1,546		1,402		1,258		998		8,546				2		5109		2

				  vILT only		Number		316		329		488		608		712		783		3,236						948

				  E-learning only		Number		7,067		7,532		7,964		8,542		9,012		9,584		49,701

				  Blended		Number		469		634		1,089		1,135		1,180		1,367		5,874

				  Total Participants		Number		9,555		10,134		11,087		11,687		12,162		12,732		67,357



				Unique Participants

				 by Type of Learning (1)

				  ILT only		Number		1,654		1,601		1,542		1,365		1,234		968		7,789				15,185

				  vILT only		Number		316		327		484		599		706		779		3,001				3,211				WARNING

				  E-learning only		Number		3,534		3,766		3,982		4,271		4,506		4,792		28,594				24,851		 Unique participants DO NOT SUM by row or column

				  Blended		Number		467		632		1,085		1,129		1,154		1,325		4,258

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		5,687		6,015		6,854		7,158		7,258		7,358		36,998				36,998				18207/25621=				0.8089263655



				Total Participants

				 by Goal

				  Sales		Number		0		124		213		245		200		44		826

				  Leadership		Number		:		:		:		:		:		:		:

				  Engagement (Development plan)		Number								not included in learning program totals

				   ……….		Number		:		:		:		:		:		:		:

				  Diversity		Number		:		:		:		:		:		:		:

				  Total for top ten goals		Number		3,098		4,312		4,450		4,626		4,985		5,129		26,600				17,268



				Unique Participants

				 by Goal

				  Sales		Number		0		124		178		221		152		12		550								WARNING

				  Leadership		Number		:		:		:		:		:		:		:						 Unique participants DO NOT SUM by row or column

				  Engagement		Number								not included in learning program totals

				   ……….		Number		:		:		:		:		:		:		:

				  Diversity		Number		:		:		:		:		:		:		:

				  Total for top ten goals		Number		1,695		2,842		2,896		2,874		2,984		3,001		15,012				15,000







				Courses Taken by Type of Learning				Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		YTD

				  ILT only		Number		15		15		14		12		11		9		76				76

				  vILT only		Number		1		1		2		2		3		3		13				13

				  E-learning only		Number		9		10		11		11		12		13		66				66

				  Blended		Number		1		1		2		2		2		3		12				12

				  Total courses		Number		27		27		29		29		28		28		167				167



				Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total		57%		54%		48%		44%		39%		32%		46%				46

				  vILT only		% of total		5%		5%		7%		9%		10%		11%		8%				8

				  E-learning only		% of total		35%		37%		37%		40%		42%		46%		39%				39

				  Blended		% of total		4%		5%		8%		8%		8%		10%		7%				7

				  Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%				100



				Utilization 

				  E-learning courses

				    Available		Number		51		59		61		63		66		70		70

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		20		31		42		53		59		64		64

				    Percentage taken by more than 20		%		39%		53%		69%		84%		89%		91%		91%

				  All formal learning

				    Unique hours available		Number		495		485		515		525		535		535		515				515%

				    Unique hours used		Number		445		445		475		490		510		520		481				481

				    % unique hours used		%		90%		92%		92%		93%		95%		97%		93%				93

				  Participant Completion Rates

				     ILT		%		88%		89%		90%		89%		91%		90%		90%				90

				     vILT		%		76%		77%		79%		78%		81%		81%		79%				79



				Reach

				  % of employees reached by L&D		%		12%		20%		32%		45%		58%		72%		72%				72

				  % of employees with development plans                %				76%		87%		93%		95%		95%		95%		95%				95



				Program Management

				  Courses

				    Total Developed		Number		0		3		7		6		4		4		24				24

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number		0		2		6		5		4		4		21				21

				      % Meeting Deadline		%		NA		67%		86%		83%		100%		100%		88%				88

				    Total Delivered		Number		18		28		31		30		29		31		167				167

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number		12		21		26		26		25		29		139				139

				      % Meeting Deadline		%		NA		75%		84%		87%		86%		94%		83%				83

				  Cycle Time

				    Performance consulting 		Days		38		35		32		32		31		30		33				33

				    Design and Development for ILT		Days		48		44		47		42		43		42		44				44

				    Design and Development for WBT		Days		42		40		37		38		39		37		39				39

				  Average Class Size																 

				     ILT		Number		15		18		19		18		20		18		18				18

				    vILT		Number		17		23		27		28		25		28		25				25





				Preparer Notes: (1) Unique participants may not be summed vertically or horizontally due to duplication (the same participant taking more than one type 

				                           of course and/or taking courses in multiple months. In practice an LMS is necessary to get unique participant totals.
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						                                              Sample Summary Report 

						                                                   with Quantative Outcomes





						                                                                                          Results through June





												                                     For 2019                                       

								Unit of		2018										Forecast as

				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		3% below 		20%		on plan

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal for 2019		%		1%		5%		4%		1% below 		5%		on plan

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		5% below 		20%		on plan

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal for 2019		%		3%		14%		10%		4% below 		14%		on plan

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		10%		5% below 		18%		3% above

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 33% contribution to goal for 2019		H/M/L		0%		5%		3%		2% below 		6%		1% above

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		1.1 pts below		3.5 pts		.5 pts below

						     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



												                                     For 2019                                       

								Unit of		2018										Forecast as

				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan		on plan		                 On plan		on plan

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Increase use of online learning for general development



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High		                 On plan		on plan		                 On plan		on plan

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

						         No training identified



						Effectiveness Measures

						     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

						     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

						     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

						     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



						Efficiency Measures

						     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

						     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

						     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

						     Participants in All Programs

						        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

						        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%

				Notes:  Engagement and leadership scores from the quarterly employee engagement survey

				Preparer Notes: The report could contain a mix of quantitative and qualitative impact measures for the inititiatives. For example, a more easily 

				quantifiable goal like increasing sales might have a quantitative impact for the initiatives (like the  5% increase in sales due to the initiative),

				while a goal like increasing leadership or engagement scores might have a qualitative impact for the initiative like high, medium, or low.

				For some goals, the initiative may simply be "Essential" to achieving the goal.

				The five columns are required. Additional columns could be added for previous years actuals.
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						                                                      Sample Summary Report 

						                                                        with Mixed, Proxy  Outcomes







						                                                                                   Results Through June



												                                     For 2019                                       

								Unit of		2018				YTD						Forecast as

				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal for 2019		%		1%		5%				                 On plan				               Above plan

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal for 2019		H/M/L		Med		High				                Below Plan				                 On plan

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal for 2019		H/M/L		Low		Med				                Below Plan				                Below Plan

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

						     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



												                                     For 2019                                       

								Unit of		2018				YTD						Forecast as

				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low				                 On plan				                 On plan

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Increase use of online learning for general development



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High				                 On plan				                 On plan

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

						         No training identified



						Effectiveness Measures

						     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

						     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

						     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		                 On plan

						     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



						Efficiency Measures

						     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		                 On plan

						     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

						     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

						     Participants in All Programs

						        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

						        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%
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Sum Rep_Pvt_Qual

				Home

						                                                     Sample Summary Report 

						                                                          with Qualitative Outcomes







						                                                                                   Results Through June



												                                     For 2019                                       

								Unit of		2018				YTD						Forecast as

				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal for 2019		%		1%		5%				                 On plan				               Above plan

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal for 2019		H/M/L		Med		High				                Below Plan				                 On plan

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal for 2019		H/M/L		Low		Med				                Below Plan				                Below Plan

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

						     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



												                                     For 2019                                       

								Unit of		2018				YTD						Forecast as

				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low				                 On plan				                 On plan

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Increase use of online learning for general development



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High				                 On plan				                 On plan

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

						         No training identified



						Effectiveness Measures

						     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

						     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

						     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		                 On plan

						     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



						Efficiency Measures

						     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		                 On plan

						     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

						     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

						     Participants in All Programs

						        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

						        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%
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Sum Rep_Gov_Mixed

				Home

				                                                                  Sample Summary Report for the Government Sector

				                                                                                                                                                                              with Mixed Impacts and Proxies 





				                                                                                        Results through June





										                                                        For 2019                                                             

								2018						YTD Results				Forecast

				Impact of Learning and Development Initiatives				Actual		       Plan 		   Jun YTD  		Compared to Plan		Forecast		Compared to Plan

				Efficiency: Reduction in Costs

				     Agency Goal or Actual		%		3%		10%		7%		70%		10%		On plan

				     Impact of Training: 50% contribution planned for 2019		%		NA		5%		4%		On plan		5%		On plan



				Customer Service: Increase in CSS (1) Score

				     Agency Goal or Actual		Points		0 pts		5 pts		3 pts		60%		6 pts		1 pt above plan

				     Impact of Training: Application Rate of Training (as a proxy)		% who applied it		NA		75%		78%		3 pts above plan		80%		5 pts above plan



				Engagement: Increase in EOS (2)  Score

				     Agency Goal or Actual		Points		0 pts		3 pts		2 pts		67%		3 pts		On plan

				     Impact of Training:  Low contribution planned for 2019		H/M/L		Low		Low		Low		On plan		Low		On plan



				New Employee Orientation: Increase in Unit Satisfaction

				     Agency Goal or Actual		%		-2%		10%		7%		70%		10%		On plan

				     Impact of Training: 70% contribution planned for 2019		%		NA		7%		5%		2 pts below plan		7%		On plan



				Successful Launch of Initiative A: All Deadlines Met

				     Agency Goal or Actual		% deadlines met		NA		100%		90%		90%		100%		On plan

				     Impact of Training: High contribution planned for 2019		H/M/L		NA		High		High		On plan		High		On plan





				Effectiveness

				  Participant Feedback		% favorable		80%		85%		87%		2 pts above plan		85%		On plan

				  Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		3 pts below plan		78%		2 pts below plan

				  Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2 pts below plan		84%		1 pt below plan

				  Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		78%		3 pts above plan		79%		4 pts above plan



				Efficiency

				  % of courses developed on time		%		82%		95%		88%		7 pts below plan		94%		1 pt below plan

				  % of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16 pts below plan		88%		On plan

				  % of ee's with development plan		%		82%		98%		95%		3 pts below plan		96%		2 pts below plan

				  E-learning course utilization rate		% taken by 20+		83%		97%		91%		6 pts below plan		97%		On plan



				Participation Summary

				  Participants in All Programs

				     Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				     Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%

				  Participants in Programs for Top Ten Goals

				     Total Participants		Number		34,598		40,000		26,600		67%		41,000		103%

				     Unique Participants		Number		13,589		17,000		15,012		88%		17,500		103%



				L&D Investment

				  L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$9.9		49%		$20.2		100%

				  Opportunity Cost		Million $		$3.4		$2.9		$1.3		45%		$2.9		100%

				  Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$168		57%		$325		110%

				Notes:(1) CSS is quarterly Customer Satisfaction Survey

				           (2) EOS is quarterly Employee Opinion Survey



				Preparer Notes: The statement could contain a mix of quantitative and qualitative impact measures for the inititiatives. For example, a more easily 

				quantifiable goal like increasing sales might have a quantitative impact for the initiatives (like the  5% increase in sales due to the initiative),

				while a goal like increasing leadership or engagement scores might have a qualitative impact for the initiative like high, medium, or low.

				For some goals, the initiative may simply be "Essential" to achieving the goal.

				The five columns are required. Additional columns could be added for previous years actuals.
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Prog Rep_Simple

				Home

				Sample Simple Program Report

				For a Safety Initiative











										Results through June



														YTD 				Forecast

								2018		2019		YTD    		Compared				Compared

				Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

				Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		8%		25%		10%		        Below Plan		22%		88%

				Impact of Learning		%		High		High				        Below Plan				              Near Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																						and ongoing discussions with sponsor





														YTD 				Forecast

								2018		2019		YTD    		Compared				Compared

				Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

				Develop Two Courses

				    Efficiency measure: Complete by 1/31		Number		NA		2		2		100%		2		100%				Both completd on January 29



				Deliver Two Courses

				   Efficiency measures

				      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

				      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

				      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		3% below		92%		3% below				100% completion achieved on April 22

				   Effectiveness measures

				      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

				      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

				      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		90%		5% below				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place
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Prog Rep Med_Qual Outcome

				Home

				Sample Program Report

				For a Safety Initiative





												June YTD Results



																YTD 				Forecast

										2018		2019				Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

						Impact of Learning		%		NA		High				        Below Plan				              On Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

						Programs to Reduce Injuries								YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		On plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		On plan		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		On plan				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%
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Prog Rep_Med_Quant Outcome

				Home

				         Sample Program Report with Quantitative Outcome

				             Safety Initiative Results through June 2019









										June YTD Results



														YTD 				Forecast

								2018		2019				Compared				Compared

				Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

				Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				Impact of Learning: 70% contribution planned for 2019		%		NA		14%				        Below Plan				              On Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																						and ongoing discussions with sponsor



														YTD 				Forecast

								2018		2019				Compared				Compared

				Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

				   Effectiveness measures

				      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

				                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below

				      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

				      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

				   Efficiency measures

				      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

				      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

				      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

				    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

				    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

				   Effectiveness measures

				      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		On plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

				                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		On plan		88%		2% below

				      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		On plan				YTD sample size = 98

				      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

				   Efficiency measures

				      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

				      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

				      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



				Summary

				Total

				  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

				  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

				  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

				Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%
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Prog Rep_Complex

				Home

				Sample Complex Program Report





										Results through June



														YTD 				Forecast

								2018		2019				Compared				Compared

				Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

				Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		9%		45%		20%		100%

				Impact of Learning: 70% contribution planned for 2019		%		NA		14%		6%		45%		14%		100%				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																						and ongoing discussions with sponsor

				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

				   Effectiveness measures

				      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

				                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below

				      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

				      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		on plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

				   Efficiency measures

				      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

				      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

				      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

				    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

				    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

				   Effectiveness measures

				      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		on plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

				                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		on plan		88%		2% below

				      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		on plan				YTD sample size = 98

				      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		on plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

				   Efficiency measures

				      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

				      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

				      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



				Summary

				Total

				  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

				  Unique Participants		Number		1		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

				  Total Participants		Number		1		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

				Cost (including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

				Net benefit		Thousand $		NA		$150		$65		43%		$170		113%

				ROI		%		NA		60%		37%		on plan		67%		on plan
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Ops Rep

				Home

				Sample Executive Operations Report

				Results through June







										                                    For 2019                                                

								2018						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		on plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% applied		70%		75%		70%		5% below		72%		3% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		% applied		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Initial estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		19%		50%		47%		3% below		50%		On plan

				    Final estimate (after three months)		% contribution to goal		14%		30%		28%		2% below		30%		On plan



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		10% below		30%		5% below







										                                    For 2019                                                

								2018						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		15% below		33%		8% below

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		3% below		10%		2% below

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		9% below		42%		6% below

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		3% below		15%		on plan

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%				100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		19		27%		55		79%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		29%		66% below		79%		16% below



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		18		50%		36		100%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		12		36%		28		85%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		67%		25% below		78%		14% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		99		56%		180		101%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%
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• The planned impact for all goals may now be captured in a 
summary table showing:
1. Priority
2. Goals and Goal Owner
3. Alignment
4. Planned initiatives or programs
5. Target audience or focus area (if applicable)
6. Number of participants (if applicable)
7. Planned impact

Result of Steps 1-3 on all Key Goals

Center for Talent Reporting
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Strategic Alignment and Impact of 
Learning

30
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Planned
Contribution 

Number Unique from 
Priority Corporate Objective Key Learning Programs Target Audience of Courses Participants Learning Impact of Learning Goal Owner

1 Increase sales by 10% Consultative selling skills (new) Marketing employees 1 100  Ortega
Ten NPI modules (10 new) Marketing employees 10 100  
Total key programs 11 100 20% 2% higher sales

2 Reduce defects by 20% Four Design courses (3 new) New, other engineers 4 200 70% 14% reduct. in defects D'Agoto

3 Reduce Injuries by 25% Five Safety courses (3 new) Manufact. associates 5 2,500 Swilthe
One Safety course (revised) Factory supervisors 1 100
Two Safety courses (1 new) Office employees 2 500
Total key programs 8 3,100 60% 15% reduct. in injuries

4 Improve leadership Intro to supervision (revised) New, other supervisor 1 100 Wang
 score by 5 points Leadership for managers (new) Division managers 1 65
 on employee survey Advanced leadership (existing) Department heads 1 15

Total key programs 3 180 40% 2 point increase

5 Increase employee retention by Individual development plans All employees NA 5,000 Dreise
 5 points Performance mgt (new) Mgt employees 1 2,500

Total key programs 1 5,000 30% 1.5 point increase
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						                    Strategic Alignment

																Planned

																Contribution 

										Number		Unique		Total		from 

		Priority		Corporate Objective		Key Learning Programs		Target Audience		of Courses		Participants		Participants		Learning		Impact of Learning		Goal Owner		Include in Plan ?

		1		Increase sales by 10%		Consultative selling skills (new)		Marketing employees		1		100		100		 				Ortega		Yes

						Ten NPI modules (10 new)		Marketing employees		10		100		1,000		 

						Total key programs				11		100		1,100		20%		2% higher sales





		2		Reduce defects by 20%		Four Design courses (3 new)		New, other engineers		4		200		800		70%		14% reduct. in defects		D'Agoto		Yes





		3		Reduce Injuries by 25%		Five Safety courses (3 new) 		Manufact. associates		5		2,500		12,500						Swilthe		Yes

						One Safety course (revised)		Factory supervisors		1		100		100

						Two Safety courses (1 new) 		Office employees		2		500		1,000

						Total key programs				8		3,100		13,600		60%		15% reduct. in injuries





		4		Improve leadership		Intro to supervision (revised)		New, other supervisors		1		100		100						Wang		Yes

				 score by 5 points		Leadership for managers (new)		Division managers		1		65		65

				 on employee survey		Advanced leadership (existing)		Department heads		1		15		15

						Total key programs				3		180		180		40%		2 point increase





		5		Increase employee retention by 		Individual development plans		All employees		NA		5,000		5,000						Dreise		Yes

				 5 points		Performance mgt (new)		Mgt employees		1		2,500		2,500

						Total key programs				1		5,000		7,500		30%		1.5 point increase
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• Manage your execution to deliver planned outcomes, 
effectiveness, and efficiency

• Review progress monthly within L&D 

• Year-to-date results versus plan
» Will you make plan?
» If not, what is the forecast?
» What action should you take?

• Review progress at least quarterly with CEO, senior leaders
» Focusing on most important business goals, key measures

Steps 4&5: Review Progress Against 
Goals and Take Appropriate Action

Center for Talent Reporting
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Sample Program Report for L&D
Programs in Support of the Goal to Reduce Injuries

Center for Talent Reporting
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Results through June

YTD Forecast
2017 2018 Compared Compared

Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing Metric Actual Plan YTD to Plan Forecast to Plan Notes
Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries % 12% 20% 15% 75% 20% 100%
Impact of Learning: High contribution % NA High         Below Plan               On Plan YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

and ongoing discussions with sponsor
YTD Forecast

2017 2018 Compared Compared
Programs to Reduce Injuries Metric Actual Plan YTD to Plan Forecast to Plan Notes

1 Deliver Phase 1 Courses 
   Effectiveness measures
      Level 1: Participants % 70% 80% 85% 5% above 82% 2% above YTD sample size = 1872
                   Sponsor % 75% 90% 88% 2% below 88% 2% below
      Level 2: Test score % 86% 90% 95% 5% above 92% 2% above YTD sample size = 3848
      Level 3: Application rate % 53% 95% 75% 20% below 95% On plan YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place
   Efficiency measures
      Unique Participants Number 452 3,000 2,800 93% 3,200 107% Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance
      Total Participants Number 858 6,000 5,542 92% 6,300 105%
      Percentage complete by 3/31 % NA 95% 92% 97% 92% 97%

2 Develop Phase 2 Courses
    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31 Number NA 3 3 100% 3 100%
    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction % NA 90% 90% 100% 90% 100%

3 Deliver Phase 2 Courses
   Effectiveness measures
      Level 1: Participants % NA 80% 80% On plan 82% 2% above YTD sample size = 39
                   Sponsor % NA 90% 90% On plan 88% 2% below
      Level 2: Test score % NA 90% 92% 2% above 90% On plan YTD sample size = 98
      Level 3: Application rate % NA 95% 71% 14% below 95% On plan YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place
   Efficiency measures
      Unique Participants Number NA 1,000 892 89% 1,100 110% Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance
      Total Participants Number NA 3,000 2,651 88% 3,200 107%
      Percentage complete by 7/31 % NA 90% 88% 98% 92% 102%


List of Effectiveness Measures



				                                                 List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality of content		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures		Yes		Manage



				Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		Yes		Manage



				Level 3: Application (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes		Yes		Manage







				                                                 List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality of content		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Alignment to goals		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures		Yes		Manage



				Level 1: Sponsor Satisfaction (Select programs)		% favorable		No		Manage



				Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		Yes		Manage



				Level 3: Application (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes		Yes		Manage

				  Actual application (after three months)		% who applied it 		Yes		Manage



				Level 4: (Select programs)

				  Estimate by participants (end of course)		% Contribution to goal		Yes		Manage

				  Estimate by participants (after three months)  		% Contribution to goal		No		Monitor



				Level 5: (Select programs)

				  Net benefits		Thousands $		Yes		Manage

				  ROI		%		Yes		Manage

				             List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D







						Unit of Measure

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction 

				  Quality of content		% favorable

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable

				  Relevance		% favorable

				  Recommned		% favorable

				  Alignment to goals		% favorable

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures



				Level 1: Sponsor Satisfaction 		% favorable



				Level 2: Learning 		Score



				Level 3: Application 

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes

				  Actual application (after three months)		% who applied it 



				Level 4: Impact

				  Estimate by participants (end of course)		% Contribution to goal

				  Estimate by participants (after three months)  		% Contribution to goal



				Level 5: 

				  Net benefits		Thousands $

				  ROI		%





List of Efficiency Measures



				                           List of Efficiency Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Total Participants		Number		Yes		Manage

				Total Unique Participants		Number		Yes		Manage



				Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  vILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  E-learning only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Blended		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Total courses		% of total		Yes		Manage



				Utilization

				  E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		Yes		Manage

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		Yes		Manage

				    % taken by more than 20		%		Yes		Manage



				Reach

				  Percentage of employee reached by L&D		%		Yes		Manage
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								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Course Management

				  Total Developed		Number		Yes		Manage

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number		Yes		Manage

				      % Meeting Deadline		%		Yes		Manage

				  Total Delivered		Number		Yes		Manage

				     Number Meeting Deadline		Number		No		Monitor

				     % Meeting Deadline		%		No		Monitor



				Cycle Time

				  Performance consulting		Days		No		Monitor

				  Development		Days		No		Monitor

				  Delivery		Days		No		Monitor



				Investment

				  L&D Expenditures		Million $		Yes		Manage

				  Cost Reduction		Thousand $		Yes		Manage

				  Opportunity Cost		Thousand $		No		Monitor



				                           List of Efficiency Measures for L&D







						Unit of Measure

				Total Participants		Number

				Total Unique Participants		Number



				Courses (or Hours) Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total

				  vILT only		% of total

				  E-learning only		% of total

				  Blended		% of total

				  Total courses		% of total



				Utilization

				  E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number

				    Utilized 		Number

				    % Utilized		%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number

				    % taken by more than 20		%



				Reach

				  Percentage of employee reached by L&D		%

				  Percentage of ee's with development plan		%



						Unit of Measure

				Course Management

				  Total Developed		Number

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number

				      % Meeting Deadline		%

				  Total Delivered		Number

				     Number Meeting Deadline		Number

				     % Meeting Deadline		%



				Cycle Time

				  Performance consulting		Days

				  Development		Days

				  Delivery		Days



				Investment

				  L&D Expenditures		Million $









List of Goals, Outcome Measures

				List of Organizational Goals, Outcome Measures, and Sponsors for L&D



				Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%



				2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L



				3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%



				4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L



				5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%





				List of Organizational Goals, Outcome Measures, and Sponsors for L&D



				Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use quantitative impact measure		%



				2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use application rate as a proxy for impact		%



				List of Business Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D



				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs				Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     New product features training

						     Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Training for purchasing agents

						     Training for all employees on reducing costs

						     Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						     Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						     Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications







				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D







				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use quantitative impact measure		%

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use application rate as a proxy for impact		%

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor				`

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

						         No training identified

				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D









				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

						         No training identified



				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D









				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned





Summary Report



				Sample Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2015                                       

						Unit of		2014										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		85%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		4%		80%		5%		100%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		Low		On plan		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		11%		75%		14%		100%



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		Low		Below plan		Low



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		4 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		70%		74%		80%		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%











				Step 1 in Creating the Sample Summary Report for L&D:

						List Organizational Goals, Outcome, Effectiveness and Efficiency Measures and Add Last Year's Actuals

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		Medium



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%

				     Learning		Score		78%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729



















				Step 2 in Creating the Sample Summary Report for L&D

				                                                                  Add Plan Values

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		Medium		High



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313





				Sample Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		85%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		On plan				On plan



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		On plan				On plan



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		11%		75%		14%		100%



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		       Below plan				On plan



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		4 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		70%		74%		80%		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%

				Sample Summary Report for L&D for 2016 webinars

				Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				  Results through June

										                                         For 2016                                            

														YTD				Forecast

						Unit of		2015						Compared				Compared

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%				                 On plan				                 Above plan



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low				                 On plan				                 On plan



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		%		Medium		High				                 Below plan				                 On plan



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium				                 Below plan				                 Below plan



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below





										                                        For 2016                                            

														YTD				Forecast

						Unit of		2015						Compared				Compared

				Effectiveness Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%





				For Business and HR Goals without impact



				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300











		Use for 2016 webinars

				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2018                                       

						Unit of		2017				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%				                 On plan				               Above plan

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High				                Below Plan				                 On plan

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Med				                Below Plan				                Below Plan

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2018                                       

						Unit of		2017				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low				                 On plan				                 On plan

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High				                 On plan				                 On plan

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		                 On plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		                 On plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%









				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June

										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		                 On plan				               Above plan



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		%		Medium		High		                Below Plan				                 On plan



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		                Below Plan				                Below Plan



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below





										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan				                 On plan



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High		                 On plan				                 On plan



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below

				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%





















						For Business and HR Goals



				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications











										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300











				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

				         New product features training		Participants		200		500

				         Consultative selling skills		Participants		0		500



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries		Participants		100		1,000



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Training for purchasing agents		Participants		0		25

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs		Participants		0		15,000

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal		Participants		0		30



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability		Participants		0		50

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects		Participants		0		25

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications		Participants		0		100











										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         IDP for each employee to include some training		% of employees		35%		90%

				         Increase use of online learning for general development		% of employees		20%		50%



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Intro to Supervision		Participants		25		100

				         Leadership for managers		Participants		NA		65

				         Advanced leadership for department heads		Participants		NA		15



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300













				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		3% below 		20%		on plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		4%		1% below 		5%		on plan

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		5% below 		20%		on plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		3%		14%		10%		4% below 		14%		on plan

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		10%		5% below 		18%		3% above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 33% contribution to goal		H/M/L		0%		5%		3%		2% below 		6%		1% above

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		1.1 pts below		3.5 pts		.5 pts below

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan				                 On plan

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High		                 On plan				                 On plan

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%









				                                                                                                                  Table 9.5

				Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2015                                       

						Unit of		2014										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Increase Sales by 10%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		3%		10%		4%		On plan		10%		On plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 20% contribution to goal		%		2%		2%		1%		On plan		2%		On plan

				          Consultative Selling Skills, Ten NPI Modules



		2		Reduce Defects by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		11%		20%		12%		Above plan		25%		5% above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		10%		Above plan		18%		4% above

				           Four Design Courses for engineers



		3		Reduce Injuries by 25%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		8%		25%		10%		Below plan		22%		3% below

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 60% contribution to goal		%		5%		15%				Below plan				Near plan

				          Eight Safety Courses for associates and supervisors



		4		Improve Leadership Score by 5 points

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		NA		5 pts		3 pts		On plan		6 pts		1 pt above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 40% contribution to goal		Points		NA		2 pts				Above plan				Above plan

				          Three leadership programs for supervisors, managers, dept heads



		5		Increase Retention by 5 Points 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		NA		5 pts		2 pts		Below plan		4 pts		1 pt below

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 30% contribution to goal		Points		NA		1.5 pts				On plan				On plan

				          IDPs for all associates and Performance Mgt for all mgt employees





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Reaction		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				     Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%

				    % Courses Meeting Deadline for Development		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    % Courses Meeting Deadline for Delivery		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below

				    Learning management system Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		75%

















				                                                Sample Consolidated Summary Report for HR 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2018                                       

						Unit of		2017				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: 50% contribution to goal		%		1%		10%

				         L&D: New product features training, Consultative selling skills

				        Recruitment: Hire 5 managers and 20 reps

				        Comp and Ben: New incentive plan for sales reps and mgrs 



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High

				         L&D: Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries

				        Communications: Weekly campaign to increase safety awareness



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Med

				         L&D: In-depth taining for purchasing agents, General training for all employees

				        Recruitment: Hire 3 experienced managers

				        Comp and Ben: Special incentive plan for purchasing agents, Special bonus for employees 



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		       % who applied them		84%		95%

				         L&D: Design skills for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         L&D: Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				        Recruitment: Hire experienced leader to replace retiring head



										                                     For 2018                                       

						Unit of		2017				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: 100% contribution to goal		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				         Comp and Ben: New performance mgt process

				         Talent Mgt: IDP for each employee 

				         L&D: Increase in discretionary online learning opportunities

				         Leadership Dev: New learning programs and better succession planning



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: 100% contribution to goal		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				         L&D: New Intro to Supervision

				         L&D: New leadership program for managers, Advanced leadership for dept heads

				         Comp and Ben: Revise pay to include feedback form employees

				        Talent Mgt: Move targeted leaders out, hire\promote better leaders



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: 80% contribution to goal		Points		NA		4 pts

				         Comp and Ben: Create special packages to retain top performers

				        Talent Mgt: Target top performers for faster moves



				Effectiveness Measures

				     All: Internal client feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     L&D: Participant feedback 		% favorable		66%		80%

				     Recruitment: Hiring process effectiveness		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Talent Mgt: Employee perception of performance mgt process		% favorable		59%		80%

				     Comp and Ben: Employee perception of pay		% favorable		70%		75%

				     Communication: Employee feedback		% favorable		71%		90%

				     HRIS: Dept head satisfaction		% favorable		65%		75%



				Efficiency Measures

				     L&D: Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Recruitment: Number of hires		Number		452		650

				     Talent Mgt: Number of performance discussions		Number		2,564		10,000

				     Comp and Ben: Variable compensation % for mgrs		%		21%		30%

				     Communication: Number of touches 		Number		2,356		4,000

				     HRIS: System upgrades		Number		41		60





































































































































































Operations Report



				            Sample Operations Report for L&D

				              Results through June



										                               For 2015                                         

								2014										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		99%		79%		99%

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		101%		85%		100%

				    Relevance		% favorable		82%		85%		88%		104%		87%		102%

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		75%		85%		83%		98%		84%		99%

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% applied		79%		80%		78%		98%		79%		99%

				    Actual application (after three months)		% applied		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Initial estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		19%		50%		47%		3% below		50%		On plan

				    Final estimate (after three months)		% contribution to goal		14%		30%		28%		2% below		30%		On plan



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		10% below		30%		5% below





				Efficiency Measures

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		18,253		40%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		55		79%		68		97%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		85%		89%		97%		103%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		24		67%		35		97%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		21		64%		33		100%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		167		94%		178		100%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%









				            Sample Operations Report for L&D

				              Results through June





										                               For 2015                                         

								2014										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		NA  		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% applied		79%		80%		78%		98%		79%		99%

				    Actual application (after three months)		% applied		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		20%		25%		15%		60%		20%		80%



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		71%		30%		86%







				Efficiency Measures

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		18,253		40%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		55		79%		68		97%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		85%		89%		97%		103%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		24		67%		35		97%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		21		64%		33		100%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		167		94%		178		100%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%



						            Sample Operations Report for L&D for 2016 webinar

						              Results through June



										                               For 2016                                         

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		99%		79%		99%

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		101%		85%		100%

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		94%		75%		96%

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		92%		71%		95%

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		96%		78%		97%



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		85%		75%		94%



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		83%		98%		85%		100%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% applied		70%		75%		70%		93%		72%		96%

				    Actual application (after three months)		% applied		51%		65%		55%		85%		63%		97%





										                               For 2016                                         

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		19		27%		55		79%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		29%		31%		79%		83%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		18		50%		36		100%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		12		36%		28		85%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		67%		73%		78%		85%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		99		56%		180		101%





						            Sample Operations Report for L&D 

						              Results through June



										                                    For 2018                                                

								2017						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		on plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% applied		70%		75%		70%		5% below		72%		3% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		% applied		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Initial estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		19%		50%		47%		3% below		50%		On plan

				    Final estimate (after three months)		% contribution to goal		14%		30%		28%		2% below		30%		On plan



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		10% below		30%		5% below



										                                    For 2018                                                

								2017						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		15% below		33%		8% below

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		3% below		10%		2% below

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		9% below		42%		6% below

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		3% below		15%		on plan

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%				100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		19		27%		55		79%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		29%		66% below		79%		16% below



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		18		50%		36		100%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		12		36%		28		85%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		67%		25% below		78%		14% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		99		56%		180		101%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%



						              Table 9.3

						             Simple Operations Report for L&D 

						              Results through June





										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016				Jun YTD		Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Results		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed or Revised		Number		34		43		24		56%		40		93%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		24		43		21		49%		35		81%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		212		250		132		53%		235		94%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		137		250		112		45%		205		82%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below



				LMS

				  Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		27 below

				  Uptime		%		96%		99%		98%		1% below		99%		On plan

				  Support ticket resolution time		Hours		32		24		27		3 above		21		3 below



				Costs (Budget)		Thousands $		$3,815		$4,537		$2,896		64%		$4,300		95%







										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Reaction (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		On plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		73%		79%		76%		3% below		77%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% applied		70%		90%		78%		12% below		84%		6% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		% applied		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below













						                     Table 9.4

						                       Expanded Operations Report for L&D 

						                           (Consistent with Table 5.4 and the Sample Business Plan in Appendix B)

						                       Results through June





										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed or Revised		Number		34		43		24		56%		40		93%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		24		43		21		49%		35		81%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		212		250		132		53%		235		94%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		137		250		112		45%		205		82%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below



				Cycle time

				  Performance consulting (needs analysis)		Days		15		13		14		 1 above		13		On plan

				  Development		Days		40		32		35		 3 above		34		 2 above

				  Delivery 		Days		10		10		10		On plan		10		On plan

				  Total		Days		65		55		59		 4 above		57		 2 above



				LMS

				  Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		27 below

				  Uptime		%		96%		99%		98%		1% below		99%		On plan

				  Support ticket resolution time		Hours		32		24		27		3 above		21		3 below



				Costs

				  Budget		Thousands $		$3,790		$4,537		$2,896		64%		$4,300		95%

				  Opportunity		Thousands $		$3,025		$3,634		$1,689		46%		$3,500		96%

				  Total		Thousands $		$6,815		$8,171		$4,585		56%		$7,800		95%





										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Reaction (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		On plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% applied		70%		90%		78%		12% below		84%		6% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		% applied		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Initial estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		52%		70%		62%		8% below		70%		On plan

				    Final estimate (after three months)		% contribution to goal		32%		50%		46%		4% below		50%		On plan



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$2,658		$3,380		$1,423		42%		$3,500		104%

				    ROI for completed programs		%		29%		41%		37%		4% below		45%		4% above

								39%		41%















						            Sample Consolidated Operations Report for HR

						              Results through June



										                                    For 2018                                                

								2017						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  L&D

				      Participant feedback 		% favorable		66%		80%

				      Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		65%

				      Final estimate of impact (after three months)		% contribution to goal		14%		30%

				      Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800



				Recruitment

				     Hiring process effectiveness		% favorable		66%		80%

				     Quality of hire		% favorable		73%		90%



				Compensation and Benefits

				     Employee perception of pay		% favorable		59%		80%

				     Hire performers salary differential		%		16%		20%



				Talent Management

				     Employee perception of performance mgt process		% favorable		70%		75%

				     % of positions with successors identified		%		65%		75%



				Communication

				    Employee feedback		% favorable		71%		90%

				    Internal client satisfaction		% favorable		19%		50%



				HRIS

				  Dept head satisfaction		% favorable		65%		75%

				  Satisfaction with helpline		% favorable		54%		70%



										                                    For 2018                                                

								2017						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  L&D

				      % of employees reached by L&D		%		81%		95%

				      % of employees with IDPs		%		85%		88%

				      Total participants		Number		24136		30000



				Recruitment

				     Number of external hires facilitated		Number		452		650

				     Time to fill		Days		135		90



				Compensation and Benefits

				     Variable compensation % for mgrs		%		21%		30%

				     Growth in health care cost		%		6%		4%



				Talent Management

				     Number of performance discussions		Number		2,564		10,000

				     Number of promotions		Number		312		400

				     Number of transfers		Number		654		800



				Communication

				     Number of touches 		Number		2,356		4,000

				     Weekly newsletters		Number		39		48



				HRIS

				    System upgrades		Number		41		60

				    On-time deliveries		%		72%		80%







Program Report



								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June





										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		7%		35%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: 70% contribution		%		NA		14%		5%		35%		14%		100%				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor



										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		106%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 1872

						                    Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		98%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		106%		92%		102%				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		80%		62%		78%		63%		79%				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		100%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 39

						                    Sponsor   		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		102%		90%		100%				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		80%		61%		76%		65%		81%				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%



								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June





										2015		2016				YTD as				Forecast as

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: High contribution		%		NA		High		        Below Plan				              On Plan						YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2014		2015				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		106%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 1872

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		98%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		106%		92%		102%				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		79%		95%		100%				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place				Story: Sponsor not sufficienly engaged YTD but will engage for second half so application rates will rise in July. App rate isNOT the average for the year but measured monthly.

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		100%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		102%		90%		100%				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		75%		95%		100%				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

						for webinars

								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2017		2018				Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

						Impact of Learning: High contribution		%		NA		High				        Below Plan				              On Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2017		2018				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses 

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		On plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		On plan		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		On plan				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%











												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2017		2018				Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		9%		45%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: 70% contribution		%		NA		14%		6%		45%		14%		100%				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

						Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures																														2014		2014		2014		2014

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872								Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		1st Qtr		2nd Qtr		3rd Qtr		4th Qtr		2014

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below								1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848								   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		on plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place								      Level 1: Participants		%		64%		67%		72%		75%		70%		70%

						   Efficiency measures																										                   Sponsor		%				73%				77%		75%		75

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance								      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		84%		87%		85%		86%

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%												      Level 3: Application rate		%		49%		51%		53%		57%		53%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%												   Efficiency measures



						Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



						Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory B																										      Unique Participants		Number		119		263		54		16		452

						   Effectiveness measures																										      Total Participants		Number		119		359		257		123		858

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		on plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		on plan		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		on plan				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		on plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		1		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		1		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

						Net benefit		Thousand $		NA		$150		$65		43%		$170		113%

						ROI		%		NA		60%		37%		on plan		67%		on plan





										         Table 9.1

								Simple Program Report for Reducing Injuries



										Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		8%		25%		10%		        Below Plan		22%		88%

						Impact of Learning: High contribution for 2017		%		High		High				        Below Plan				              Near Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor





																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Develop Two Courses

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 1/31		Number		NA		2		2		100%		2		100%				Both completd on January 29



						Deliver Two Courses

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		3% below		92%		3% below				100% completion achieved on April 22

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		90%		5% below				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place



												  Table 9.2

										Program Report for Increasing Sales

						                                                          (Consistent with the Sample Business Plan in Appendix B)



												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Ortega, VP of sales		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Increase sales		%		3%		10%		4%		              On plan		10%		              On plan

						Impact of Learning: 20% contribution for 2017		%		2%		2%				              On plan				              On plan				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Develop Consultative Selling Skills Course

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		1		1		100%		1		100%				Completed on February 27



						Deliver Consultative Selling Skills

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		0		100		102		102%		105		105%				Sales leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		0		100		102		102%		105		105%

						      Percentage complete by 4/30		%		NA		100%		102%		2% above		102%		2% above

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		85%		5% above		85%		5% above				YTD sample size = 43

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		On plan		90%		On plan

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		85%		5% below		85%		5% below				YTD sample size = 102

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		85%		80%		5% below		83%		2% below				YTD sample size = 67. Reinforcement plan in place



						Develop 10  New Product Introduction Modules

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 4/30		Number		NA		10		10		100%		10		100%				Completed on April 15



						Deliver 10 New Product Introduction Modules

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		120		100		102		102%		105		105%				Sales leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		120		1,000		945		95%		1,050		105%

						      Percentage complete by 5/31		%		NA		100%		95%		5% below		95%		5% below				100% completion achieved on June 15

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		120		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below				YTD sample size = 47

						                   Sponsor		%		120		90%		80%		10% below		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 945

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		85%		75%		10% below		80%		5% below				YTD sample size = 43. Reinforcement plan in place



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses/modules Developed		Number		NA		11		11		100%		11		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		120		100		102		102%		105		105%

						  Total Participants		Number		120		1,100		1,047		95%		1,155		105%

						Cost (including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$78		$607		$547		90%		$547		90%

						Level 4: Impact		%		NA		20%		19%		1% below		20%		On plan				YTD sample size = 43

						Net benefit		Thousand $		NA		$893		$953		107%		$953		107%

						ROI		%		NA		147%		174%		Above plan		174%		Above plan









Table



										                                        Efficiency Measures                                             

																Development		Delivery

				              Effectiveness Measures          						Number of		Number 		Number		Completed		Completed		Outcome Measures

				Level 1		Level 2		Level 3		Participants		of Courses		of Hours		on Time		on Time		Impact		Proxy

		Program

		Consultative selling skills		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Product features training		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Safety		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Design for manufacturing		X						X		X		X		X		X				X

		Six sigma		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X				X

		Intro to supervision		X				X		X		X		X		X		X				X

		Intro to management		X				X		X		X		X		X		X				X



		Other Measures								Utilization rate of e-learning

										Percentage of ee's reached by L&D

										Cost of L&D





Averages

		Calculation of Weighted Averages

												1		2		3		4		5				1		2		3		4		5

		Sales				100		1100				80.00%		85.00%		85.00%		20.00%						80		85		85		20

		Defects				200		800				80.00%		90.00%		85.00%		70.00%						160		180		170		140

		Injuries				3100		13600				80.00%		90.00%		95.00%		60.00%						2480		2790		2945		1860

		Leadership				180		180				85.00%				80.00%		40.00%						153		0		144		72

		Retention				500		7500				75.00%				80.00%		30.00%						375		0		400		150

		Purchasing				200		1000				80.00%		85.00%		80.00%		60.00%						160		170		160		120

		Tech support				50		500				80.00%		85.00%		90.00%		50.00%						40		42.5		45		25

						25																		0		0		0		0

		Compliance				1700								90.00%				70.00%						0		1530		0		1190



		Simple average										80.0%		87.0%		85.0%		47.1%

		Sum																						3449		4799.5		3952		3581

		Weighed ave																						79.7%		89.7%		91.3%		59.4%

		Total weight										4330		5350		4330		6030







TDRp Designed to Run L&D and HR    
with Business-like Discipline

In Support of Business Goals
1. Identify the business goals

2. Align L&D and HR initiatives to 
business goals 

3. Get upfront agreement with 
sponsor on planned impact and 
other measures

4. Review progress against plan every 
month using reports which show 
year-to-date results and forecast

5. Take appropriate management 
actions to achieve plan

In Support of L&D/HR Goals

1. Decide on key initiatives for the 
department

2. Select appropriate measures to 
manage key initiatives

3. Agree on a plan for each one

4. Review progress against plan 
every month using reports which 
show year-to-date results and 
forecast

5. Take appropriate management 
actions to achieve plan

August 19, 2015Center for Talent Reporting
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Strategic Alignment of Learning to 
Business and HR Goals
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Priority Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs Unit of Measure Goal Owner
1 Revenue: Increase Sales by 20% Ortega

     Corporate Goal or Actual %
     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use quantitative impact measure %
         New product features training
         Consultative selling skills

2 Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20% Swilthe
     Corporate Goal or Actual %
     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure H/M/L
         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries

3 Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% Salvatore
     Corporate Goal or Actual %
     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure H/M/L
         Training for purchasing agents
         Training for all employees on reducing costs
         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal

4 Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80% Johnson
     Corporate Goal or Actual Points
     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use application rate as a proxy for impa %
         Design skills for engineers to improve manufactuarability
         Sourcing training for purchasing to reduce purchased defects
         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications

Priority HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs Unit of Measure Goal Owner
A Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% Wang

     Corporate Goal or Actual Points
     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure H/M/L
         IDP for each employee to include some training
         Purchase suite of online learning

B Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75% Wang
     Corporate Goal or Actual Points
     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure H/M/L
         Intro to Supervision
         Leadership for managers
         Advanced leadership for department heads

C Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90% Wang
     Corporate Goal or Actual Points
     Impact of L&D Initiatives None planned
         No training identified


List of Effectiveness Measures



				                                                 List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality of content		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures		Yes		Manage



				Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		Yes		Manage



				Level 3: Application (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes		Yes		Manage







				                                                 List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction 

				  Quality of content		Score or % Selecting top two boxes		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		Score or % Selecting top two boxes		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance to your job		Score or % Selecting top two boxes		Yes		Manage

				  Recommend to others		Score or % Selecting top two boxes		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures

								No		Manage

				Level 1: Sponsor Satisfaction 		Score or % Selecting top two boxes

								Yes		Manage

				Level 2: Learning 		Score or Number of attempts



				Level 3: Application 				Yes		Manage

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% Who applied it or % Content applied		Yes		Manage

				  Actual application (after three months)		% Who applied it or % Content applied



				Level 4: Impact				Yes		Manage

				  Estimate by participants (end of course)		% Contribution to goal		No		Monitor

				  Estimate by participants (after three months)  		% Contribution to goal



				Level 5: 				Yes		Manage

				  Net benefits		Thousands $		Yes		Manage

				  ROI		%

				             List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D







						Unit of Measure

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction 

				  Quality of content		Score or % Selecting top two boxes

				  Quality of instructor		Score or % Selecting top two boxes

				  Relevance to your job		Score or % Selecting top two boxes

				  Recommend to others		Score or % Selecting top two boxes

				  Alignment to goals		Score or % Selecting top two boxes

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures



				Level 1: Goal Owner Satisfaction 		Score or % Selecting top two boxes



				Level 2: Learning 		Score or Number of attempts



				Level 3: Application 

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% Who applied it or % Content applied

				  Actual application (after three months)		% Who applied it or % Content applied



				Level 4: Impact

				  Estimate by participants (end of course)		% Contribution to goal

				  Estimate by participants (after three months)  		% Contribution to goal



				Level 5: 

				  Net benefits		Thousands $

				  ROI		%





List of Efficiency Measures



				                           List of Efficiency Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Total Participants		Number		Yes		Manage

				Total Unique Participants		Number		Yes		Manage



				Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  vILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  E-learning only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Blended		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Total courses		% of total		Yes		Manage



				Utilization

				  E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		Yes		Manage

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		Yes		Manage

				    % taken by more than 20		%		Yes		Manage



				Reach

				  Percentage of employee reached by L&D		%		Yes		Manage
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				Course Management

				  Total Developed		Number		Yes		Manage

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number		Yes		Manage

				      % Meeting Deadline		%		Yes		Manage

				  Total Delivered		Number		Yes		Manage

				     Number Meeting Deadline		Number		No		Monitor

				     % Meeting Deadline		%		No		Monitor



				Cycle Time

				  Performance consulting		Days		No		Monitor

				  Development		Days		No		Monitor

				  Delivery		Days		No		Monitor



				Investment

				  L&D Expenditures		Million $		Yes		Manage

				  Cost Reduction		Thousand $		Yes		Manage

				  Opportunity Cost		Thousand $		No		Monitor

				                           List of Efficiency Measures for L&D







						Unit of Measure

				Total Participants		Number

				Total Unique Participants		Number



				Courses (or Hours) Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total

				  vILT only		% of total

				  E-learning only		% of total

				  Blended		% of total

				  Total courses		% of total



				Utilization

				  E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number

				    Utilized 		Number

				    % Utilized		%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number

				    % taken by more than 20		%



				Reach

				  Percentage of employee reached by L&D		%

				  Percentage of ee's with development plan		%



						Unit of Measure

				Course Management

				  Total Developed		Number

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number

				      % Meeting Deadline		%

				  Total Delivered		Number

				     Number Meeting Deadline		Number

				     % Meeting Deadline		%



				Cycle Time

				  Performance consulting		Days

				  Development		Days

				  Delivery		Days



				Investment

				  L&D Expenditures		Million $









List of Goals, Outcome Measures

				List of Organizational Goals, Outcome Measures, and Sponsors for L&D



				Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%



				2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L



				3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%



				4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L



				5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%





				List of Organizational Goals, Outcome Measures, and Sponsors for L&D



				Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use quantitative impact measure		%



				2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use application rate as a proxy for impact		%



				List of Business Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D



				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs				Goal Owner

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     New product features training

						     Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Training for purchasing agents

						     Training for all employees on reducing costs

						     Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Design skills for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						     Sourcing training for purchasing to reduce purchased defects

						     Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications







				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D







				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Goal Owner

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use quantitative impact measure		%

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use application rate as a proxy for impact		%

						         Design skills for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing to reduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Goal Owner				`

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

						         No training identified

				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D









				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

						         No training identified





Summary Report



				Sample Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2015                                       

						Unit of		2014										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		85%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		4%		80%		5%		100%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		Low		On plan		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		11%		75%		14%		100%



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		Low		Below plan		Low



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		4 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		70%		74%		80%		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%











				Step 1 in Creating the Sample Summary Report for L&D:

						List Organizational Goals, Outcome, Effectiveness and Efficiency Measures and Add Last Year's Actuals

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		Medium



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%

				     Learning		Score		78%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729



















				Step 2 in Creating the Sample Summary Report for L&D

				                                                                  Add Plan Values

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		Medium		High



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313





				Sample Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		85%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		On plan				On plan



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		On plan				On plan



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		11%		75%		14%		100%



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		       Below plan				On plan



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		4 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		70%		74%		80%		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%

				Sample Summary Report for L&D for 2016 webinars

				Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				  Results through June



										                                         For 2016                                            

														YTD				Forecast

						Unit of		2015						Compared				Compared

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%				                 On plan				                 Above plan



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low				                 On plan				                 On plan



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		%		Medium		High				                 Below plan				                 On plan



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium				                 Below plan				                 Below plan



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below





										                                        For 2016                                            

														YTD				Forecast

						Unit of		2015						Compared				Compared

				Effectiveness Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%





				For Business and HR Goals without impact



				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300











		Use for 2016 webinars

				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%				                 On plan				               Above plan

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High				                Below Plan				                 On plan

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Med				                Below Plan				                Below Plan

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low				                 On plan				                 On plan

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High				                 On plan				                 On plan

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		                 On plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		                 On plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%









				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June

										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		                 On plan				               Above plan



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		%		Medium		High		                Below Plan				                 On plan



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		                Below Plan				                Below Plan



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below





										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan				                 On plan



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High		                 On plan				                 On plan



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below

				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%





















						For Business and HR Goals



				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications











										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300











				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

				         New product features training		Participants		200		500

				         Consultative selling skills		Participants		0		500



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries		Participants		100		1,000



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Training for purchasing agents		Participants		0		25

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs		Participants		0		15,000

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal		Participants		0		30



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability		Participants		0		50

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects		Participants		0		25

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications		Participants		0		100











										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         IDP for each employee to include some training		% of employees		35%		90%

				         Increase use of online learning for general development		% of employees		20%		50%



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Intro to Supervision		Participants		25		100

				         Leadership for managers		Participants		NA		65

				         Advanced leadership for department heads		Participants		NA		15



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300













				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		3% below 		20%		on plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		4%		1% below 		5%		on plan

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		5% below 		20%		on plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		3%		14%		10%		4% below 		14%		on plan

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		10%		5% below 		18%		3% above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 33% contribution to goal		H/M/L		0%		5%		3%		2% below 		6%		1% above

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		1.1 pts below		3.5 pts		.5 pts below

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan				                 On plan

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High		                 On plan				                 On plan

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%









				                                                                                                                  Table 9.5

				Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2015                                       

						Unit of		2014										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Increase Sales by 10%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		3%		10%		4%		On plan		10%		On plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 20% contribution to goal		%		2%		2%		1%		On plan		2%		On plan

				          Consultative Selling Skills, Ten NPI Modules



		2		Reduce Defects by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		11%		20%		12%		Above plan		25%		5% above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		10%		Above plan		18%		4% above

				           Four Design Courses for engineers



		3		Reduce Injuries by 25%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		8%		25%		10%		Below plan		22%		3% below

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 60% contribution to goal		%		5%		15%				Below plan				Near plan

				          Eight Safety Courses for associates and supervisors



		4		Improve Leadership Score by 5 points

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		NA		5 pts		3 pts		On plan		6 pts		1 pt above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 40% contribution to goal		Points		NA		2 pts				Above plan				Above plan

				          Three leadership programs for supervisors, managers, dept heads



		5		Increase Retention by 5 Points 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		NA		5 pts		2 pts		Below plan		4 pts		1 pt below

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 30% contribution to goal		Points		NA		1.5 pts				On plan				On plan

				          IDPs for all associates and Performance Mgt for all mgt employees





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Reaction		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				     Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%

				    % Courses Meeting Deadline for Development		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    % Courses Meeting Deadline for Delivery		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below

				    Learning management system Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		75%



















































































































































































































































































































Operations Report



				            Sample Operations Report for L&D

				              Results through June



										                               For 2015                                         

								2014										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		99%		79%		99%

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		101%		85%		100%

				    Relevance		% favorable		82%		85%		88%		104%		87%		102%

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		75%		85%		83%		98%		84%		99%

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		79%		80%		78%		98%		79%		99%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%





				Efficiency Measures

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		18,253		40%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		55		79%		68		97%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		85%		89%		97%		103%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		24		67%		35		97%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		21		64%		33		100%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		167		94%		178		100%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%









				            Sample Operations Report for L&D

				              Results through June





										                               For 2015                                         

								2014										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		NA  		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		79%		80%		78%		98%		79%		99%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		20%		25%		15%		60%		20%		80%



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		71%		30%		86%







				Efficiency Measures

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		18,253		40%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		55		79%		68		97%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		85%		89%		97%		103%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		24		67%		35		97%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		21		64%		33		100%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		167		94%		178		100%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%



						            Sample Operations Report for L&D for 2016 webinar

						              Results through June



										                               For 2016                                         

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		99%		79%		99%

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		101%		85%		100%

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		94%		75%		96%

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		92%		71%		95%

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		96%		78%		97%



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		85%		75%		94%



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		83%		98%		85%		100%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		75%		70%		93%		72%		96%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		85%		63%		97%





										                               For 2016                                         

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		19		27%		55		79%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		29%		31%		79%		83%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		18		50%		36		100%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		12		36%		28		85%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		67%		73%		78%		85%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		99		56%		180		101%





						            Sample Operations Report for L&D 

						              Results through June



										                                    For 2018                                                

								2017						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		on plan

		               Recommend to others		    Recommend to others		% favorable		75%		85%		88%		3% above		88%		3% above

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		76%		82%		81%		3% below		82%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		       % who applied it		70%		75%		70%		5% below		72%		3% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Initial estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		20%		25%		15%		10% below		20%		5% below



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		10% below		30%		5% below



										                                    For 2016                                                

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		15% below		33%		8% below

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		3% below		10%		2% below

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		9% below		42%		6% below

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		3% below		15%		on plan

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%				100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		19		27%		55		79%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		29%		66% below		79%		16% below



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		18		50%		36		100%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		12		36%		28		85%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		67%		25% below		78%		14% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		99		56%		180		101%





						              Table 9.3

						             Simple Operations Report for L&D 

						              Results through June





										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016				Jun YTD		Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Results		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed or Revised		Number		34		43		24		56%		40		93%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		24		43		21		49%		35		81%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		212		250		132		53%		235		94%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		137		250		112		45%		205		82%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below



				LMS

				  Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		27 below

				  Uptime		%		96%		99%		98%		1% below		99%		On plan

				  Support ticket resolution time		Hours		32		24		27		3 above		21		3 below



				Costs (Budget)		Thousands $		$3,815		$4,537		$2,896		64%		$4,300		95%







										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Reaction (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		On plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		73%		79%		76%		3% below		77%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		90%		78%		12% below		84%		6% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below









						                     Table 9.4

						                       Expanded Operations Report for L&D 

						                           (Consistent with Table 5.4 and the Sample Business Plan in Appendix B)

						                       Results through June





										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed or Revised		Number		34		43		24		56%		40		93%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		24		43		21		49%		35		81%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		212		250		132		53%		235		94%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		137		250		112		45%		205		82%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below



				Cycle time

				  Performance consulting (needs analysis)		Days		15		13		14		 1 above		13		On plan

				  Development		Days		40		32		35		 3 above		34		 2 above

				  Delivery 		Days		10		10		10		On plan		10		On plan

				  Total		Days		65		55		59		 4 above		57		 2 above



				LMS

				  Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		27 below

				  Uptime		%		96%		99%		98%		1% below		99%		On plan

				  Support ticket resolution time		Hours		32		24		27		3 above		21		3 below



				Costs

				  Budget		Thousands $		$3,790		$4,537		$2,896		64%		$4,300		95%

				  Opportunity		Thousands $		$3,025		$3,634		$1,689		46%		$3,500		96%

				  Total		Thousands $		$6,815		$8,171		$4,585		56%		$7,800		95%





										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Reaction (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		On plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		90%		78%		12% below		84%		6% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Initial estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		52%		70%		62%		8% below		70%		On plan

				    Final estimate (after three months)		% contribution to goal		32%		50%		46%		4% below		50%		On plan



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$2,658		$3,380		$1,423		42%		$3,500		104%

				    ROI for completed programs		%		29%		41%		37%		4% below		45%		4% above

								39%		41%





















Program Report



								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June





										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		7%		35%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: 70% contribution		%		NA		14%		5%		35%		14%		100%				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor



										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		106%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 1872

						                    Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		98%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		106%		92%		102%				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		80%		62%		78%		63%		79%				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		100%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 39

						                    Sponsor   		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		102%		90%		100%				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		80%		61%		76%		65%		81%				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%



								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June





										2015		2016				YTD as				Forecast as

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: High contribution		%		NA		High		        Below Plan				              On Plan						YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2014		2015				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		106%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 1872

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		98%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		106%		92%		102%				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		79%		95%		100%				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place				Story: Sponsor not sufficienly engaged YTD but will engage for second half so application rates will rise in July. App rate isNOT the average for the year but measured monthly.

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		100%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		102%		90%		100%				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		75%		95%		100%				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

						for webinars

								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2017		2018				Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

						Impact of Learning: High contribution		%		NA		High				        Below Plan				              On Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2014		2015				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses 

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		On plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		On plan		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		On plan				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%











												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2017		2018				Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		9%		45%		20%		100%

						Impact of Learning: Planned 70% contribution		%		NA		14%		6%		45%		14%		100%				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with goal owner

						Programs to Reduce Injuries

						Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures																														2014		2014		2014		2014

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872								Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		1st Qtr		2nd Qtr		3rd Qtr		4th Qtr		2014

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below								1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848								   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		on plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place								      Level 1: Participants		%		64%		67%		72%		75%		70%		70%

						   Efficiency measures																										                   Sponsor		%				73%				77%		75%		75

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance								      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		84%		87%		85%		86%

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%												      Level 3: Application rate		%		49%		51%		53%		57%		53%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%												   Efficiency measures



						Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



						Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A																										      Unique Participants		Number		119		263		54		16		452

						   Effectiveness measures																										      Total Participants		Number		119		359		257		123		858

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		on plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		on plan		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		on plan				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		on plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		6000		5542		92%		6300		105%

						  Unique Participants		Number		1		1,001		893		89%		1,101		110%

						  Total Participants		Number		1		3,001		2,652		88%		3,201		107%

						Cost (including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

						Impact of learning on goal		%				70%		30%		on plan		70%		on plan

						Net benefit		Thousand $		NA		$150		$65		43%		$170		113%

						ROI		%		NA		60%		37%		on plan		67%		on plan





										         Table 9.1

								Simple Program Report for Reducing Injuries



										Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		8%		25%		10%		        Below Plan		22%		88%

						Impact of Learning: High contribution for 2017		%		High		High				        Below Plan				              Near Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor





																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Develop Two Courses

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 1/31		Number		NA		2		2		100%		2		100%				Both completd on January 29



						Deliver Two Courses

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		3% below		92%		3% below				100% completion achieved on April 22

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		90%		5% below				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place



												  Table 9.2

										Program Report for Increasing Sales

						                                                          (Consistent with the Sample Business Plan in Appendix B)



												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Ortega, VP of sales		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Increase sales		%		3%		10%		4%		              On plan		10%		              On plan

						Impact of Learning: 20% contribution for 2017		%		2%		2%				              On plan				              On plan				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Develop Consultative Selling Skills Course

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		1		1		100%		1		100%				Completed on February 27



						Deliver Consultative Selling Skills

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		0		100		102		102%		105		105%				Sales leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		0		100		102		102%		105		105%

						      Percentage complete by 4/30		%		NA		100%		102%		2% above		102%		2% above

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		85%		5% above		85%		5% above				YTD sample size = 43

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		On plan		90%		On plan

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		85%		5% below		85%		5% below				YTD sample size = 102

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		85%		80%		5% below		83%		2% below				YTD sample size = 67. Reinforcement plan in place



						Develop 10  New Product Introduction Modules

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 4/30		Number		NA		10		10		100%		10		100%				Completed on April 15



						Deliver 10 New Product Introduction Modules

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		120		100		102		102%		105		105%				Sales leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		120		1,000		945		95%		1,050		105%

						      Percentage complete by 5/31		%		NA		100%		95%		5% below		95%		5% below				100% completion achieved on June 15

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		120		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below				YTD sample size = 47

						                   Sponsor		%		120		90%		80%		10% below		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 945

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		85%		75%		10% below		80%		5% below				YTD sample size = 43. Reinforcement plan in place



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses/modules Developed		Number		NA		11		11		100%		11		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		120		100		102		102%		105		105%

						  Total Participants		Number		120		1,100		1,047		95%		1,155		105%

						Cost (including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$78		$607		$547		90%		$547		90%

						Level 4: Impact		%		NA		20%		19%		1% below		20%		On plan				YTD sample size = 43

						Net benefit		Thousand $		NA		$893		$953		107%		$953		107%

						ROI		%		NA		147%		174%		Above plan		174%		Above plan





						For Kevin and ATD ICE session 2018

						          Results for a Learning Initiative to Reduce Injuries



																Actual

										2017		2018		2018		Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		Actual		to Plan

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		14%		6% below

						Impact of Learning (Level 4): Planned 70% contribution		%		NA		14%		8%		6% below



						Programs to Reduce Injuries

						Deliver Two Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		% favorable		70%		80%		85%		5% above

						                   Sponsor		Likert scale 1-5		3		4		4		On plan

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		55%		40% below

						   Efficiency measures (Level 0)

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%

						      Percentage complete by March 31		%		NA		100%		85%		15% below

						      Completion date		Date		NA		31-Mar		17-May		47 days behind



						Develop Three Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		On plan

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		Likert scale 1-5		NA		4		4		On plan



						Deliver Three Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		% favorable		NA		80%		80%		On plan

						                   Sponsor		Likert scale 1-5		3		4		4		On plan

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		52%		43% below

						   Efficiency measures (Level 0)

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%

						      Percentage complete by July 31		%		NA		100%		79%		21% below

						      Completion date		Date		NA		31-Jul		25-Sep		56 days behind



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		2		3		3		On plan

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%

						Cost (including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$237		95%

						Gross Benefit		Thousand $		NA		$400		$229		57%

						Net benefit		Thousand $		NA		$150		($8)		Below plan

						ROI (Level 5)		%		NA		60%		-4%		Below plan

						Impact of learning on goal to reduce injuries by 20%		%		NA		70%		40%		Below plan





Table



										                                        Efficiency Measures                                             

																Development		Delivery

				              Effectiveness Measures          						Number of		Number 		Number		Completed		Completed		Outcome Measures

				Level 1		Level 2		Level 3		Participants		of Courses		of Hours		on Time		on Time		Impact		Proxy

		Program

		Consultative selling skills		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Product features training		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Safety		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Design for manufacturing		X						X		X		X		X		X				X

		Six sigma		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X				X

		Intro to supervision		X				X		X		X		X		X		X				X

		Intro to management		X				X		X		X		X		X		X				X



		Other Measures								Utilization rate of e-learning

										Percentage of ee's reached by L&D

										Cost of L&D





Averages

		Calculation of Weighted Averages

												1		2		3		4		5				1		2		3		4		5

		Sales				100		1100				80.00%		85.00%		85.00%		20.00%						80		85		85		20

		Defects				200		800				80.00%		90.00%		85.00%		70.00%						160		180		170		140

		Injuries				3100		13600				80.00%		90.00%		95.00%		60.00%						2480		2790		2945		1860

		Leadership				180		180				85.00%				80.00%		40.00%						153		0		144		72

		Retention				500		7500				75.00%				80.00%		30.00%						375		0		400		150

		Purchasing				200		1000				80.00%		85.00%		80.00%		60.00%						160		170		160		120

		Tech support				50		500				80.00%		85.00%		90.00%		50.00%						40		42.5		45		25

						25																		0		0		0		0

		Compliance				1700								90.00%				70.00%						0		1530		0		1190



		Simple average										80.0%		87.0%		85.0%		47.1%

		Sum																						3449		4799.5		3952		3581

		Weighed ave																						79.7%		89.7%		91.3%		59.4%

		Total weight										4330		5350		4330		6030
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                                                                                   Results Through June

                                     For 2016                                       
Unit of 2015 YTD Forecast as

Priority Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs Measure  Actual Plan Results % of Plan Forecast  % of Plan
1 Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

     Corporate Goal or Actual % 10% 20% 20% 100% 25% 125%
     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal % 1% 5%                  On plan                Above plan
         New product features training
         Consultative selling skills

2 Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%
     Corporate Goal or Actual % 10% 20% 15% 75% 20% 100%
     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal H/M/L Med High                 Below Plan                  On plan
         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries

3 Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 
     Corporate Goal or Actual % 5% 15% 2% 13% 10% 67%
     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal H/M/L Low Med                 Below Plan                 Below Plan
         Training for purchasing agents
         Training for all employees on reducing costs
         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal

4 Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%
     Corporate Goal or Actual Points 1.6 pts 4 pts 2.9 pts 73% 3.5 pts 100%
     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors        % who applied them 84% 95% 80% 15% below 90% 5% below
         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability
         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects
         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications


List of Effectiveness Measures



				                                                 List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality of content		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures		Yes		Manage



				Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		Yes		Manage



				Level 3: Application (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes		Yes		Manage







				                                                 List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality of content		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Alignment to goals		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures		Yes		Manage



				Level 1: Sponsor Satisfaction (Select programs)		% favorable		No		Manage



				Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		Yes		Manage



				Level 3: Application (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes		Yes		Manage

				  Actual application (after three months)		% who applied it 		Yes		Manage



				Level 4: (Select programs)

				  Estimate by participants (end of course)		% Contribution to goal		Yes		Manage

				  Estimate by participants (after three months)  		% Contribution to goal		No		Monitor



				Level 5: (Select programs)

				  Net benefits		Thousands $		Yes		Manage

				  ROI		%		Yes		Manage
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						Unit of Measure

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction 

				  Quality of content		% favorable

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable

				  Relevance		% favorable

				  Recommned		% favorable

				  Alignment to goals		% favorable

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures



				Level 1: Sponsor Satisfaction 		% favorable



				Level 2: Learning 		Score



				Level 3: Application 

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes

				  Actual application (after three months)		% who applied it 



				Level 4: Impact

				  Estimate by participants (end of course)		% Contribution to goal

				  Estimate by participants (after three months)  		% Contribution to goal



				Level 5: 

				  Net benefits		Thousands $

				  ROI		%
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				                           List of Efficiency Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Total Participants		Number		Yes		Manage

				Total Unique Participants		Number		Yes		Manage



				Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  vILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  E-learning only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Blended		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Total courses		% of total		Yes		Manage



				Utilization

				  E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		Yes		Manage

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		Yes		Manage

				    % taken by more than 20		%		Yes		Manage



				Reach

				  Percentage of employee reached by L&D		%		Yes		Manage
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				Course Management

				  Total Developed		Number		Yes		Manage

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number		Yes		Manage

				      % Meeting Deadline		%		Yes		Manage

				  Total Delivered		Number		Yes		Manage

				     Number Meeting Deadline		Number		No		Monitor

				     % Meeting Deadline		%		No		Monitor



				Cycle Time

				  Performance consulting		Days		No		Monitor

				  Development		Days		No		Monitor

				  Delivery		Days		No		Monitor



				Investment

				  L&D Expenditures		Million $		Yes		Manage

				  Cost Reduction		Thousand $		Yes		Manage

				  Opportunity Cost		Thousand $		No		Monitor

				                           List of Efficiency Measures for L&D







						Unit of Measure

				Total Participants		Number

				Total Unique Participants		Number



				Courses (or Hours) Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total

				  vILT only		% of total

				  E-learning only		% of total

				  Blended		% of total

				  Total courses		% of total



				Utilization

				  E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number

				    Utilized 		Number

				    % Utilized		%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number

				    % taken by more than 20		%



				Reach

				  Percentage of employee reached by L&D		%

				  Percentage of ee's with development plan		%



						Unit of Measure

				Course Management

				  Total Developed		Number

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number

				      % Meeting Deadline		%

				  Total Delivered		Number

				     Number Meeting Deadline		Number

				     % Meeting Deadline		%



				Cycle Time

				  Performance consulting		Days

				  Development		Days

				  Delivery		Days



				Investment

				  L&D Expenditures		Million $









List of Goals, Outcome Measures

				List of Organizational Goals, Outcome Measures, and Sponsors for L&D



				Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%



				2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L



				3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%



				4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L



				5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%





				List of Organizational Goals, Outcome Measures, and Sponsors for L&D



				Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use quantitative impact measure		%



				2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use application rate as a proxy for impact		%



				List of Business Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D



				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs				Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     New product features training

						     Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Training for purchasing agents

						     Training for all employees on reducing costs

						     Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						     Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						     Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications







				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D







				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use quantitative impact measure		%

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use application rate as a proxy for impact		%

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor				`

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

						         No training identified

				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D









				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

						         No training identified





Summary Report



				Sample Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2015                                       

						Unit of		2014										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		85%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		4%		80%		5%		100%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		Low		On plan		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		11%		75%		14%		100%



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		Low		Below plan		Low



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		4 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		70%		74%		80%		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%











				Step 1 in Creating the Sample Summary Report for L&D:

						List Organizational Goals, Outcome, Effectiveness and Efficiency Measures and Add Last Year's Actuals

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		Medium



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%

				     Learning		Score		78%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729



















				Step 2 in Creating the Sample Summary Report for L&D

				                                                                  Add Plan Values

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		Medium		High



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313





				Sample Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		85%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		On plan				On plan



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		On plan				On plan



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		11%		75%		14%		100%



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		       Below plan				On plan



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		4 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		70%		74%		80%		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%

				Sample Summary Report for L&D for 2016 webinars

				Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				  Results through June



										                                         For 2016                                            

														YTD				Forecast

						Unit of		2015						Compared				Compared

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		                 On plan				               Above plan



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan				                 On plan



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		%		Medium		High		                Below Plan				                 On plan



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		                Below Plan				                Below Plan



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below





										                                        For 2016                                            

														YTD				Forecast

						Unit of		2015						Compared				Compared

				Effectiveness Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%





				For Business and HR Goals without impact



				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300











		Use for 2016 webinars

				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%				                 On plan				               Above plan

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High				                Below Plan				                 On plan

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Med				                Below Plan				                Below Plan

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low				                 On plan				                 On plan

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High				                 On plan				                 On plan

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		                 On plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		                 On plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%









				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June

										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		                 On plan				               Above plan



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		%		Medium		High		                Below Plan				                 On plan



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		                Below Plan				                Below Plan



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below





										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan				                 On plan



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High		                 On plan				                 On plan



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below

				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%





















						For Business and HR Goals



				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications











										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300











				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

				         New product features training		Participants		200		500

				         Consultative selling skills		Participants		0		500



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries		Participants		100		1,000



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Training for purchasing agents		Participants		0		25

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs		Participants		0		15,000

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal		Participants		0		30



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability		Participants		0		50

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects		Participants		0		25

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications		Participants		0		100











										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         IDP for each employee to include some training		% of employees		35%		90%

				         Increase use of online learning for general development		% of employees		20%		50%



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Intro to Supervision		Participants		25		100

				         Leadership for managers		Participants		NA		65

				         Advanced leadership for department heads		Participants		NA		15



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300













				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		3% below 		20%		on plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		4%		1% below 		5%		on plan

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		5% below 		20%		on plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		3%		14%		10%		4% below 		14%		on plan

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		10%		5% below 		18%		3% above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 33% contribution to goal		H/M/L		0%		5%		3%		2% below 		6%		1% above

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		1.1 pts below		3.5 pts		.5 pts below

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan				                 On plan

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High		                 On plan				                 On plan

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%









				                                                                                                                  Table 9.5

				Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2015                                       

						Unit of		2014										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Increase Sales by 10%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		3%		10%		4%		On plan		10%		On plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 20% contribution to goal		%		2%		2%		1%		On plan		2%		On plan

				          Consultative Selling Skills, Ten NPI Modules



		2		Reduce Defects by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		11%		20%		12%		Above plan		25%		5% above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		10%		Above plan		18%		4% above

				           Four Design Courses for engineers



		3		Reduce Injuries by 25%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		8%		25%		10%		Below plan		22%		3% below

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 60% contribution to goal		%		5%		15%				Below plan				Near plan

				          Eight Safety Courses for associates and supervisors



		4		Improve Leadership Score by 5 points

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		NA		5 pts		3 pts		On plan		6 pts		1 pt above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 40% contribution to goal		Points		NA		2 pts				Above plan				Above plan

				          Three leadership programs for supervisors, managers, dept heads



		5		Increase Retention by 5 Points 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		NA		5 pts		2 pts		Below plan		4 pts		1 pt below

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 30% contribution to goal		Points		NA		1.5 pts				On plan				On plan

				          IDPs for all associates and Performance Mgt for all mgt employees





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Reaction		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				     Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%

				    % Courses Meeting Deadline for Development		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    % Courses Meeting Deadline for Delivery		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below

				    Learning management system Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		75%



















































































































































































































































































































Operations Report



				            Sample Operations Report for L&D

				              Results through June



										                               For 2015                                         

								2014										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		99%		79%		99%

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		101%		85%		100%

				    Relevance		% favorable		82%		85%		88%		104%		87%		102%

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		75%		85%		83%		98%		84%		99%

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		79%		80%		78%		98%		79%		99%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%





				Efficiency Measures

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		18,253		40%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		55		79%		68		97%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		85%		89%		97%		103%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		24		67%		35		97%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		21		64%		33		100%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		167		94%		178		100%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%









				            Sample Operations Report for L&D

				              Results through June





										                               For 2015                                         

								2014										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		NA  		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		79%		80%		78%		98%		79%		99%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		20%		25%		15%		60%		20%		80%



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		71%		30%		86%







				Efficiency Measures

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		18,253		40%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		55		79%		68		97%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		85%		89%		97%		103%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		24		67%		35		97%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		21		64%		33		100%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		167		94%		178		100%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%



						            Sample Operations Report for L&D for 2016 webinar

						              Results through June



										                               For 2016                                         

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		99%		79%		99%

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		101%		85%		100%

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		94%		75%		96%

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		92%		71%		95%

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		96%		78%		97%



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		85%		75%		94%



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		83%		98%		85%		100%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		75%		70%		93%		72%		96%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		85%		63%		97%





										                               For 2016                                         

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		19		27%		55		79%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		29%		31%		79%		83%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		18		50%		36		100%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		12		36%		28		85%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		67%		73%		78%		85%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		99		56%		180		101%





						            Sample Operations Report for L&D 

						              Results through June



										                                    For 2016                                                

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		on plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		75%		70%		5% below		72%		3% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Initial estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		20%		25%		15%		10% below		20%		5% below



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		10% below		30%		5% below



										                                    For 2016                                                

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		15% below		33%		8% below

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		3% below		10%		2% below

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		9% below		42%		6% below

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		3% below		15%		on plan

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%				100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		19		27%		55		79%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		29%		66% below		79%		16% below



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		18		50%		36		100%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		12		36%		28		85%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		67%		25% below		78%		14% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		99		56%		180		101%

						              Table 9.3

						             Simple Operations Report for L&D 

						              Results through June





										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016				Jun YTD		Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Results		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed or Revised		Number		34		43		24		56%		40		93%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		24		43		21		49%		35		81%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		212		250		132		53%		235		94%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		137		250		112		45%		205		82%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below



				LMS

				  Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		27 below

				  Uptime		%		96%		99%		98%		1% below		99%		On plan

				  Support ticket resolution time		Hours		32		24		27		3 above		21		3 below



				Costs (Budget)		Thousands $		$3,815		$4,537		$2,896		64%		$4,300		95%







										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Reaction (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		On plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		73%		79%		76%		3% below		77%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		90%		78%		12% below		84%		6% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below









						                     Table 9.4

						                       Expanded Operations Report for L&D 

						                           (Consistent with Table 5.4 and the Sample Business Plan in Appendix B)

						                       Results through June





										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed or Revised		Number		34		43		24		56%		40		93%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		24		43		21		49%		35		81%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		212		250		132		53%		235		94%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		137		250		112		45%		205		82%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below



				Cycle time

				  Performance consulting (needs analysis)		Days		15		13		14		 1 above		13		On plan

				  Development		Days		40		32		35		 3 above		34		 2 above

				  Delivery 		Days		10		10		10		On plan		10		On plan

				  Total		Days		65		55		59		 4 above		57		 2 above



				LMS

				  Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		27 below

				  Uptime		%		96%		99%		98%		1% below		99%		On plan

				  Support ticket resolution time		Hours		32		24		27		3 above		21		3 below



				Costs

				  Budget		Thousands $		$3,790		$4,537		$2,896		64%		$4,300		95%

				  Opportunity		Thousands $		$3,025		$3,634		$1,689		46%		$3,500		96%

				  Total		Thousands $		$6,815		$8,171		$4,585		56%		$7,800		95%





										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Reaction (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		On plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		90%		78%		12% below		84%		6% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Initial estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		52%		70%		62%		8% below		70%		On plan

				    Final estimate (after three months)		% contribution to goal		32%		50%		46%		4% below		50%		On plan



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$2,658		$3,380		$1,423		42%		$3,500		104%

				    ROI for completed programs		%		29%		41%		37%		4% below		45%		4% above

								39%		41%





















Program Report



								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June





										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		7%		35%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: 70% contribution		%		NA		14%		5%		35%		14%		100%				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor



										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		106%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 1872

						                    Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		98%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		106%		92%		102%				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		80%		62%		78%		63%		79%				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		100%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 39

						                    Sponsor   		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		102%		90%		100%				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		80%		61%		76%		65%		81%				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%



								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June





										2015		2016				YTD as				Forecast as

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		9%		45%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: High contribution		%		NA		High		        Below Plan				              On Plan						YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2014		2015				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		106%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 1872

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		98%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		106%		92%		102%				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		79%		95%		100%				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place				Story: Sponsor not sufficienly engaged YTD but will engage for second half so application rates will rise in July. App rate isNOT the average for the year but measured monthly.

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		100%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		102%		90%		100%				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		75%		95%		100%				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2015		2016				Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		9%		45%		20%		100%

						Impact of Learning: High contribution		%		NA		High				        Below Plan				              On Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2014		2015				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		On plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		On plan		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		On plan				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2015		2016				Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		9%		45%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: 70% contribution		%		NA		14%		6%		45%		14%		100%				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2014		2015				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures																														2014		2014		2014		2014

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872								Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		1st Qtr		2nd Qtr		3rd Qtr		4th Qtr		2014

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below								1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848								   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		on plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place								      Level 1: Participants		%		64%		67%		72%		75%		70%		70%

						   Efficiency measures																										                   Sponsor		%				73%				77%		75%		75

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance								      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		84%		87%		85%		86%

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%												      Level 3: Application rate		%		49%		51%		53%		57%		53%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%												   Efficiency measures



						Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



						Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A																										      Unique Participants		Number		119		263		54		16		452

						   Effectiveness measures																										      Total Participants		Number		119		359		257		123		858

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		on plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		on plan		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		on plan				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		on plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%

						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		6000		5542		92%		6300		105%

						  Unique Participants		Number		1		1,001		893		89%		1,101		110%

						  Total Participants		Number		1		3,001		2,652		88%		3,201		107%

						Cost (including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

						Net benefit		Thousand $		NA		$150		$65		43%		$170		113%

						ROI		%		NA		60%		37%		on plan		67%		on plan

										         Table 9.1

								Simple Program Report for Reducing Injuries



										Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		8%		25%		10%		        Below Plan		22%		88%

						Impact of Learning: High contribution for 2017		%		High		High				        Below Plan				              Near Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor





																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Develop Two Courses

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 1/31		Number		NA		2		2		100%		2		100%				Both completd on January 29



						Deliver Two Courses

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		3% below		92%		3% below				100% completion achieved on April 22

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		90%		5% below				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

												  Table 9.2

										Program Report for Increasing Sales

						                                                          (Consistent with the Sample Business Plan in Appendix B)



												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Ortega, VP of sales		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Increase sales		%		3%		10%		4%		              On plan		10%		              On plan

						Impact of Learning: 20% contribution for 2017		%		2%		2%				              On plan				              On plan				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Develop Consultative Selling Skills Course

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		1		1		100%		1		100%				Completed on February 27



						Deliver Consultative Selling Skills

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		0		100		102		102%		105		105%				Sales leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		0		100		102		102%		105		105%

						      Percentage complete by 4/30		%		NA		100%		102%		2% above		102%		2% above

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		85%		5% above		85%		5% above				YTD sample size = 43

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		On plan		90%		On plan

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		85%		5% below		85%		5% below				YTD sample size = 102

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		85%		80%		5% below		83%		2% below				YTD sample size = 67. Reinforcement plan in place

						Develop 10  New Product Introduction Modules

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 4/30		Number		NA		10		10		100%		10		100%				Completed on April 15



						Deliver 10 New Product Introduction Modules

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		120		100		102		102%		105		105%				Sales leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		120		1,000		945		95%		1,050		105%

						      Percentage complete by 5/31		%		NA		100%		95%		5% below		95%		5% below				100% completion achieved on June 15

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		120		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below				YTD sample size = 47

						                   Sponsor		%		120		90%		80%		10% below		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 945

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		85%		75%		10% below		80%		5% below				YTD sample size = 43. Reinforcement plan in place

						Summary

						Total

						  Courses/modules Developed		Number		NA		11		11		100%		11		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		120		100		102		102%		105		105%

						  Total Participants		Number		120		1,100		1,047		95%		1,155		105%

						Cost (including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$78		$607		$547		90%		$547		90%

						Level 4: Impact		%		NA		20%		19%		1% below		20%		On plan				YTD sample size = 43

						Net benefit		Thousand $		NA		$893		$953		107%		$953		107%

						ROI		%		NA		147%		174%		Above plan		174%		Above plan





Table



										                                        Efficiency Measures                                             

																Development		Delivery

				              Effectiveness Measures          						Number of		Number 		Number		Completed		Completed		Outcome Measures

				Level 1		Level 2		Level 3		Participants		of Courses		of Hours		on Time		on Time		Impact		Proxy

		Program

		Consultative selling skills		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Product features training		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Safety		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Design for manufacturing		X						X		X		X		X		X				X

		Six sigma		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X				X

		Intro to supervision		X				X		X		X		X		X		X				X

		Intro to management		X				X		X		X		X		X		X				X



		Other Measures								Utilization rate of e-learning

										Percentage of ee's reached by L&D

										Cost of L&D





Averages

		Calculation of Weighted Averages

												1		2		3		4		5				1		2		3		4		5

		Sales				100		1100				80.00%		85.00%		85.00%		20.00%						80		85		85		20

		Defects				200		800				80.00%		90.00%		85.00%		70.00%						160		180		170		140

		Injuries				3100		13600				80.00%		90.00%		95.00%		60.00%						2480		2790		2945		1860

		Leadership				180		180				85.00%				80.00%		40.00%						153		0		144		72

		Retention				500		7500				75.00%				80.00%		30.00%						375		0		400		150

		Purchasing				200		1000				80.00%		85.00%		80.00%		60.00%						160		170		160		120

		Tech support				50		500				80.00%		85.00%		90.00%		50.00%						40		42.5		45		25

						25																		0		0		0		0

		Compliance				1700								90.00%				70.00%						0		1530		0		1190



		Simple average										80.0%		87.0%		85.0%		47.1%

		Sum																						3449		4799.5		3952		3581

		Weighed ave																						79.7%		89.7%		91.3%		59.4%

		Total weight										4330		5350		4330		6030
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                                     For 2016                                       
Unit of 2015 YTD Forecast as

Priority HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs Measure  Actual Plan Results % of Plan Forecast  % of Plan
A Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

     Corporate Goal or Actual Points 1 pt 3 pts 1.9 pts 63% 3 pts 100%
     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal H/M/L Low Low                  On plan                  On plan
         IDP for each employee to include some training
         Increase use of online learning for general development

B Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%
     Corporate Goal or Actual Points 1 pt 4 pts 2.2 pts 63% 4 pts 100%
     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal H/M/L Med High                  On plan                  On plan
         Intro to Supervision
         Leadership for managers
         Advanced leadership for department heads

C Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%
     Corporate Goal or Actual Points -3 pts 5 pts 2 pts 67% 5 pts 100%
         No training identified

Effectiveness Measures
     Participant Feedback % favorable 74% 80% 77% 3% below 78% 2% below
     Sponsor Feedback % favorable NA 80% 68% 12% below 75% 5% below
     Learning Score 78% 85% 83% 2% below 85%                 On plan
     Application rate        % who applied it 51% 65% 55% 10% below 63% 2% below

Efficiency Measures
     Percentage of employees reached by L&D % 85% 88% 72% 16% below 88%                 On plan
     Percentage of ee's with development plan % 82% 85% 84% 1% below 90% 5% above
     Percentage of courses developed on time % 73% 92% 67% 15% below 78% 14% below
     Participants in All Programs
        Total Participants Number 109,618 147,500 67,357 46% 145,000 98%
        Unique Participants Number 40,729 45,300 36,998 82% 44,000 97%


List of Effectiveness Measures



				                                                 List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality of content		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures		Yes		Manage



				Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		Yes		Manage



				Level 3: Application (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes		Yes		Manage







				                                                 List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality of content		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Alignment to goals		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures		Yes		Manage



				Level 1: Sponsor Satisfaction (Select programs)		% favorable		No		Manage



				Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		Yes		Manage



				Level 3: Application (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes		Yes		Manage

				  Actual application (after three months)		% who applied it 		Yes		Manage



				Level 4: (Select programs)

				  Estimate by participants (end of course)		% Contribution to goal		Yes		Manage

				  Estimate by participants (after three months)  		% Contribution to goal		No		Monitor



				Level 5: (Select programs)

				  Net benefits		Thousands $		Yes		Manage

				  ROI		%		Yes		Manage

				             List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D







						Unit of Measure

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction 

				  Quality of content		% favorable

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable

				  Relevance		% favorable

				  Recommned		% favorable

				  Alignment to goals		% favorable

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures



				Level 1: Sponsor Satisfaction 		% favorable



				Level 2: Learning 		Score



				Level 3: Application 

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes

				  Actual application (after three months)		% who applied it 



				Level 4: Impact

				  Estimate by participants (end of course)		% Contribution to goal

				  Estimate by participants (after three months)  		% Contribution to goal



				Level 5: 

				  Net benefits		Thousands $

				  ROI		%





List of Efficiency Measures



				                           List of Efficiency Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Total Participants		Number		Yes		Manage

				Total Unique Participants		Number		Yes		Manage



				Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  vILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  E-learning only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Blended		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Total courses		% of total		Yes		Manage



				Utilization

				  E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		Yes		Manage

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		Yes		Manage

				    % taken by more than 20		%		Yes		Manage



				Reach

				  Percentage of employee reached by L&D		%		Yes		Manage
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				Course Management

				  Total Developed		Number		Yes		Manage

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number		Yes		Manage

				      % Meeting Deadline		%		Yes		Manage

				  Total Delivered		Number		Yes		Manage

				     Number Meeting Deadline		Number		No		Monitor

				     % Meeting Deadline		%		No		Monitor



				Cycle Time

				  Performance consulting		Days		No		Monitor

				  Development		Days		No		Monitor

				  Delivery		Days		No		Monitor



				Investment

				  L&D Expenditures		Million $		Yes		Manage

				  Cost Reduction		Thousand $		Yes		Manage

				  Opportunity Cost		Thousand $		No		Monitor

				                           List of Efficiency Measures for L&D







						Unit of Measure

				Total Participants		Number

				Total Unique Participants		Number



				Courses (or Hours) Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total

				  vILT only		% of total

				  E-learning only		% of total

				  Blended		% of total

				  Total courses		% of total



				Utilization

				  E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number

				    Utilized 		Number

				    % Utilized		%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number

				    % taken by more than 20		%



				Reach

				  Percentage of employee reached by L&D		%

				  Percentage of ee's with development plan		%



						Unit of Measure

				Course Management

				  Total Developed		Number

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number

				      % Meeting Deadline		%

				  Total Delivered		Number

				     Number Meeting Deadline		Number

				     % Meeting Deadline		%



				Cycle Time

				  Performance consulting		Days

				  Development		Days

				  Delivery		Days



				Investment

				  L&D Expenditures		Million $









List of Goals, Outcome Measures

				List of Organizational Goals, Outcome Measures, and Sponsors for L&D



				Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%



				2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L



				3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%



				4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L



				5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%





				List of Organizational Goals, Outcome Measures, and Sponsors for L&D



				Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use quantitative impact measure		%



				2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use application rate as a proxy for impact		%



				List of Business Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D



				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs				Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     New product features training

						     Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Training for purchasing agents

						     Training for all employees on reducing costs

						     Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						     Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						     Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications







				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D







				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use quantitative impact measure		%

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use application rate as a proxy for impact		%

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor				`

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

						         No training identified

				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D









				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

						         No training identified





Summary Report



				Sample Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2015                                       

						Unit of		2014										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		85%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		4%		80%		5%		100%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		Low		On plan		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		11%		75%		14%		100%



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		Low		Below plan		Low



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		4 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		70%		74%		80%		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%











				Step 1 in Creating the Sample Summary Report for L&D:

						List Organizational Goals, Outcome, Effectiveness and Efficiency Measures and Add Last Year's Actuals

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		Medium



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%

				     Learning		Score		78%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729



















				Step 2 in Creating the Sample Summary Report for L&D

				                                                                  Add Plan Values

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		Medium		High



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313





				Sample Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		85%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		On plan				On plan



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		On plan				On plan



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		11%		75%		14%		100%



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		       Below plan				On plan



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		4 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		70%		74%		80%		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%

				Sample Summary Report for L&D for 2016 webinars

				Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				  Results through June



										                                         For 2016                                            

														YTD				Forecast

						Unit of		2015						Compared				Compared

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		                 On plan				               Above plan



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan				                 On plan



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		%		Medium		High		                Below Plan				                 On plan



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		                Below Plan				                Below Plan



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below





										                                        For 2016                                            

														YTD				Forecast

						Unit of		2015						Compared				Compared

				Effectiveness Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%





				For Business and HR Goals without impact



				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300











		Use for 2016 webinars

				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%				                 On plan				               Above plan

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High				                Below Plan				                 On plan

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Med				                Below Plan				                Below Plan

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low				                 On plan				                 On plan

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High				                 On plan				                 On plan

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		                 On plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		                 On plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%









				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June

										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		                 On plan				               Above plan



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		%		Medium		High		                Below Plan				                 On plan



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		                Below Plan				                Below Plan



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below





										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan				                 On plan



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High		                 On plan				                 On plan



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below

				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%





















						For Business and HR Goals



				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications











										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300











				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

				         New product features training		Participants		200		500

				         Consultative selling skills		Participants		0		500



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries		Participants		100		1,000



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Training for purchasing agents		Participants		0		25

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs		Participants		0		15,000

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal		Participants		0		30



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability		Participants		0		50

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects		Participants		0		25

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications		Participants		0		100











										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         IDP for each employee to include some training		% of employees		35%		90%

				         Increase use of online learning for general development		% of employees		20%		50%



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Intro to Supervision		Participants		25		100

				         Leadership for managers		Participants		NA		65

				         Advanced leadership for department heads		Participants		NA		15



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300













				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		3% below 		20%		on plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		4%		1% below 		5%		on plan

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		5% below 		20%		on plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		3%		14%		10%		4% below 		14%		on plan

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		10%		5% below 		18%		3% above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 33% contribution to goal		H/M/L		0%		5%		3%		2% below 		6%		1% above

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		1.1 pts below		3.5 pts		.5 pts below

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan				                 On plan

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High		                 On plan				                 On plan

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%









				                                                                                                                  Table 9.5

				Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2015                                       

						Unit of		2014										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Increase Sales by 10%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		3%		10%		4%		On plan		10%		On plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 20% contribution to goal		%		2%		2%		1%		On plan		2%		On plan

				          Consultative Selling Skills, Ten NPI Modules



		2		Reduce Defects by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		11%		20%		12%		Above plan		25%		5% above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		10%		Above plan		18%		4% above

				           Four Design Courses for engineers



		3		Reduce Injuries by 25%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		8%		25%		10%		Below plan		22%		3% below

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 60% contribution to goal		%		5%		15%				Below plan				Near plan

				          Eight Safety Courses for associates and supervisors



		4		Improve Leadership Score by 5 points

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		NA		5 pts		3 pts		On plan		6 pts		1 pt above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 40% contribution to goal		Points		NA		2 pts				Above plan				Above plan

				          Three leadership programs for supervisors, managers, dept heads



		5		Increase Retention by 5 Points 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		NA		5 pts		2 pts		Below plan		4 pts		1 pt below

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 30% contribution to goal		Points		NA		1.5 pts				On plan				On plan

				          IDPs for all associates and Performance Mgt for all mgt employees





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Reaction		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				     Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%

				    % Courses Meeting Deadline for Development		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    % Courses Meeting Deadline for Delivery		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below

				    Learning management system Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		75%



















































































































































































































































































































Operations Report



				            Sample Operations Report for L&D

				              Results through June



										                               For 2015                                         

								2014										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		99%		79%		99%

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		101%		85%		100%

				    Relevance		% favorable		82%		85%		88%		104%		87%		102%

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		75%		85%		83%		98%		84%		99%

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		79%		80%		78%		98%		79%		99%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%





				Efficiency Measures

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		18,253		40%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		55		79%		68		97%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		85%		89%		97%		103%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		24		67%		35		97%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		21		64%		33		100%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		167		94%		178		100%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%









				            Sample Operations Report for L&D

				              Results through June





										                               For 2015                                         

								2014										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		NA  		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		79%		80%		78%		98%		79%		99%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		20%		25%		15%		60%		20%		80%



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		71%		30%		86%







				Efficiency Measures

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		18,253		40%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		55		79%		68		97%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		85%		89%		97%		103%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		24		67%		35		97%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		21		64%		33		100%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		167		94%		178		100%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%



						            Sample Operations Report for L&D for 2016 webinar

						              Results through June



										                               For 2016                                         

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		99%		79%		99%

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		101%		85%		100%

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		94%		75%		96%

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		92%		71%		95%

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		96%		78%		97%



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		85%		75%		94%



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		83%		98%		85%		100%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		75%		70%		93%		72%		96%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		85%		63%		97%





										                               For 2016                                         

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		19		27%		55		79%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		29%		31%		79%		83%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		18		50%		36		100%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		12		36%		28		85%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		67%		73%		78%		85%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		99		56%		180		101%





						            Sample Operations Report for L&D 

						              Results through June



										                                    For 2016                                                

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		on plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		75%		70%		5% below		72%		3% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Initial estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		20%		25%		15%		10% below		20%		5% below



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		10% below		30%		5% below



										                                    For 2016                                                

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		15% below		33%		8% below

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		3% below		10%		2% below

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		9% below		42%		6% below

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		3% below		15%		on plan

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%				100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		19		27%		55		79%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		29%		66% below		79%		16% below



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		18		50%		36		100%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		12		36%		28		85%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		67%		25% below		78%		14% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		99		56%		180		101%

						              Table 9.3

						             Simple Operations Report for L&D 

						              Results through June





										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016				Jun YTD		Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Results		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed or Revised		Number		34		43		24		56%		40		93%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		24		43		21		49%		35		81%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		212		250		132		53%		235		94%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		137		250		112		45%		205		82%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below



				LMS

				  Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		27 below

				  Uptime		%		96%		99%		98%		1% below		99%		On plan

				  Support ticket resolution time		Hours		32		24		27		3 above		21		3 below



				Costs (Budget)		Thousands $		$3,815		$4,537		$2,896		64%		$4,300		95%







										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Reaction (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		On plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		73%		79%		76%		3% below		77%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		90%		78%		12% below		84%		6% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below









						                     Table 9.4

						                       Expanded Operations Report for L&D 

						                           (Consistent with Table 5.4 and the Sample Business Plan in Appendix B)

						                       Results through June





										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed or Revised		Number		34		43		24		56%		40		93%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		24		43		21		49%		35		81%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		212		250		132		53%		235		94%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		137		250		112		45%		205		82%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below



				Cycle time

				  Performance consulting (needs analysis)		Days		15		13		14		 1 above		13		On plan

				  Development		Days		40		32		35		 3 above		34		 2 above

				  Delivery 		Days		10		10		10		On plan		10		On plan

				  Total		Days		65		55		59		 4 above		57		 2 above



				LMS

				  Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		27 below

				  Uptime		%		96%		99%		98%		1% below		99%		On plan

				  Support ticket resolution time		Hours		32		24		27		3 above		21		3 below



				Costs

				  Budget		Thousands $		$3,790		$4,537		$2,896		64%		$4,300		95%

				  Opportunity		Thousands $		$3,025		$3,634		$1,689		46%		$3,500		96%

				  Total		Thousands $		$6,815		$8,171		$4,585		56%		$7,800		95%





										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Reaction (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		On plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		90%		78%		12% below		84%		6% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Initial estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		52%		70%		62%		8% below		70%		On plan

				    Final estimate (after three months)		% contribution to goal		32%		50%		46%		4% below		50%		On plan



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$2,658		$3,380		$1,423		42%		$3,500		104%

				    ROI for completed programs		%		29%		41%		37%		4% below		45%		4% above

								39%		41%





















Program Report



								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June





										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		7%		35%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: 70% contribution		%		NA		14%		5%		35%		14%		100%				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor



										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		106%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 1872

						                    Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		98%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		106%		92%		102%				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		80%		62%		78%		63%		79%				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		100%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 39

						                    Sponsor   		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		102%		90%		100%				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		80%		61%		76%		65%		81%				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%



								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June





										2015		2016				YTD as				Forecast as

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		9%		45%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: High contribution		%		NA		High		        Below Plan				              On Plan						YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2014		2015				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		106%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 1872

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		98%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		106%		92%		102%				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		79%		95%		100%				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place				Story: Sponsor not sufficienly engaged YTD but will engage for second half so application rates will rise in July. App rate isNOT the average for the year but measured monthly.

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		100%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		102%		90%		100%				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		75%		95%		100%				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2015		2016				Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		9%		45%		20%		100%

						Impact of Learning: High contribution		%		NA		High				        Below Plan				              On Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2014		2015				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		On plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		On plan		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		On plan				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2015		2016				Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		9%		45%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: 70% contribution		%		NA		14%		6%		45%		14%		100%				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2014		2015				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures																														2014		2014		2014		2014

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872								Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		1st Qtr		2nd Qtr		3rd Qtr		4th Qtr		2014

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below								1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848								   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		on plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place								      Level 1: Participants		%		64%		67%		72%		75%		70%		70%

						   Efficiency measures																										                   Sponsor		%				73%				77%		75%		75

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance								      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		84%		87%		85%		86%

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%												      Level 3: Application rate		%		49%		51%		53%		57%		53%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%												   Efficiency measures



						Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



						Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A																										      Unique Participants		Number		119		263		54		16		452

						   Effectiveness measures																										      Total Participants		Number		119		359		257		123		858

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		on plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		on plan		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		on plan				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		on plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%

						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		6000		5542		92%		6300		105%

						  Unique Participants		Number		1		1,001		893		89%		1,101		110%

						  Total Participants		Number		1		3,001		2,652		88%		3,201		107%

						Cost (including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

						Net benefit		Thousand $		NA		$150		$65		43%		$170		113%

						ROI		%		NA		60%		37%		on plan		67%		on plan

										         Table 9.1

								Simple Program Report for Reducing Injuries



										Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		8%		25%		10%		        Below Plan		22%		88%

						Impact of Learning: High contribution for 2017		%		High		High				        Below Plan				              Near Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor





																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Develop Two Courses

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 1/31		Number		NA		2		2		100%		2		100%				Both completd on January 29



						Deliver Two Courses

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		3% below		92%		3% below				100% completion achieved on April 22

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		90%		5% below				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

												  Table 9.2

										Program Report for Increasing Sales

						                                                          (Consistent with the Sample Business Plan in Appendix B)



												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Ortega, VP of sales		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Increase sales		%		3%		10%		4%		              On plan		10%		              On plan

						Impact of Learning: 20% contribution for 2017		%		2%		2%				              On plan				              On plan				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Develop Consultative Selling Skills Course

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		1		1		100%		1		100%				Completed on February 27



						Deliver Consultative Selling Skills

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		0		100		102		102%		105		105%				Sales leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		0		100		102		102%		105		105%

						      Percentage complete by 4/30		%		NA		100%		102%		2% above		102%		2% above

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		85%		5% above		85%		5% above				YTD sample size = 43

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		On plan		90%		On plan

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		85%		5% below		85%		5% below				YTD sample size = 102

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		85%		80%		5% below		83%		2% below				YTD sample size = 67. Reinforcement plan in place

						Develop 10  New Product Introduction Modules

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 4/30		Number		NA		10		10		100%		10		100%				Completed on April 15



						Deliver 10 New Product Introduction Modules

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		120		100		102		102%		105		105%				Sales leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		120		1,000		945		95%		1,050		105%

						      Percentage complete by 5/31		%		NA		100%		95%		5% below		95%		5% below				100% completion achieved on June 15

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		120		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below				YTD sample size = 47

						                   Sponsor		%		120		90%		80%		10% below		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 945

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		85%		75%		10% below		80%		5% below				YTD sample size = 43. Reinforcement plan in place

						Summary

						Total

						  Courses/modules Developed		Number		NA		11		11		100%		11		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		120		100		102		102%		105		105%

						  Total Participants		Number		120		1,100		1,047		95%		1,155		105%

						Cost (including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$78		$607		$547		90%		$547		90%

						Level 4: Impact		%		NA		20%		19%		1% below		20%		On plan				YTD sample size = 43

						Net benefit		Thousand $		NA		$893		$953		107%		$953		107%

						ROI		%		NA		147%		174%		Above plan		174%		Above plan





Table



										                                        Efficiency Measures                                             

																Development		Delivery

				              Effectiveness Measures          						Number of		Number 		Number		Completed		Completed		Outcome Measures

				Level 1		Level 2		Level 3		Participants		of Courses		of Hours		on Time		on Time		Impact		Proxy

		Program

		Consultative selling skills		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Product features training		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Safety		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Design for manufacturing		X						X		X		X		X		X				X

		Six sigma		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X				X

		Intro to supervision		X				X		X		X		X		X		X				X

		Intro to management		X				X		X		X		X		X		X				X



		Other Measures								Utilization rate of e-learning

										Percentage of ee's reached by L&D

										Cost of L&D





Averages

		Calculation of Weighted Averages

												1		2		3		4		5				1		2		3		4		5

		Sales				100		1100				80.00%		85.00%		85.00%		20.00%						80		85		85		20

		Defects				200		800				80.00%		90.00%		85.00%		70.00%						160		180		170		140

		Injuries				3100		13600				80.00%		90.00%		95.00%		60.00%						2480		2790		2945		1860

		Leadership				180		180				85.00%				80.00%		40.00%						153		0		144		72

		Retention				500		7500				75.00%				80.00%		30.00%						375		0		400		150

		Purchasing				200		1000				80.00%		85.00%		80.00%		60.00%						160		170		160		120

		Tech support				50		500				80.00%		85.00%		90.00%		50.00%						40		42.5		45		25

						25																		0		0		0		0

		Compliance				1700								90.00%				70.00%						0		1530		0		1190



		Simple average										80.0%		87.0%		85.0%		47.1%

		Sum																						3449		4799.5		3952		3581

		Weighed ave																						79.7%		89.7%		91.3%		59.4%

		Total weight										4330		5350		4330		6030
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Effectiveness Measures Unit of Measure Actual Plan Jun YTD to  Plan Forecast to  Plan
  Level 1: Participant Reaction (All programs)
    Quality of content % favorable 76% 80% 79% 1% below 79% 1% below
    Quality of instructor % favorable 80% 85% 86% 1% above 85% On plan
    Relevance % favorable 72% 78% 73% 5% below 75% 3% below
    Alignment to goals % favorable 68% 75% 69% 6% below 71% 4% below
    Total for Level 1 Average of measures 74% 80% 77% 3% below 78% 2% below

  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs) % favorable 76% 90% 81% 9% below 85% 5% below

  Level 2: Learning (Select programs) Score 82% 90% 85% 5% below 88% 2% below

  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)
    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course) % applied 70% 90% 78% 12% below 84% 6% below
    Actual application (after three months) % applied 51% 70% 61% 9% below 67% 3% below


List of Effectiveness Measures



				                                                 List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality of content		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures		Yes		Manage



				Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		Yes		Manage



				Level 3: Application (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes		Yes		Manage







				                                                 List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality of content		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Alignment to goals		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures		Yes		Manage



				Level 1: Sponsor Satisfaction (Select programs)		% favorable		No		Manage



				Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		Yes		Manage



				Level 3: Application (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes		Yes		Manage

				  Actual application (after three months)		% who applied it 		Yes		Manage



				Level 4: (Select programs)

				  Estimate by participants (end of course)		% Contribution to goal		Yes		Manage

				  Estimate by participants (after three months)  		% Contribution to goal		No		Monitor



				Level 5: (Select programs)

				  Net benefits		Thousands $		Yes		Manage

				  ROI		%		Yes		Manage

				             List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D







						Unit of Measure

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction 

				  Quality of content		% favorable

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable

				  Relevance		% favorable

				  Recommned		% favorable

				  Alignment to goals		% favorable

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures



				Level 1: Sponsor Satisfaction 		% favorable



				Level 2: Learning 		Score



				Level 3: Application 

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes

				  Actual application (after three months)		% who applied it 



				Level 4: Impact

				  Estimate by participants (end of course)		% Contribution to goal

				  Estimate by participants (after three months)  		% Contribution to goal



				Level 5: 

				  Net benefits		Thousands $

				  ROI		%





List of Efficiency Measures



				                           List of Efficiency Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Total Participants		Number		Yes		Manage

				Total Unique Participants		Number		Yes		Manage



				Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  vILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  E-learning only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Blended		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Total courses		% of total		Yes		Manage



				Utilization

				  E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		Yes		Manage

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		Yes		Manage

				    % taken by more than 20		%		Yes		Manage



				Reach

				  Percentage of employee reached by L&D		%		Yes		Manage
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								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Course Management

				  Total Developed		Number		Yes		Manage

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number		Yes		Manage

				      % Meeting Deadline		%		Yes		Manage

				  Total Delivered		Number		Yes		Manage

				     Number Meeting Deadline		Number		No		Monitor

				     % Meeting Deadline		%		No		Monitor



				Cycle Time

				  Performance consulting		Days		No		Monitor

				  Development		Days		No		Monitor

				  Delivery		Days		No		Monitor



				Investment

				  L&D Expenditures		Million $		Yes		Manage

				  Cost Reduction		Thousand $		Yes		Manage

				  Opportunity Cost		Thousand $		No		Monitor



				                           List of Efficiency Measures for L&D







						Unit of Measure

				Total Participants		Number

				Total Unique Participants		Number



				Courses (or Hours) Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total

				  vILT only		% of total

				  E-learning only		% of total

				  Blended		% of total

				  Total courses		% of total



				Utilization

				  E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number

				    Utilized 		Number

				    % Utilized		%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number

				    % taken by more than 20		%



				Reach

				  Percentage of employee reached by L&D		%

				  Percentage of ee's with development plan		%



						Unit of Measure

				Course Management

				  Total Developed		Number

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number

				      % Meeting Deadline		%

				  Total Delivered		Number

				     Number Meeting Deadline		Number

				     % Meeting Deadline		%



				Cycle Time

				  Performance consulting		Days

				  Development		Days

				  Delivery		Days



				Investment

				  L&D Expenditures		Million $









List of Goals, Outcome Measures

				List of Organizational Goals, Outcome Measures, and Sponsors for L&D



				Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%



				2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L



				3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%



				4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L



				5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%





				List of Organizational Goals, Outcome Measures, and Sponsors for L&D



				Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use quantitative impact measure		%



				2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use application rate as a proxy for impact		%



				List of Business Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D



				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs				Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     New product features training

						     Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Training for purchasing agents

						     Training for all employees on reducing costs

						     Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						     Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						     Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications







				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D







				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use quantitative impact measure		%

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use application rate as a proxy for impact		%

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor				`

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

						         No training identified

				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D









				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

						         No training identified



				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D









				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned





Summary Report



				Sample Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2015                                       

						Unit of		2014										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		85%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		4%		80%		5%		100%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		Low		On plan		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		11%		75%		14%		100%



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		Low		Below plan		Low



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		4 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		70%		74%		80%		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%











				Step 1 in Creating the Sample Summary Report for L&D:

						List Organizational Goals, Outcome, Effectiveness and Efficiency Measures and Add Last Year's Actuals

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		Medium



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%

				     Learning		Score		78%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729



















				Step 2 in Creating the Sample Summary Report for L&D

				                                                                  Add Plan Values

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		Medium		High



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313





				Sample Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		85%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		On plan				On plan



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		On plan				On plan



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		11%		75%		14%		100%



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		       Below plan				On plan



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		4 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		70%		74%		80%		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%

				Sample Summary Report for L&D for 2016 webinars

				Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				  Results through June

										                                         For 2016                                            

														YTD				Forecast

						Unit of		2015						Compared				Compared

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%				                 On plan				                 Above plan



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low				                 On plan				                 On plan



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		%		Medium		High				                 Below plan				                 On plan



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium				                 Below plan				                 Below plan



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below





										                                        For 2016                                            

														YTD				Forecast

						Unit of		2015						Compared				Compared

				Effectiveness Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%





				For Business and HR Goals without impact



				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300











		Use for 2016 webinars

				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2017                                       

						Unit of		2016				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%				                 On plan				               Above plan

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High				                Below Plan				                 On plan

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Med				                Below Plan				                Below Plan

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2017                                       

						Unit of		2016				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low				                 On plan				                 On plan

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High				                 On plan				                 On plan

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		                 On plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		                 On plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%









				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June

										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		                 On plan				               Above plan



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		%		Medium		High		                Below Plan				                 On plan



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		                Below Plan				                Below Plan



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below





										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan				                 On plan



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High		                 On plan				                 On plan



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below

				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%





















						For Business and HR Goals



				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications











										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300











				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

				         New product features training		Participants		200		500

				         Consultative selling skills		Participants		0		500



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries		Participants		100		1,000



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Training for purchasing agents		Participants		0		25

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs		Participants		0		15,000

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal		Participants		0		30



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability		Participants		0		50

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects		Participants		0		25

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications		Participants		0		100











										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         IDP for each employee to include some training		% of employees		35%		90%

				         Increase use of online learning for general development		% of employees		20%		50%



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Intro to Supervision		Participants		25		100

				         Leadership for managers		Participants		NA		65

				         Advanced leadership for department heads		Participants		NA		15



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300













				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		3% below 		20%		on plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		4%		1% below 		5%		on plan

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		5% below 		20%		on plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		3%		14%		10%		4% below 		14%		on plan

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		10%		5% below 		18%		3% above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 33% contribution to goal		H/M/L		0%		5%		3%		2% below 		6%		1% above

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		1.1 pts below		3.5 pts		.5 pts below

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan				                 On plan

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High		                 On plan				                 On plan

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%









				                                                                                                                  Table 9.5

				Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2015                                       

						Unit of		2014										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Increase Sales by 10%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		3%		10%		4%		On plan		10%		On plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 20% contribution to goal		%		2%		2%		1%		On plan		2%		On plan

				          Consultative Selling Skills, Ten NPI Modules



		2		Reduce Defects by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		11%		20%		12%		Above plan		25%		5% above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		10%		Above plan		18%		4% above

				           Four Design Courses for engineers



		3		Reduce Injuries by 25%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		8%		25%		10%		Below plan		22%		3% below

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 60% contribution to goal		%		5%		15%				Below plan				Near plan

				          Eight Safety Courses for associates and supervisors



		4		Improve Leadership Score by 5 points

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		NA		5 pts		3 pts		On plan		6 pts		1 pt above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 40% contribution to goal		Points		NA		2 pts				Above plan				Above plan

				          Three leadership programs for supervisors, managers, dept heads



		5		Increase Retention by 5 Points 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		NA		5 pts		2 pts		Below plan		4 pts		1 pt below

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 30% contribution to goal		Points		NA		1.5 pts				On plan				On plan

				          IDPs for all associates and Performance Mgt for all mgt employees





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Reaction		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				     Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%

				    % Courses Meeting Deadline for Development		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    % Courses Meeting Deadline for Delivery		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below

				    Learning management system Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		75%

















				                                                Sample Consolidated Summary Report for HR 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2018                                       

						Unit of		2017				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: 50% contribution to goal		%		1%		10%

				         L&D: New product features training, Consultative selling skills

				        Recruitment: Hire 5 managers and 20 reps

				        Comp and Ben: New incentive plan for sales reps and mgrs 



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High

				         L&D: Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries

				        Communications: Weekly campaign to increase safety awareness



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Med

				         L&D: In-depth taining for purchasing agents, General training for all employees

				        Recruitment: Hire 3 experienced managers

				        Comp and Ben: Special incentive plan for purchasing agents, Special bonus for employees 



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		       % who applied them		84%		95%

				         L&D: Design skills for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         L&D: Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				        Recruitment: Hire experienced leader to replace retiring head



										                                     For 2018                                       

						Unit of		2017				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: 100% contribution to goal		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				         Comp and Ben: New performance mgt process

				         Talent Mgt: IDP for each employee 

				         L&D: Increase in discretionary online learning opportunities

				         Leadership Dev: New learning programs and better succession planning



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: 100% contribution to goal		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				         L&D: New Intro to Supervision

				         L&D: New leadership program for managers, Advanced leadership for dept heads

				         Comp and Ben: Revise pay to include feedback form employees

				        Talent Mgt: Move targeted leaders out, hire\promote better leaders



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: 80% contribution to goal		Points		NA		4 pts

				         Comp and Ben: Create special packages to retain top performers

				        Talent Mgt: Target top performers for faster moves



				Effectiveness Measures

				     All: Internal client feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     L&D: Participant feedback 		% favorable		66%		80%

				     Recruitment: Hiring process effectiveness		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Talent Mgt: Employee perception of performance mgt process		% favorable		59%		80%

				     Comp and Ben: Employee perception of pay		% favorable		70%		75%

				     Communication: Employee feedback		% favorable		71%		90%

				     HRIS: Dept head satisfaction		% favorable		65%		75%



				Efficiency Measures

				     L&D: Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Recruitment: Number of hires		Number		452		650

				     Talent Mgt: Number of performance discussions		Number		2,564		10,000

				     Comp and Ben: Variable compensation % for mgrs		%		21%		30%

				     Communication: Number of touches 		Number		2,356		4,000

				     HRIS: System upgrades		Number		41		60





































































































































































Operations Report



				            Sample Operations Report for L&D

				              Results through June



										                               For 2015                                         

								2014										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		99%		79%		99%

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		101%		85%		100%

				    Relevance		% favorable		82%		85%		88%		104%		87%		102%

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		75%		85%		83%		98%		84%		99%

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		79%		80%		78%		98%		79%		99%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%





				Efficiency Measures

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		18,253		40%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		55		79%		68		97%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		85%		89%		97%		103%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		24		67%		35		97%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		21		64%		33		100%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		167		94%		178		100%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%









				            Sample Operations Report for L&D

				              Results through June





										                               For 2015                                         

								2014										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		NA  		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		79%		80%		78%		98%		79%		99%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		20%		25%		15%		60%		20%		80%



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		71%		30%		86%







				Efficiency Measures

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		18,253		40%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		55		79%		68		97%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		85%		89%		97%		103%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		24		67%		35		97%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		21		64%		33		100%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		167		94%		178		100%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%



						            Sample Operations Report for L&D for 2016 webinar

						              Results through June



										                               For 2016                                         

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		99%		79%		99%

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		101%		85%		100%

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		94%		75%		96%

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		92%		71%		95%

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		96%		78%		97%



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		85%		75%		94%



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		83%		98%		85%		100%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% applied		70%		75%		70%		93%		72%		96%

				    Actual application (after three months)		% applied		51%		65%		55%		85%		63%		97%





										                               For 2016                                         

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		19		27%		55		79%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		29%		31%		79%		83%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		18		50%		36		100%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		12		36%		28		85%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		67%		73%		78%		85%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		99		56%		180		101%





						            Sample Operations Report for L&D 

						              Results through June



										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		on plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		75%		70%		5% below		72%		3% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Initial estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		19%		50%		47%		3% below		50%		On plan

				    Final estimate (after three months)		% contribution to goal		14%		30%		28%		2% below		30%		On plan



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		10% below		30%		5% below



										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		15% below		33%		8% below

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		3% below		10%		2% below

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		9% below		42%		6% below

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		3% below		15%		on plan

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%				100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		19		27%		55		79%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		29%		66% below		79%		16% below



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		18		50%		36		100%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		12		36%		28		85%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		67%		25% below		78%		14% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		99		56%		180		101%





						              Table 9.3

						             Simple Operations Report for L&D 

						              Results through June





										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016				Jun YTD		Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Results		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed or Revised		Number		34		43		24		56%		40		93%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		24		43		21		49%		35		81%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		212		250		132		53%		235		94%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		137		250		112		45%		205		82%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below



				LMS

				  Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		27 below

				  Uptime		%		96%		99%		98%		1% below		99%		On plan

				  Support ticket resolution time		Hours		32		24		27		3 above		21		3 below



				Costs (Budget)		Thousands $		$3,815		$4,537		$2,896		64%		$4,300		95%







										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Reaction (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		On plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		73%		79%		76%		3% below		77%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		90%		78%		12% below		84%		6% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below













						                     Table 9.4

						                       Expanded Operations Report for L&D 

						                           (Consistent with Table 5.4 and the Sample Business Plan in Appendix B)

						                       Results through June





										                                    For 2018                                                

								2017						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed or Revised		Number		34		43		24		56%		40		93%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		24		43		21		49%		35		81%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		212		250		132		53%		235		94%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		137		250		112		45%		205		82%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below



				Cycle time

				  Performance consulting (needs analysis)		Days		15		13		14		 1 above		13		On plan

				  Development		Days		40		32		35		 3 above		34		 2 above

				  Delivery 		Days		10		10		10		On plan		10		On plan

				  Total		Days		65		55		59		 4 above		57		 2 above



				LMS

				  Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		27 below

				  Uptime		%		96%		99%		98%		1% below		99%		On plan

				  Support ticket resolution time		Hours		32		24		27		3 above		21		3 below



				Costs

				  Budget		Thousands $		$3,790		$4,537		$2,896		64%		$4,300		95%

				  Opportunity		Thousands $		$3,025		$3,634		$1,689		46%		$3,500		96%

				  Total		Thousands $		$6,815		$8,171		$4,585		56%		$7,800		95%





										                                    For 2018                                                

								2017						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Reaction (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		On plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% applied		70%		90%		78%		12% below		84%		6% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		% applied		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Initial estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		52%		70%		62%		8% below		70%		On plan

				    Final estimate (after three months)		% contribution to goal		32%		50%		46%		4% below		50%		On plan



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$2,658		$3,380		$1,423		42%		$3,500		104%

				    ROI for completed programs		%		29%		41%		37%		4% below		45%		4% above

								39%		41%















						            Sample Consolidated Operations Report for HR

						              Results through June



										                                    For 2018                                                

								2017						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  L&D

				      Participant feedback 		% favorable		66%		80%

				      Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		65%

				      Final estimate of impact (after three months)		% contribution to goal		14%		30%

				      Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800



				Recruitment

				     Hiring process effectiveness		% favorable		66%		80%

				     Quality of hire		% favorable		73%		90%



				Compensation and Benefits

				     Employee perception of pay		% favorable		59%		80%

				     Hire performers salary differential		%		16%		20%



				Talent Management

				     Employee perception of performance mgt process		% favorable		70%		75%

				     % of positions with successors identified		%		65%		75%



				Communication

				    Employee feedback		% favorable		71%		90%

				    Internal client satisfaction		% favorable		19%		50%



				HRIS

				  Dept head satisfaction		% favorable		65%		75%

				  Satisfaction with helpline		% favorable		54%		70%



										                                    For 2018                                                

								2017						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  L&D

				      % of employees reached by L&D		%		81%		95%

				      % of employees with IDPs		%		85%		88%

				      Total participants		Number		24136		30000



				Recruitment

				     Number of external hires facilitated		Number		452		650

				     Time to fill		Days		135		90



				Compensation and Benefits

				     Variable compensation % for mgrs		%		21%		30%

				     Growth in health care cost		%		6%		4%



				Talent Management

				     Number of performance discussions		Number		2,564		10,000

				     Number of promotions		Number		312		400

				     Number of transfers		Number		654		800



				Communication

				     Number of touches 		Number		2,356		4,000

				     Weekly newsletters		Number		39		48



				HRIS

				    System upgrades		Number		41		60

				    On-time deliveries		%		72%		80%







Program Report



								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June





										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		7%		35%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: 70% contribution		%		NA		14%		5%		35%		14%		100%				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor



										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		106%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 1872

						                    Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		98%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		106%		92%		102%				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		80%		62%		78%		63%		79%				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		100%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 39

						                    Sponsor   		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		102%		90%		100%				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		80%		61%		76%		65%		81%				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%



								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June





										2015		2016				YTD as				Forecast as

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: High contribution		%		NA		High		        Below Plan				              On Plan						YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2014		2015				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		106%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 1872

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		98%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		106%		92%		102%				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		79%		95%		100%				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place				Story: Sponsor not sufficienly engaged YTD but will engage for second half so application rates will rise in July. App rate isNOT the average for the year but measured monthly.

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		100%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		102%		90%		100%				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		75%		95%		100%				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

						for webinars

								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017				Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

						Impact of Learning: High contribution		%		NA		High				        Below Plan				              On Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses 

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		On plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		On plan		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		On plan				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%











												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2015		2016				Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		9%		45%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: 70% contribution		%		NA		14%		6%		45%		14%		100%				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2015		2016				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures																														2014		2014		2014		2014

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872								Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		1st Qtr		2nd Qtr		3rd Qtr		4th Qtr		2014

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below								1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848								   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		on plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place								      Level 1: Participants		%		64%		67%		72%		75%		70%		70%

						   Efficiency measures																										                   Sponsor		%				73%				77%		75%		75

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance								      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		84%		87%		85%		86%

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%												      Level 3: Application rate		%		49%		51%		53%		57%		53%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%												   Efficiency measures



																YTD 				Forecast

										2015		2016				Compared				Compared

								Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan

						Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



						Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory B																										      Unique Participants		Number		119		263		54		16		452

						   Effectiveness measures																										      Total Participants		Number		119		359		257		123		858

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		on plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		on plan		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		on plan				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		on plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		1		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		1		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

						Net benefit		Thousand $		NA		$150		$65		43%		$170		113%

						ROI		%		NA		60%		37%		on plan		67%		on plan





										         Table 9.1

								Simple Program Report for Reducing Injuries



										Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		8%		25%		10%		        Below Plan		22%		88%

						Impact of Learning: High contribution for 2017		%		High		High				        Below Plan				              Near Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor





																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Develop Two Courses

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 1/31		Number		NA		2		2		100%		2		100%				Both completd on January 29



						Deliver Two Courses

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		3% below		92%		3% below				100% completion achieved on April 22

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		90%		5% below				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place



												  Table 9.2

										Program Report for Increasing Sales

						                                                          (Consistent with the Sample Business Plan in Appendix B)



												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Ortega, VP of sales		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Increase sales		%		3%		10%		4%		              On plan		10%		              On plan

						Impact of Learning: 20% contribution for 2017		%		2%		2%				              On plan				              On plan				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Develop Consultative Selling Skills Course

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		1		1		100%		1		100%				Completed on February 27



						Deliver Consultative Selling Skills

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		0		100		102		102%		105		105%				Sales leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		0		100		102		102%		105		105%

						      Percentage complete by 4/30		%		NA		100%		102%		2% above		102%		2% above

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		85%		5% above		85%		5% above				YTD sample size = 43

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		On plan		90%		On plan

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		85%		5% below		85%		5% below				YTD sample size = 102

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		85%		80%		5% below		83%		2% below				YTD sample size = 67. Reinforcement plan in place



						Develop 10  New Product Introduction Modules

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 4/30		Number		NA		10		10		100%		10		100%				Completed on April 15



						Deliver 10 New Product Introduction Modules

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		120		100		102		102%		105		105%				Sales leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		120		1,000		945		95%		1,050		105%

						      Percentage complete by 5/31		%		NA		100%		95%		5% below		95%		5% below				100% completion achieved on June 15

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		120		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below				YTD sample size = 47

						                   Sponsor		%		120		90%		80%		10% below		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 945

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		85%		75%		10% below		80%		5% below				YTD sample size = 43. Reinforcement plan in place



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses/modules Developed		Number		NA		11		11		100%		11		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		120		100		102		102%		105		105%

						  Total Participants		Number		120		1,100		1,047		95%		1,155		105%

						Cost (including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$78		$607		$547		90%		$547		90%

						Level 4: Impact		%		NA		20%		19%		1% below		20%		On plan				YTD sample size = 43

						Net benefit		Thousand $		NA		$893		$953		107%		$953		107%

						ROI		%		NA		147%		174%		Above plan		174%		Above plan









Table



										                                        Efficiency Measures                                             

																Development		Delivery

				              Effectiveness Measures          						Number of		Number 		Number		Completed		Completed		Outcome Measures

				Level 1		Level 2		Level 3		Participants		of Courses		of Hours		on Time		on Time		Impact		Proxy

		Program

		Consultative selling skills		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Product features training		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Safety		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Design for manufacturing		X						X		X		X		X		X				X

		Six sigma		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X				X

		Intro to supervision		X				X		X		X		X		X		X				X

		Intro to management		X				X		X		X		X		X		X				X



		Other Measures								Utilization rate of e-learning

										Percentage of ee's reached by L&D

										Cost of L&D





Averages

		Calculation of Weighted Averages

												1		2		3		4		5				1		2		3		4		5

		Sales				100		1100				80.00%		85.00%		85.00%		20.00%						80		85		85		20

		Defects				200		800				80.00%		90.00%		85.00%		70.00%						160		180		170		140

		Injuries				3100		13600				80.00%		90.00%		95.00%		60.00%						2480		2790		2945		1860

		Leadership				180		180				85.00%				80.00%		40.00%						153		0		144		72

		Retention				500		7500				75.00%				80.00%		30.00%						375		0		400		150

		Purchasing				200		1000				80.00%		85.00%		80.00%		60.00%						160		170		160		120

		Tech support				50		500				80.00%		85.00%		90.00%		50.00%						40		42.5		45		25

						25																		0		0		0		0

		Compliance				1700								90.00%				70.00%						0		1530		0		1190



		Simple average										80.0%		87.0%		85.0%		47.1%

		Sum																						3449		4799.5		3952		3581

		Weighed ave																						79.7%		89.7%		91.3%		59.4%

		Total weight										4330		5350		4330		6030
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                                    For 2018                                                
2017 Comparison Comparison

Efficiency Measures Unit of Measure Actual Plan Jun YTD to  Plan Forecast to  Plan
  Total Participants Number 19,369 31,905 14,589 46% 31,000 97%
  Total Unique Participants Number 4,552 5,000 3,426 69% 5,000 100%

  Course Management
    Total Developed or Revised Number 34 43 24 56% 40 93%
        Number Meeting Deadline Number 24 43 21 49% 35 81%
        % Meeting Deadline % 71% 100% 88% 12% below 88% 12% below
    Total Delivered Number 212 250 132 53% 235 94%
        Number Meeting Deadline Number 137 250 112 45% 205 82%
        % Meeting Deadline % 65% 100% 85% 15% below 87% 13% below

Cycle time
  Performance consulting (needs analysis) Days 15 13 14  1 above 13 On plan
  Development Days 40 32 35  3 above 34  2 above
  Delivery Days 10 10 10 On plan 10 On plan
  Total Days 65 55 59  4 above 57  2 above

LMS
  Complaints Number 214 107 45 42% 80 27 below
  Uptime % 96% 99% 98% 1% below 99% On plan
  Support ticket resolution time Hours 32 24 27 3 above 21 3 below


List of Effectiveness Measures



				                                                 List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality of content		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures		Yes		Manage



				Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		Yes		Manage



				Level 3: Application (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes		Yes		Manage







				                                                 List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction (All programs and initiatives)

				  Quality of content		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Relevance		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Alignment to goals		% favorable		Yes		Manage

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures		Yes		Manage



				Level 1: Sponsor Satisfaction (Select programs)		% favorable		No		Manage



				Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		Yes		Manage



				Level 3: Application (Select programs)

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes		Yes		Manage

				  Actual application (after three months)		% who applied it 		Yes		Manage



				Level 4: (Select programs)

				  Estimate by participants (end of course)		% Contribution to goal		Yes		Manage

				  Estimate by participants (after three months)  		% Contribution to goal		No		Monitor



				Level 5: (Select programs)

				  Net benefits		Thousands $		Yes		Manage

				  ROI		%		Yes		Manage

				             List of Effectiveness Measures for L&D







						Unit of Measure

				Level 1: Participant Satisfaction 

				  Quality of content		% favorable

				  Quality of instructor		% favorable

				  Relevance		% favorable

				  Recommned		% favorable

				  Alignment to goals		% favorable

				  Total for Level 1		Average of measures



				Level 1: Sponsor Satisfaction 		% favorable



				Level 2: Learning 		Score



				Level 3: Application 

				  Intent to apply (from survey at course completion)		% top two boxes

				  Actual application (after three months)		% who applied it 



				Level 4: Impact

				  Estimate by participants (end of course)		% Contribution to goal

				  Estimate by participants (after three months)  		% Contribution to goal



				Level 5: 

				  Net benefits		Thousands $

				  ROI		%





List of Efficiency Measures



				                           List of Efficiency Measures for L&D





								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Total Participants		Number		Yes		Manage

				Total Unique Participants		Number		Yes		Manage



				Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  vILT only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  E-learning only		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Blended		% of total		Yes		Manage

				  Total courses		% of total		Yes		Manage



				Utilization

				  E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		Yes		Manage

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		Yes		Manage

				    % taken by more than 20		%		Yes		Manage



				Reach

				  Percentage of employee reached by L&D		%		Yes		Manage
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								Historical Data		Manage or

						Unit of Measure		Available?		Monitor

				Course Management

				  Total Developed		Number		Yes		Manage

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number		Yes		Manage

				      % Meeting Deadline		%		Yes		Manage

				  Total Delivered		Number		Yes		Manage

				     Number Meeting Deadline		Number		No		Monitor

				     % Meeting Deadline		%		No		Monitor



				Cycle Time

				  Performance consulting		Days		No		Monitor

				  Development		Days		No		Monitor

				  Delivery		Days		No		Monitor



				Investment

				  L&D Expenditures		Million $		Yes		Manage

				  Cost Reduction		Thousand $		Yes		Manage

				  Opportunity Cost		Thousand $		No		Monitor



				                           List of Efficiency Measures for L&D







						Unit of Measure

				Total Participants		Number

				Total Unique Participants		Number



				Courses (or Hours) Taken by Type of Learning

				  ILT only		% of total

				  vILT only		% of total

				  E-learning only		% of total

				  Blended		% of total

				  Total courses		% of total



				Utilization

				  E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number

				    Utilized 		Number

				    % Utilized		%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number

				    % taken by more than 20		%



				Reach

				  Percentage of employee reached by L&D		%

				  Percentage of ee's with development plan		%



						Unit of Measure

				Course Management

				  Total Developed		Number

				      Number Meeting Deadline		Number

				      % Meeting Deadline		%

				  Total Delivered		Number

				     Number Meeting Deadline		Number

				     % Meeting Deadline		%



				Cycle Time

				  Performance consulting		Days

				  Development		Days

				  Delivery		Days



				Investment

				  L&D Expenditures		Million $









List of Goals, Outcome Measures

				List of Organizational Goals, Outcome Measures, and Sponsors for L&D



				Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%



				2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L



				3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%



				4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L



				5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%





				List of Organizational Goals, Outcome Measures, and Sponsors for L&D



				Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use quantitative impact measure		%



				2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L



				5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned



				6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use application rate as a proxy for impact		%



				List of Business Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D



				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs				Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     New product features training

						     Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Training for purchasing agents

						     Training for all employees on reducing costs

						     Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						     Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						     Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications







				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D







				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use quantitative impact measure		%

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use application rate as a proxy for impact		%

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor				`

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Use qualitative impact measure		H/M/L

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

						         No training identified

				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D









				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

						         No training identified



				List of Business and HR Goals, Sponsors, and Programs for L&D









				Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%				Ortega

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         New product features training

						         Consultative selling skills



				2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%				Swilthe

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



				3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 				Salvatore

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		%

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         Training for purchasing agents

						         Training for all employees on reducing costs

						         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



				4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%				Johnson

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

						         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

						         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



				Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Unit of Measure		Sponsor

				A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         IDP for each employee to include some training

						         Purchase suite of online learning



				B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives

						         Intro to Supervision

						         Leadership for managers

						         Advanced leadership for department heads



				C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%				Wang

						     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points

						     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned





Summary Report



				Sample Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2015                                       

						Unit of		2014										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		85%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		4%		80%		5%		100%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		Low		On plan		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		11%		75%		14%		100%



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		Low		Below plan		Low



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		4 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		70%		74%		80%		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%











				Step 1 in Creating the Sample Summary Report for L&D:

						List Organizational Goals, Outcome, Effectiveness and Efficiency Measures and Add Last Year's Actuals

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		Medium



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%

				     Learning		Score		78%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729



















				Step 2 in Creating the Sample Summary Report for L&D

				                                                                  Add Plan Values

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		Medium		High



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313





				Sample Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		85%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		On plan				On plan



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		On plan				On plan



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		11%		75%		14%		100%



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		       Below plan				On plan



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		4 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		70%		74%		80%		84%





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		75%		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%

				Sample Summary Report for L&D for 2016 webinars

				Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				  Results through June

										                                         For 2016                                            

														YTD				Forecast

						Unit of		2015						Compared				Compared

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%				                 On plan				                 Above plan



		2		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low				                 On plan				                 On plan



		3		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		%		Medium		High				                 Below plan				                 On plan



		4		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium				                 Below plan				                 Below plan



		5		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: None Planned		NA



		6		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below





										                                        For 2016                                            

														YTD				Forecast

						Unit of		2015						Compared				Compared

				Effectiveness Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%





				For Business and HR Goals without impact



				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300











		Use for 2016 webinars

				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2017                                       

						Unit of		2016				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%				                 On plan				               Above plan

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High				                Below Plan				                 On plan

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Med				                Below Plan				                Below Plan

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2017                                       

						Unit of		2016				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low				                 On plan				                 On plan

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High				                 On plan				                 On plan

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		                 On plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		                 On plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%









				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June

										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		20%		100%		25%		125%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		                 On plan				               Above plan



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		%		Medium		High		                Below Plan				                 On plan



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		2%		13%		10%		67%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Medium		                Below Plan				                Below Plan



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		73%		3.5 pts		100%

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below





										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan				                 On plan



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High		                 On plan				                 On plan



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below

				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%





















						For Business and HR Goals



				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications











										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300











				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%

				         New product features training		Participants		200		500

				         Consultative selling skills		Participants		0		500



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries		Participants		100		1,000



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Training for purchasing agents		Participants		0		25

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs		Participants		0		15,000

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal		Participants		0		30



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Application of Key Behaviors at 30 days		%

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability		Participants		0		50

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects		Participants		0		25

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications		Participants		0		100











										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         IDP for each employee to include some training		% of employees		35%		90%

				         Increase use of online learning for general development		% of employees		20%		50%



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L

				         Intro to Supervision		Participants		25		100

				         Leadership for managers		Participants		NA		65

				         Advanced leadership for department heads		Participants		NA		15



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives		None planned

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300













				                                                Sample Summary Report for L&D 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		17%		3% below 		20%		on plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal		%		1%		5%		4%		1% below 		5%		on plan

				         New product features training

				         Consultative selling skills



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%		15%		5% below 		20%		on plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		3%		14%		10%		4% below 		14%		on plan

				         Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%		10%		5% below 		18%		3% above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 33% contribution to goal		H/M/L		0%		5%		3%		2% below 		6%		1% above

				         Training for purchasing agents

				         Training for all employees on reducing costs

				         Training for department heads to meet 15% goal



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts		2.9 pts		1.1 pts below		3.5 pts		.5 pts below

				     Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors		       % who applied them		84%		95%		80%		15% below		90%		5% below

				         Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				         Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications



										                                     For 2016                                       

						Unit of		2015										Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts		1.9 pts		63%		3 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Low		                 On plan				                 On plan

				         IDP for each employee to include some training

				         Increase use of online learning for general development



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts		2.2 pts		63%		4 pts		100%

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High		                 On plan				                 On plan

				         Intro to Supervision

				         Leadership for managers

				         Advanced leadership for department heads



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts		2 pts		67%		5 pts		100%

				         No training identified



				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Feedback		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		NA 		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				     Percentage of ee's with development plan		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above

				     Percentage of courses developed on time		%		73%		92%		67%		15% below		78%		14% below

				     Participants in All Programs

				        Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				        Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,300		36,998		82%		44,000		97%









				                                                                                                                  Table 9.5

				Summary Report for L&D

				  Results through June



										                                     For 2015                                       

						Unit of		2014										Forecast as

		Priority		Organization Goals and L&D Outcome Measures		Measure		 Actual		       Plan     		   Jun YTD  		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Increase Sales by 10%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		3%		10%		4%		On plan		10%		On plan

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 20% contribution to goal		%		2%		2%		1%		On plan		2%		On plan

				          Consultative Selling Skills, Ten NPI Modules



		2		Reduce Defects by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		11%		20%		12%		Above plan		25%		5% above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 70% contribution to goal		%		5%		14%		10%		Above plan		18%		4% above

				           Four Design Courses for engineers



		3		Reduce Injuries by 25%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		8%		25%		10%		Below plan		22%		3% below

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 60% contribution to goal		%		5%		15%				Below plan				Near plan

				          Eight Safety Courses for associates and supervisors



		4		Improve Leadership Score by 5 points

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		NA		5 pts		3 pts		On plan		6 pts		1 pt above

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 40% contribution to goal		Points		NA		2 pts				Above plan				Above plan

				          Three leadership programs for supervisors, managers, dept heads



		5		Increase Retention by 5 Points 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		NA		5 pts		2 pts		Below plan		4 pts		1 pt below

				     Impact of L&D Initiatives: 30% contribution to goal		Points		NA		1.5 pts				On plan				On plan

				          IDPs for all associates and Performance Mgt for all mgt employees





				Effectiveness Measures

				     Participant Reaction		% favorable		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below

				     Sponsor Feedback		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below

				     Learning		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below

				     Application rate		       % who applied it		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below



				Efficiency Measures

				     Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				     Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%

				    % Courses Meeting Deadline for Development		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    % Courses Meeting Deadline for Delivery		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below

				    Learning management system Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		75%

















				                                                Sample Consolidated Summary Report for HR 

				                                                                                   Results Through June



										                                     For 2018                                       

						Unit of		2017				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		1		Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: 50% contribution to goal		%		1%		10%

				         L&D: New product features training, Consultative selling skills

				        Recruitment: Hire 5 managers and 20 reps

				        Comp and Ben: New incentive plan for sales reps and mgrs 



		2		Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		10%		20%

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: High Impact on goal		H/M/L		Med		High

				         L&D: Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries

				        Communications: Weekly campaign to increase safety awareness



		3		Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		%		5%		15%

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		H/M/L		Low		Med

				         L&D: In-depth taining for purchasing agents, General training for all employees

				        Recruitment: Hire 3 experienced managers

				        Comp and Ben: Special incentive plan for purchasing agents, Special bonus for employees 



		4		Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1.6 pts		4 pts

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal		       % who applied them		84%		95%

				         L&D: Design skills for engineers to improve manufactuarability

				         L&D: Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects

				        Recruitment: Hire experienced leader to replace retiring head



										                                     For 2018                                       

						Unit of		2017				YTD						Forecast as

		Priority		HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs		Measure		 Actual		Plan		Results		% of Plan		Forecast		 % of Plan

		A		Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4% 

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: 100% contribution to goal		Points		1 pt		3 pts

				         Comp and Ben: New performance mgt process

				         Talent Mgt: IDP for each employee 

				         L&D: Increase in discretionary online learning opportunities

				         Leadership Dev: New learning programs and better succession planning



		B		Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: 100% contribution to goal		Points		1 pt		4 pts

				         L&D: New Intro to Supervision

				         L&D: New leadership program for managers, Advanced leadership for dept heads

				         Comp and Ben: Revise pay to include feedback form employees

				        Talent Mgt: Move targeted leaders out, hire\promote better leaders



		C		Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%

				     Corporate Goal or Actual		Points		-3 pts		5 pts

				     Impact of HR Initiatives: 80% contribution to goal		Points		NA		4 pts

				         Comp and Ben: Create special packages to retain top performers

				        Talent Mgt: Target top performers for faster moves



				Effectiveness Measures

				     All: Internal client feedback		% favorable		74%		80%

				     L&D: Participant feedback 		% favorable		66%		80%

				     Recruitment: Hiring process effectiveness		% favorable		74%		80%

				     Talent Mgt: Employee perception of performance mgt process		% favorable		59%		80%

				     Comp and Ben: Employee perception of pay		% favorable		70%		75%

				     Communication: Employee feedback		% favorable		71%		90%

				     HRIS: Dept head satisfaction		% favorable		65%		75%



				Efficiency Measures

				     L&D: Percentage of employees reached by L&D		%		85%		88%

				     Recruitment: Number of hires		Number		452		650

				     Talent Mgt: Number of performance discussions		Number		2,564		10,000

				     Comp and Ben: Variable compensation % for mgrs		%		21%		30%

				     Communication: Number of touches 		Number		2,356		4,000

				     HRIS: System upgrades		Number		41		60





































































































































































Operations Report



				            Sample Operations Report for L&D

				              Results through June



										                               For 2015                                         

								2014										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		99%		79%		99%

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		101%		85%		100%

				    Relevance		% favorable		82%		85%		88%		104%		87%		102%

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		75%		85%		83%		98%		84%		99%

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		79%		80%		78%		98%		79%		99%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%





				Efficiency Measures

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		18,253		40%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		55		79%		68		97%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		85%		89%		97%		103%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		24		67%		35		97%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		21		64%		33		100%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		167		94%		178		100%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%









				            Sample Operations Report for L&D

				              Results through June





										                               For 2015                                         

								2014										Forecast as

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		%  Plan		Forecast		% of Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)		% favorable		78%		84%		84%		100%		84%		100%

				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		NA  		80%		77%		96%		78%		98%

				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		80%		94%		84%		99%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		79%		80%		78%		98%		79%		99%

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		61%		75%		64%		85%		70%		93%



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		20%		25%		15%		60%		20%		80%



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		71%		30%		86%







				Efficiency Measures

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		18,253		40%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		55		79%		68		97%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		85%		89%		97%		103%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		24		67%		35		97%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		21		64%		33		100%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		88%		95%		90%		98%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		167		94%		178		100%



				  Investment

				    L&D Expenditure		Million $		$15.8		$20.2		$12.0		59%		$20.2		100%

				    Cost Reduction (internal to L&D)		Thousand $		$63		$295		$115		39%		$230		78%



						            Sample Operations Report for L&D for 2016 webinar

						              Results through June



										                               For 2016                                         

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		99%		79%		99%

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		101%		85%		100%

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		94%		75%		96%

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		92%		71%		95%

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		96%		78%		97%



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		85%		75%		94%



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		83%		98%		85%		100%



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% applied		70%		75%		70%		93%		72%		96%

				    Actual application (after three months)		% applied		51%		65%		55%		85%		63%		97%





										                               For 2016                                         

								2015						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		160%		33%		132%

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		75%		10%		83%

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		81%		42%		88%

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		80%		15%		100%

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		19		27%		55		79%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		29%		31%		79%		83%



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		82%		88%		100%

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		99%		90%		106%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		18		50%		36		100%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		12		36%		28		85%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		67%		73%		78%		85%

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		99		56%		180		101%





						            Sample Operations Report for L&D 

						              Results through June



										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Feedback (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		on plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		66%		80%		68%		12% below		75%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		78%		85%		83%		2% below		85%		on plan



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		75%		70%		5% below		72%		3% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		65%		55%		10% below		63%		2% below



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Initial estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		19%		50%		47%		3% below		50%		On plan

				    Final estimate (after three months)		% contribution to goal		14%		30%		28%		2% below		30%		On plan



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800		$250		31%		$650		81%

				    ROI		%		29%		35%		25%		10% below		30%		5% below



										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		109,618		147,500		67,357		46%		145,000		98%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		40,729		45,313		36,998		82%		44,000		97%



				  Courses Taken by Type of Learning

				    ILT only		% of total		56%		25%		40%		15% below		33%		8% below

				    vILT only		% of total		3%		12%		9%		3% below		10%		2% below

				    E-learning only		% of total		35%		48%		39%		9% below		42%		6% below

				    Blended only		% of total		6%		15%		12%		3% below		15%		on plan

				    Total courses		% of total		100%		100%		100%				100%



				 Utilization of E-learning Courses

				    Available		Number		60		74		65		88%		70		95%

				    Taken by more than 20		Number		50		70		19		27%		55		79%

				    % taken by more than 20		%		83%		95%		29%		66% below		79%		16% below



				  Reach

				    % of employee reached by L&D		%		85%		88%		72%		16% below		88%		on plan

				    % of employees with development plans                %		%		82%		85%		84%		1% below		90%		5% above



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed		Number		22		36		18		50%		36		100%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		16		33		12		36%		28		85%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		73%		92%		67%		25% below		78%		14% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		143		178		99		56%		180		101%





						              Table 9.3

						             Simple Operations Report for L&D 

						              Results through June





										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016				Jun YTD		Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Results		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed or Revised		Number		34		43		24		56%		40		93%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		24		43		21		49%		35		81%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		212		250		132		53%		235		94%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		137		250		112		45%		205		82%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below



				LMS

				  Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		27 below

				  Uptime		%		96%		99%		98%		1% below		99%		On plan

				  Support ticket resolution time		Hours		32		24		27		3 above		21		3 below



				Costs (Budget)		Thousands $		$3,815		$4,537		$2,896		64%		$4,300		95%







										                                    For 2017                                                

								2016						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Reaction (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		On plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		73%		79%		76%		3% below		77%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% top two boxes		70%		90%		78%		12% below		84%		6% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below













						                     Table 9.4

						                       Expanded Operations Report for L&D 

						                           (Consistent with Table 5.4 and the Sample Business Plan in Appendix B)

						                       Results through June





										                                    For 2018                                                

								2017						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Total Participants		Number		19,369		31,905		14,589		46%		31,000		97%

				  Total Unique Participants		Number		4,552		5,000		3,426		69%		5,000		100%



				  Course Management

				    Total Developed or Revised		Number		34		43		24		56%		40		93%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		24		43		21		49%		35		81%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		71%		100%		88%		12% below		88%		12% below

				    Total Delivered		Number		212		250		132		53%		235		94%

				        Number Meeting Deadline		Number		137		250		112		45%		205		82%

				        % Meeting Deadline		%		65%		100%		85%		15% below		87%		13% below



				Cycle time

				  Performance consulting (needs analysis)		Days		15		13		14		 1 above		13		On plan

				  Development		Days		40		32		35		 3 above		34		 2 above

				  Delivery 		Days		10		10		10		On plan		10		On plan

				  Total		Days		65		55		59		 4 above		57		 2 above



				LMS

				  Complaints		Number		214		107		45		42%		80		27 below

				  Uptime		%		96%		99%		98%		1% below		99%		On plan

				  Support ticket resolution time		Hours		32		24		27		3 above		21		3 below



				Costs

				  Budget		Thousands $		$3,790		$4,537		$2,896		64%		$4,300		95%

				  Opportunity		Thousands $		$3,025		$3,634		$1,689		46%		$3,500		96%

				  Total		Thousands $		$6,815		$8,171		$4,585		56%		$7,800		95%





										                                    For 2018                                                

								2017						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  Level 1: Participant Reaction (All programs)

				    Quality of content		% favorable		76%		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below

				    Quality of instructor		% favorable		80%		85%		86%		1% above		85%		On plan

				    Relevance		% favorable		72%		78%		73%		5% below		75%		3% below

				    Alignment to goals		% favorable		68%		75%		69%		6% below		71%		4% below

				    Total for Level 1		Average of measures		74%		80%		77%		3% below		78%		2% below



				  Level 1: Sponsor Feedback (Select programs)		% favorable		76%		90%		81%		9% below		85%		5% below



				  Level 2: Learning (Select programs)		Score		82%		90%		85%		5% below		88%		2% below



				  Level 3: Application rate (Select programs)

				    Intent to apply (from survey at end of course)		% applied		70%		90%		78%		12% below		84%		6% below

				    Actual application (after three months)		% applied		51%		70%		61%		9% below		67%		3% below



				  Level 4 (Select programs)

				    Initial estimate by participants (end of course)		% contribution to goal		52%		70%		62%		8% below		70%		On plan

				    Final estimate (after three months)		% contribution to goal		32%		50%		46%		4% below		50%		On plan



				  Level 5 (Select programs)

				    Net benefits		Thousands $		$2,658		$3,380		$1,423		42%		$3,500		104%

				    ROI for completed programs		%		29%		41%		37%		4% below		45%		4% above

								39%		41%















						            Sample Consolidated Operations Report for HR

						              Results through June



										                                    For 2018                                                

								2017						Comparison				Comparison

				Effectiveness Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  L&D

				      Participant feedback 		% favorable		66%		80%

				      Actual application (after three months)		       % who applied it		51%		65%

				      Final estimate of impact (after three months)		% contribution to goal		14%		30%

				      Net benefits		Thousands $		$546		$800



				Recruitment

				     Hiring process effectiveness		% favorable		66%		80%

				     Quality of hire		% favorable		73%		90%



				Compensation and Benefits

				     Employee perception of pay		% favorable		59%		80%

				     Hire performers salary differential		%		16%		20%



				Talent Management

				     Employee perception of performance mgt process		% favorable		70%		75%

				     % of positions with successors identified		%		65%		75%



				Communication

				    Employee feedback		% favorable		71%		90%

				    Internal client satisfaction		% favorable		19%		50%



				HRIS

				  Dept head satisfaction		% favorable		65%		75%

				  Satisfaction with helpline		% favorable		54%		70%



										                                    For 2018                                                

								2017						Comparison				Comparison

				Efficiency Measures		Unit of Measure		Actual		Plan		Jun YTD		to  Plan		Forecast		to  Plan

				  L&D

				      % of employees reached by L&D		%		81%		95%

				      % of employees with IDPs		%		85%		88%

				      Total participants		Number		24136		30000



				Recruitment

				     Number of external hires facilitated		Number		452		650

				     Time to fill		Days		135		90



				Compensation and Benefits

				     Variable compensation % for mgrs		%		21%		30%

				     Growth in health care cost		%		6%		4%



				Talent Management

				     Number of performance discussions		Number		2,564		10,000

				     Number of promotions		Number		312		400

				     Number of transfers		Number		654		800



				Communication

				     Number of touches 		Number		2,356		4,000

				     Weekly newsletters		Number		39		48



				HRIS

				    System upgrades		Number		41		60

				    On-time deliveries		%		72%		80%







Program Report



								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June





										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		7%		35%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: 70% contribution		%		NA		14%		5%		35%		14%		100%				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor



										2014		2015				YTD as				Forecast as

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		106%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 1872

						                    Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		98%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		106%		92%		102%				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		80%		62%		78%		63%		79%				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1:  Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		100%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 39

						                    Sponsor   		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		102%		90%		100%				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		80%		61%		76%		65%		81%				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%



								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June





										2015		2016				YTD as				Forecast as

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		% of Plan		Forecast		% of Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: High contribution		%		NA		High		        Below Plan				              On Plan						YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2014		2015				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		106%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 1872

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		98%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		106%		92%		102%				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		79%		95%		100%				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place				Story: Sponsor not sufficienly engaged YTD but will engage for second half so application rates will rise in July. App rate isNOT the average for the year but measured monthly.

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		100%		82%		103%				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		88%		98%

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		102%		90%		100%				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		75%		95%		100%				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

						for webinars

								   Sample Program Report for L&D



												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017				Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		15%		75%		20%		100%

						Impact of Learning: High contribution		%		NA		High				        Below Plan				              On Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

		1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses 

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%



		2				Develop Phase 2 Courses

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



		3				Deliver Phase 2 Courses

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		On plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		On plan		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		On plan				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		On plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		452		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		858		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (not including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%











												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2015		2016				Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		12%		20%		9%		45%		20%		100%

						Expected Impact of Learning: 70% contribution		%		NA		14%		6%		45%		14%		100%				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2015		2016				Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						   Effectiveness measures																														2014		2014		2014		2014

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872								Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		1st Qtr		2nd Qtr		3rd Qtr		4th Qtr		2014

						                   Sponsor		%		75%		90%		88%		2% below		88%		2% below								1				Deliver Phase 1 Courses for Factory A

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848								   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		95%		on plan				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place								      Level 1: Participants		%		64%		67%		72%		75%		70%		70%

						   Efficiency measures																										                   Sponsor		%				73%				77%		75%		75

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance								      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		84%		87%		85%		86%

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%												      Level 3: Application rate		%		49%		51%		53%		57%		53%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		97%		92%		97%												   Efficiency measures



																YTD 				Forecast

										2015		2016				Compared				Compared

								Metric		Actual		Plan		YTD		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan

						Develop Phase 2 Courses for Factory B

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		3		3		100%		3		100%

						    Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction		%		NA		90%		90%		100%		90%		100%



						Deliver Phase 2 Courses for Factory B																										      Unique Participants		Number		119		263		54		16		452

						   Effectiveness measures																										      Total Participants		Number		119		359		257		123		858

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		80%		on plan		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 39

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		on plan		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		90%		on plan				YTD sample size = 98

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		95%		71%		14% below		95%		on plan				YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		NA		1,000		892		89%		1,100		110%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		NA		3,000		2,651		88%		3,200		107%

						      Percentage complete by 7/31		%		NA		90%		88%		98%		92%		102%



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses Developed		Number		1		3		3		100%		3		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		1		4,000		3,692		92%		4,300		108%

						  Total Participants		Number		1		9,000		8,193		91%		9,500		106%

						Cost (including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$37		$250		$178		71%		$255		102%

						Net benefit		Thousand $		NA		$150		$65		43%		$170		113%

						ROI		%		NA		60%		37%		on plan		67%		on plan





										         Table 9.1

								Simple Program Report for Reducing Injuries



										Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries		%		8%		25%		10%		        Below Plan		22%		88%

						Impact of Learning: High contribution for 2017		%		High		High				        Below Plan				              Near Plan				YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor





																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Develop Two Courses

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 1/31		Number		NA		2		2		100%		2		100%				Both completd on January 29



						Deliver Two Courses

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		452		3,000		2,800		93%		3,200		107%				Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		858		6,000		5,542		92%		6,300		105%

						      Percentage complete by 3/31		%		NA		95%		92%		3% below		92%		3% below				100% completion achieved on April 22

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		70%		80%		85%		5% above		82%		2% above				YTD sample size = 1872

						      Level 2: Test score		%		86%		90%		95%		5% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 3848

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		53%		95%		75%		20% below		90%		5% below				YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place



												  Table 9.2

										Program Report for Increasing Sales

						                                                          (Consistent with the Sample Business Plan in Appendix B)



												Results through June



																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Goal Owner: Ortega, VP of sales		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Enterprise Goal: Increase sales		%		3%		10%		4%		              On plan		10%		              On plan

						Impact of Learning: 20% contribution for 2017		%		2%		2%				              On plan				              On plan				YTD and FC impacts based on level 1 and 3 results 

																								and ongoing discussions with sponsor

																YTD 				Forecast

										2016		2017		YTD    		Compared				Compared

						Programs to Reduce Injuries		Metric		Actual		Plan		Results		to Plan		Forecast		to Plan				Notes

						Develop Consultative Selling Skills Course

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31		Number		NA		1		1		100%		1		100%				Completed on February 27



						Deliver Consultative Selling Skills

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		0		100		102		102%		105		105%				Sales leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		0		100		102		102%		105		105%

						      Percentage complete by 4/30		%		NA		100%		102%		2% above		102%		2% above

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		NA		80%		85%		5% above		85%		5% above				YTD sample size = 43

						                   Sponsor		%		NA		90%		90%		On plan		90%		On plan

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		85%		5% below		85%		5% below				YTD sample size = 102

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		85%		80%		5% below		83%		2% below				YTD sample size = 67. Reinforcement plan in place



						Develop 10  New Product Introduction Modules

						    Efficiency measure: Complete by 4/30		Number		NA		10		10		100%		10		100%				Completed on April 15



						Deliver 10 New Product Introduction Modules

						   Efficiency measures

						      Unique Participants		Number		120		100		102		102%		105		105%				Sales leaders responsible for attendance

						      Total Participants		Number		120		1,000		945		95%		1,050		105%

						      Percentage complete by 5/31		%		NA		100%		95%		5% below		95%		5% below				100% completion achieved on June 15

						   Effectiveness measures

						      Level 1: Participants		%		120		80%		79%		1% below		79%		1% below				YTD sample size = 47

						                   Sponsor		%		120		90%		80%		10% below		88%		2% below

						      Level 2: Test score		%		NA		90%		92%		2% above		92%		2% above				YTD sample size = 945

						      Level 3: Application rate		%		NA		85%		75%		10% below		80%		5% below				YTD sample size = 43. Reinforcement plan in place



						Summary

						Total

						  Courses/modules Developed		Number		NA		11		11		100%		11		100%

						  Unique Participants		Number		120		100		102		102%		105		105%

						  Total Participants		Number		120		1,100		1,047		95%		1,155		105%

						Cost (including opportunity cost)		Thousand $		$78		$607		$547		90%		$547		90%

						Level 4: Impact		%		NA		20%		19%		1% below		20%		On plan				YTD sample size = 43

						Net benefit		Thousand $		NA		$893		$953		107%		$953		107%

						ROI		%		NA		147%		174%		Above plan		174%		Above plan









Table



										                                        Efficiency Measures                                             

																Development		Delivery

				              Effectiveness Measures          						Number of		Number 		Number		Completed		Completed		Outcome Measures

				Level 1		Level 2		Level 3		Participants		of Courses		of Hours		on Time		on Time		Impact		Proxy

		Program

		Consultative selling skills		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Product features training		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Safety		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Design for manufacturing		X						X		X		X		X		X				X

		Six sigma		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X				X

		Intro to supervision		X				X		X		X		X		X		X				X

		Intro to management		X				X		X		X		X		X		X				X



		Other Measures								Utilization rate of e-learning

										Percentage of ee's reached by L&D

										Cost of L&D





Averages

		Calculation of Weighted Averages

												1		2		3		4		5				1		2		3		4		5

		Sales				100		1100				80.00%		85.00%		85.00%		20.00%						80		85		85		20

		Defects				200		800				80.00%		90.00%		85.00%		70.00%						160		180		170		140

		Injuries				3100		13600				80.00%		90.00%		95.00%		60.00%						2480		2790		2945		1860

		Leadership				180		180				85.00%				80.00%		40.00%						153		0		144		72

		Retention				500		7500				75.00%				80.00%		30.00%						375		0		400		150

		Purchasing				200		1000				80.00%		85.00%		80.00%		60.00%						160		170		160		120

		Tech support				50		500				80.00%		85.00%		90.00%		50.00%						40		42.5		45		25

						25																		0		0		0		0

		Compliance				1700								90.00%				70.00%						0		1530		0		1190



		Simple average										80.0%		87.0%		85.0%		47.1%

		Sum																						3449		4799.5		3952		3581

		Weighed ave																						79.7%		89.7%		91.3%		59.4%

		Total weight										4330		5350		4330		6030







Conclusion
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What Does It Mean to Run Learning 
Like a Business?
• Disciplined process to create a plan with specific measurable 

results 
» Plan should be achievable and realistic 

- Results are not guaranteed
» Learning should be aligned to the key goals of the organization
» Clear roles and responsibilities for L&D and the goal owner

• Disciplined execution of the plan
» Using monthly reports to determine if special action is required
» Accountability for results

• Continuously improve and optimize

Center for Talent Reporting
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Running Learning Like a Business

• Provides the greatest opportunity for our profession to deliver 
impact and demonstrate our value
» More than analytics, mobile, big data or any other single 

advancement

• Will develop and demonstrate your business acumen and 
position you for promotion and success

• Will best position your department for the next recession

• Is very satisfying

Center for Talent Reporting
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Learn More about TDRp

• Learn more and get implementation guidance at 
www.CenterforTalentReporting.org
» Introduction to TDRp whitepapers
» Over 700 measures
» More than 70 sample statements and reports
» Guidance on implementation
» Workshop and webinar registration

• Contact for more information:
» Dave Vance: DVance@CenterforTalentReporting.org
» Peggy Parskey: PParskey@CenterforTalentReporting.org

Center for Talent Reporting
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